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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In dollar terms, the convertible bond market is larger 

today than ever in its history. In the primary market, the 

record 1967 volume of nearly $4.$ billion will be approximately 

equalled in 196S; this compares with an annual average of 

$#36 million during the ten preceding years.1 In the secondary 

market, well over half of the New York Stock Exchange bond 

volume is accounted for by convertibles. There are approxi-

mately 140 convertible bond issues on that exchange, plus 

approximately 400 in other secondary markets, primarily over-

the-counter; in comparison, there were fewer than 60 issues of 

any significant size in all secondary markets in 1955 and 

fewer than 200 in 1959 -^ Much has been written on convertibles 

over the years, of course, but the bulk of this material 

represents "surface knowledge." There have been few in-depth 

studies of the convertible bond market in recent decades, 

resulting in serious gaps in the accumulated knowledge in the 

field. The purpose of this dissertation is to help remedy 

1See Table 1, p. 24. 

^Recent data taken from Kalb, Voorhis and Co., Convertible 
Fact Finder (New York, April, 1963) and from The Wall Street 
Journal, Vol. XLI (April 2, 1966), 23. Estimates for 1955 and 
1959 from, "Two Way Hedge, With Pitfalls," Business Week 
(Oct. 3, 1959), 115-16. 



that deficiency. Specifically, the study was designed to 

yield three types of information: (1) The degree of perfection 

prevailing in the parimary and secondary convertible bond 

markets; (2) the profit potential of various investing and 

hedging techniques in the convertible bond market; and (3) a 

judgment on whether each technique can be classified as 

rational or irrational. 

Basic Assumptions 

One of the basic assumptions throughout this dissertation 

is that differences in expected rates of return among different 

types of securities, or among different investment techniques 

within one type of security, can be accounted for by 

(1) imperfections in the market(s) and/or (2) compensation 

for expected additional risk. Furthermore, in a perfect 

security market, the actual realized net return on investment 

—after netting against gains the losses associated with 

risk elements--will be the same on any rational investment 

technique applied to a single type of security, and will differ 

among types of securities only to the extent that risk-averting 

investors concentrate commitments on one type of security 

while risk-seeking investors concentrate on another. It is 

assumed here that risk-averting investors will both expect 

and be satisfied with a lower net realized return than risk-

seeking investors. That is, expected return and expected 

utility are not synonymous concepts, nor are actual return and 

actual utility. Furthermore, variations in utility should 



not be dismissed simply as a form of market imperfection on 

the grounds 'that they denote irrational behavior on the part 

of investors. Differences in utility are legitimate, and 

they help explain observed differences in rates of return in 

the security markets. In a perfect security market, they 

would explain all of the differences. 

Some symbolic representations may add concreteness to 

these basic assumptions. Considering any one investment 

alternative—say a common stock—and letting R equal the 

expected or actual dollar return in a given future time period, 

letting d represent the discount rate implicitly or explicitly 

used by an investor, and V the (subjective) present value of 

the stock to the investor, then: 

V ~ £1 + 4) (I + 4)a (1 + <*)3 0 + <*)* 
such that R-], f^j R3, . . . represent the dollar returns 

in successive time periods through t time periods. The 

investor referred to here is the marginal investor whose 

actions determine the market price of the security. 

The discount rate, d, can be thought of as being composed 

of two additive parts, a discount rate for time, which will 

be labeled i, and a discount rate for expected risk, which 

will be labeled r. That is, d = i + r. The time rate, i, 

will not vary with the type of security involved, but the risk 

rate, r, will vary depending upon the investor's assessment 

of the risk involved in the commitment. Conceptually, the 



risk rate, r, would be equal to the product of two factors— 

a factor representing the expected variability of dollar 

return about the expected mean return, R; and a factor 

representing the marginal investor's personal sensitivity 

to risk (that is, a factor denoting whether he is, relatively, 

a risk-seeking or a risk-averting investor). If the first of 

these two factors is taken.to be the standard deviation, or, 

of the array of returns about the mean return, R, and if the 

second factor is labeled a, then r = <xcr. The a factor is a 

"coefficient of utility" that varies indirectly with the 

investor's willingness to accept risk. With these modifi-

cations : 

\/= R' I • B» I I. . . I ft* 
v (i+i+r,) O+i+rjT (i + i + r3)

3 (i + i+rt)* 
And: 

\ / - h. + ft* + + . » , + FU 
v Ci+i+a,<r) (|+i+%0-j)3 0+i+a>t#t)* 
Or: 

A 

v-l 
Or, if there is no stated limit to the number of time 

Rt 
(l + i + atai)

x 

periods: 

v-r R, 
I_/ (| + i + at <%f 

The basic assumption is that, in a perfect market, the 

time discount rate, i, for this investment alternative will be 

the same as the time discount rate for all other investment 

alternatives. Any difference in rate of return between two 



or more alternative investments is attributable to differences 

in the risk rate, r. 

It is not possible to solve for i in terras of V, R, 

a, and c in the general equation immediately above. However, 

a solution for i can be obtained by making some simplifying 

assumptions. Instead of assuming that R may vary from time 

period to time period in a random fashion, assume that R 

grows at a constant rate, starting with some initial return, 

R0, with the symbol g used to designate the growth rate per 

time period. It may also be assumed that the investor's risk 

rate is constant through successive time periods. Then: 

f +9 
= § 0°. 1 * r)' * l L ' U (' I + 14 r 

assuming no necessary time limit short of infinity. 

Thus, assuming (i + r) > g : 

vt 

V - R . X ' f - r r r f r ) « 

V ' J » 

V - J i l R - f f T i r l r ) ' 
\ t +1 +r J- t *o 

V - f e E . 

V - R . 

u + i+r; 
I- ' evl +1-+I7 

I 

( \ + s 

\i+i+i + r j i n f i f e \ 
y ; M l + i+r/. 

W ' t ? V 
L- e\ I + i-«-r 
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J ' eU+i V &) 
I + <3 

i+r 

1 = 

i = e 

i + 5 

I + i 4 r 

i + ff 

e 
- r -

-r-

This equation still refers only to one investment alter-

native. Adding a subscript to identify various other 

alternative investments: 

a 
i, = e m , 1 + 3 -r, 

1." e + 3 -r» 

Uk i3
=e lT^(| + 3^)-rs-l 

where 1, 2, 3,. . . p denote various alternative investments 

1*1® basic assumption, then, is that in a perfect 

market: 



Or: 

*),()• glv5), ll + Sj-r, e>vk l + sfj-r, 

z; # * t 
faj 

e i v j p i + ?p ~r P 

+ a r f t 

In a perfect market, not only would the time rate, i, be 

equal among all alternative investments, but V (labeled with 

the proper subscripts) would be the market price of each 

investment as well as the subjective present value assigned 

to such investments by marginal investors. Hence, the 

expected and actual rate of return on a particular investment 

would be the marginal investor's time discount rate (constant 

among all alternative investments) plus his risk rate 

{variable among different investment alternatives of unequal 

risk). Risk-averting investors—those with a large risk 

rate stemming from a large a. factor—will assign small 

present values to risky investments, leaving such investments 

for their risk-seeking cousins and concentrating their commit-

ments, instead, in less profitable but less risky investments. 

Within one type of security—that is, within one risk 

category—expected and realized rates, of return produced 

by the application of different rational investment techniques 

would be equal in a perfect market.3 

3The interest rate concept on which this approach is 
based bears some resemblance to the analysis by" John R. 
Hicks in his Value and Capital (Oxford, 1939), pp. 161-170. 
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It should be noted that R0 (or R in the original formu-

lation) denotes both expected mean-average return and actual 

return in a perfect market. It is perhaps expecting too much 

of a perfect market to insist that investors have perfect 

advance knowledge of the future, and a strong case could be 

built for allowing differences between at least rational' 

expected average returns and actual subsequent returns, with-

out declaring the market to be imperfect. It is suggested, 

however, that the term "efficient market" be reserved for a 

market that falls short of a "perfect market" because of an 

inability to predict future dollar returns on alternative 

investments, and that the latter term continue to be used to 

designate a market that is perfect in the full sense. The 

distinction is not critical as far as this dissertation is 

concerned. And, in any case, much of the conceptual 

difference between a "perfect market" and an "efficient 

market" disappears as one moves from the level of individual 

securities to groups or types of securities, and as one 

moves from short time periods to long time periods. The 

dissertation is largely concerned with convertibles as a 

group or type of security relative to other types of securities, 

an exception being one part of Chapter III dealing with sub-

groups of convertibles. And the dissertation is concerned 

mainly with rates of return over relatively long time spans. -

A frequently used phrase in the dissertation is "nearly (or 

highly) perfect market," which can be taken as roughly synonymous 

to "efficient market." 
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The Major Hypotheses, Basic Methodology, and 
the Investment and Hedging Techniques 

Two separate and distinct hypotheses guided the investi-

gations presented in the following chapters. First, it was 

hypothesized that the secondary convertible bond market is 

a nearly perfect market both internally and relative to other 

security markets, the stock and straight bond markets being 

the main reference points in the latter case. That is, it 

was hypothesized that, after making allowances for the utility 

phenomenon described above, average realized rates of return 

resulting from ordinary "buy-and-hold" commitments in con-

vertibles would approximately equal those resulting from 

comparable commitments in the stock and straight bond markets. 

And it was further hypothesized that alternative rational 

investment or hedging techniques applied internally within 

the convertible bond market would produce approximately equal 

returns. (A brief description, of the techniques appears'below,} 

Completely positive results in the testing of this secondary 

market hypothesis were not expected. One of the main 

objectives was to single out any investment or hedging tech-

nique that produced above-average returns by virtue of its 

capacity to pinpoint and take advantage of.any imperfections 

in the secondary market. Investigations preceding the formal 

study, however, led to the conviction that the imperfections 

in the secondary convertible market were relatively minor. 

In contrast, it was hypothesized that the primary convert-

ible bond market is a seriously imperfect market in which 
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original issue prices tend to be chronically below prices 

prevailing in initial secondary trading. There are two 

implications to this hypothesis. One is the possibility of 

above-average profit for a speculator able to bridge the gap 

between the primary and secondary market. The other is that, 

if the hypothesized imperfection does in fact exist, real 

(as well as monetary) resources are failing to flow in an 

efficient manner from savers to producers. 

The basic approach in the testing of these hypotheses 

was to start with the secondary market hypothesis and, if a 

reasonably high degree of perfection was in fact found in that 

market, to use the secondary market as a basis for measuring 

the degree of perfection prevailing in the primary convertible 

market. A high degree of perfection in the secondary convert-

ible market would be confirmed if (1) average realized rates 

of return generated by direct buy-and-hold, commitments in 

convertibles differed from average rates of return on direct 

commitments in common stocks and in straight bonds by amounts 

explainable largely in terms of known differences in risk 

among the three types of securities. That is, in a perfect 

market, one would expect to find a structure of realized 

rates showing the highest rates on stocks, the lowest rates 

on straight bonds, and with convertible rates in between. And 

(2) if average realized rates of return among various investment 

techniques applied internally within the convertible bond 

market produced equal returns. As disclosed in Chapter III 
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of the dissertation, the first of these two criteria was ' 

largely met. . A moderate degree of imperfection was uncovered 

by application of the second criterion. Overall, however, 

the secondary convertible market was deemed to be sufficiently 

perfect to serve as a starting point for measurement of the 

degree of perfection existing in the primary market, the 

subject of Chapter IV. The basic procedure here was to 

examine (after some carefully defined adjustments) the 

differences between new-issue prices in the primary market and 

prices prevailing in initial secondary trading. A persistent 

tendency for new-issue prices to change in an upward direction 

in initial secondary trading was taken as evidence of imper-

fection in the primary market—that is, evidence of the 

ability to obtain rates of return greater than could be 

accounted for by the risk/utility phenomenon. 

In the secondary market study, the comparison with the 

stock market was made by comparing the realized buy-and-hold 

rate of return on convertibles with a.comparable rate for 

listed common stocks computed by Lawrence Fisher and James 

H. Lorie.4- A less rigorous comparison was also made with 

average rates on stocks reported by other authors, and with 

average rates on straight debt issues. These comparisons " 

^Lawrence Fisher and James H. Lorie, "Rates of Return on 
,altS„mentS-1? Common^ Stocks, the Year-by-Year Record, 1926-
I.+l reprint, supplied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and 

a r t i c£ e scheduled to appear in the July, 1963, 
Journal of Business. Vol. XXXX. 7 ' 
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are presented in Chapter III. Internally, within the 

convertible bond market, the buy-and-hold rate was compared 

with the rates resulting from the application of various 

other investment and hedging techniques. Specifically, the 

latter half of Chapter III is devoted to the computation of 

rates of return generated by selective, as distinct from 

nonselective or random, direct commitments in the secondary 

convertible bond market, and to the rates of return generated 

by three different short-term trading techniques. (In a 

perfect market, random selections would produce the same-rates 

of return as selective commitments, and short-term rates of 

return would be the same as long-term buy-and-hold rates of 

return.) 

In Chapter V,,a combination internal/external technique 

is explored—the partial hedge. The partial hedge is a 

technique involving the purchase of a convertible and the 

simultaneous short sale of approximately one-half the number 

of shares of common stock into which the bond is convertible. 

The exact number of shares sold short is a crucial variable; 

decision rules for the determination of this variable were 

developed in the study. In an ideal partial hedge situation, 

a profit is earned regardless of which direction the common 

stock price subsequently moves. 

In Chapter VI, a superficially similar but conceptually 

distinct technique, the full hedge, is investigated. The full 

hedge involved a simultaneous short sale of approximately 
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the full number of shares into which the bond is convertible. 

As in the partial hedge, models were devised to make decisions 

regarding the exact number of shares sold short, plus other 

decisions vital to rational operation of the technique. 

By comparing the rate of return generated by the partial 

and full hedges with other rates computed in the dissertation, 

additional light was thrown on the degree of perfection in the 

security markets. 

As mentioned earlier, the dissertation was designed to 

yield three distinct types of information. In addition to 

conclusions regarding the degree of perfection in the primary 

and secondary convertible bond markets, and the average rates 

of return obtainable through the use of various investment and 

hedging techniques in these markets, judgments would also be 

formed on the rationality of the investment and hedging 

techniques themselves. In a perfect market, a rational invest-

ment technique will produce only a "normal" return. Below-normal 

returns in a perfect market denote an irrational technique. . 

Above-normal returns would indicate a rational technique in an 

imperfect market. Conclusions regarding all three types of 

information—-market perfection, rates of return, and 

rationality of the investment and hedging techniques——are 

presented in Chapter VII, which summarizes the findings of 

the dissertation. 

Although there is an active over-the-counter market for 

convertibles, the present study is restricted largely to the 
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market for listed convertibles (and, in the external compari-

sons, to the market for listed stocks). With a few rare 

exceptions, this automatically restricted the study to con-

vertibles listed on the New York Stock Exchange, since there 

are very few convertibles on the American Stock Exchange 

(only two at mid-July, 196#)^ or on the regional exchanges 

(none at mid-July, 196£).^ Whether the findings of the 

present study can be generalized to apply to the over-the-

counter market is an open question; certainly, one should not 
J 

do so without reservations. 

Risk and Market Imperfections 

Since risk and market imperfections are key concepts in 

the dissertation, a brief delineation of the nature of each 

will add clarity to the probings of the following chapters. 

Investors face five types of risk: 

1. Business risk. This is the risk of shrinkage in 

earnings or earnings growth because of one or more business 

problems—incompetent mamagement, problems in the industry, 

general economic recession, etc. Both investment income and 

market value can be affected, the latter because of the 

inclination of the investment community to establish market 

price on the basis of current or anticipated earnings. I 

5The Wall Street Journal. XLII (July 15, 1966), 1B. 

^Ibid., p. 19. 
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2. Market risk. This refers to the risk of fluctuations 

in the stock and convertible bond markets stemming from causes 

other than actual changes in earnings. Business risk is 

related to so-called "fundamental factors," while market risk 

is related to so-called "technical factors." Market risk can 

be thought of as a decline in price/earnings ratios when 

earnings are held constant. There is, obviously, a corres-

ponding opportunity for gain. 

3. Interest-rate risk. This is the risk of decline in 

values of fixed-income securities (preferred stocks, regular 

bonds, and convertibles when the conversion feature is not 

operative) caused by a rise in generally prevailing interest 

rates. There is, of course, a corresponding opportunity for 

profit when interest rates decline. 

4. Risk of variability of return. This refers to the 

inability of many individual investors to utilize the law of 

large numbers in situations involving variability in a 

probability distribution—that is, the inability to net 

losses on one investment against gains on another, or an 

inability to net temporary losses against longer-term gains. 

Stated very simply, small investors cannot properly diversify, 

and they lack the financial stability required to survive 

temporary setbacks. Hence, the. demand a premium in expected 

return as compensation for the additional risk.7 This 

7 A ease could be made for treating variability risk as a 
type of market imperfection rather than as a risk element, on 
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risk element overlaps* in a sense, the first three described 

above. 

5. Inflation risk. This is the risk of loss of purchasing 

power via holding of assets that earn less than the rate of 

inflation. In general, business, market, and interest-rate 

risks vary inversely with profit potential. Hence, investors 

are motivated to assume greater risks of these types in an 

effort to diminish the risk of inflation loss. Furthermore, 

there is interaction between interest-rate risk and inflation 

risk. To the extent that buyers of fixed-income securities 

expect future inflation, they will demand a compensating 

increase in yield-to-maturity; if enough investors share this 

expectation, interest rates will rise, thereby depressing 

prices of fixed-income securities. 

Risk can be thought of, conceptually, as existing 

separately from an investor's perception of it, although it 

may not be possible to measure risk in practice without 

reference to subjective assessment of risk. Irrational 

assessment of risk, or a rational but inaccurate assessment 

of risk, can be conveniently lumped in the category of market 

the grounds that the problems faced by the small investor 
would be solved by some means in a perfect market, and on the 
grounds that variations in return among individual securities 
are caused in the first place by imperfect allocation of 
funds on the part of investors. Classifying variability of 
return as a risk element, however, is more consistent with the 
definition implicitly or explicitly existing in most of the 
literature. For example, see Jack Hirshleifer, "Risk, the 
Discount Rate, and Investment Decisions," American PJconomic 
Review, LI (May, 1961), 112-20 
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imperfections as discussed below. 

Major sources of market imperfection include the following: 

1. Inability to accurately gauge risk. 

2. Irrational behavior on the part of investors. 

3. Lack of knowledge or inefficient communications. 

4. Geographical barriers. 

5. Custom or habit. 

6. Institutional rigidities. 

7. Market manipulation. 

8. Market management (for example, the Federal Reserve 

margin requirement, or pricing practices in the primary market). 

9. Tax factors ("locked-in" positions, tax-free municipal 

bond interest, etc.). 

Key Definitions 

In addition to this definition of risk elements and sources 

of market imperfection, there are several key terms, the under-* 

standing of which is essential to a proper interpretation of 

the presentation to follow: 

1. Current price of a convertible, or market price at 

some specified time, should always be taken to mean the market 

price of a $1OOO-denomination bond. Some convertibles come 

in other denominations, but the $1000 denomination will be 

uniformly assumed throughout the dissertation. 

2. Matching stock, or convertible-matching stock—terms 

that will be reserved for the common stock into which a con-

vertible bond is convertible. 
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3. Intrinsic value of a convertible—sometimes called 

the "investment value" or the "theoretical value," meaning 

the price at which the bond would sell if the conversion 

feature were either nonexistent or else regarded as without 

value by the investing public. The intrinsic value, concept-

ually at least, changes only with shifts in general interest 

rates or in the credit-worthiness of the company. 

4. Conversion value—the number of shares of stock into 

which the bond is convertible, multiplied by the current 

price (or price at a specified time), per share, of the 

matching stock. 

5. Conversion price—in normal cases, conversion price 

is a dollar measure of the conversion feature. It is system-

atically related to the number of shares of common stock that 

an investor would receive upon conversion of the bond, as 

follows: Conversion price = $ 1000 
Number of shares into 
which bond is con-

vertible 

6. Speculative premium—the excess of current market 

price of a convertible over either conversion value or intrinsic 

value, whichever of the latter two is highest. For example, 

if the conversion value is $1100, the intrinsic value $1000, 

and the current market price of the bond $1250, a $150 , 

speculative premium existsi Or, if conversion value is 

$$00, the intrinsic value $1000, and the current market price 

of the bond $1250, a $250 speculative premium exists. 
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Speculative premiums are a very important influence in the 

convertible bond market. They exist for two main reasons. 

First, investors who are interested in nonmargined commitments 

in equities recognize the convertible as an alternative 

investment with downside protection. They will bid the market 

price of the convertible up to some compromise level providing 

less than complete downside protection. Secondly, until 

recently at least, margin speculators used the convertible 

as a way around the Federal Reserve margin requirement, since 

the requirement was virtually inapplicable to bonds. In the 

past, banks have loaned as much as eighty or ninety per cent 

on convertible bond purchases. This caused a further bidding 

up of convertible prices and higher speculative premiums. This 

second cause of speculative premiums was partly, but not 

entirely, squelched by the enactment of a fifty per cent 

Federal Reserve margin requirement on convertible, effective 

March 11, 196#, with a subsequent increase to sixty per cent 

on June B, 1963. Other factors have influenced the general 

level of speculative premiums over the years. These factors 

are discussed at appropriate points in the dissertation. 

The following chapter, Chapter II, is a presentation of 

background material and findings or other researchers. It 
I . 
s 

provides information and evaluations necessary for a full 

understanding of subsequent chapters. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CONVERTIBLE BOND MARKET 

The material in this chapter is mostly of a general 

nature, dealing with various facets of the convertible bond 

market. There are four reasons for including such a chapter. 

First, to glean from the literature the end result of research 

conducted by others, and thus to avoid duplicating their 

efforts. Secondly, to compare and evaluate the findings of 

other scholars. Thirdly, to build up a broad, general under-

standing of the convertible bond market preparatory to the 

more intensive investigations-of subsequent chapters. And, 

finally, to help define with precision the scope, limitations, 

and problems involved in the study underlying this dissertation, 

The specific topics explored in this chapter include 

the historical volume and popularity of convertibles; the 

motives behind the issuance of convertibles by corporations; 

the characteristics or features of convertibles prevalent in 

the market and of the issuing corporations; some special types 

of convertibles that have been excluded from the study; a 

brief analysis of the charge that the sale of a convertible 

bond issue works an injustice on "existing stockholders; and, 

finally, the increasing role of institutional investors in the 

convertible bond market. 

20 
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It will be recalled that one of the major hypotheses of 

this dissertation deals with the primary convertible bond 

market, while the other deals with the secondary market. 

Chapters following this one are divided accordingly. Such a 

division would be awkward for this chapter, however, and was 

not attempted. 

The Historical Volume and Popularity 
of Convertibles 

The history of convertibles has been investigated by 

several researchers, but probably most thoroughly by C. James 

Pilcher."' Pilcher found that the first known use of a 

convertible occurred during the reign of King Charles I, 

I6OO-I649.2 In the United States, evidence of convertibles 

appears in the financial literature of the first half of the 

eighteenth century.3 Daniel Drew, Jay Gould, Commodore 

Vanderbilt, and others made liberal use of convertibles 

during the great era of expansion in the railroad industry 

in the nineteenth century.4- In the first decade of the 

1C. James Pilcher, Raising Capital With Convertible 
Securities (Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1955), Pilcher's study 
covers both convertible bonds and convertible preferred stock. 

2Arthur Dewing, Financial Policy of Corporations, 
p. 242, footnote 1, cited in Pilcher, ibid., p. 2. 

3w. Bayard Taylor, Financial Policies of Business 
Enterprise, p. 292, cited in Pilcher, ibid., p. 2. 

^Montgomery Rollins, "Convertible Bonds and Stocks," 
Annals "of American Academy of Political and Social Science, 
XXXV (No. 3> 1910), 99, cited by Pilcher, ibid., p. 3 . Also, 
Canadian Convertible Debenture Issues, p. 1, cited in Pilcher, 
ibid.. p. 3 . 
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twentieth century, the use of convertibles to raise new 

capital spread to other types of companies; examples include 

American Telephone and Telegraph, Otis Elevator, Diamond 

Match Company, and Lackawanna Steel Company,5 Numerous 

issues appeared during the time span from 1914 to 1924; 

some thirteen per cent of all corporate bonds issued during 

this period are reported to have been convertibleA study 

covering both bonds and preferred stocks during the June, 1928, 

to January, 1929> period revealed that twenty-seven per cent 

of the new issues contained conversion features J Some 

27.4 per cent of the unsecured bonds and 7.8 per cent of the 

secured bonds issued during the 1937-40 period were onvertible.^ 

Pilcher's research covering the 1933-52 period— 

including all new offerings in excess of $300,000 each except ~ 

equipment trust obligations—revealed that 182 of 1959, 

or 9«3 per cent, of the new publicly offered debt issues 

carried conversion features; in the category of private 

placements, however, only 21 of 3914 bonds, of 0.5 per cent, 

contained conversion provisions. Pilcher offers several 

^Montgomery Rollins, Convertible Securities, pp. 94-98, 
cited in Pilcher, ibid., p. 3« 

6c. C. Keith, "Convertible Securities and Stock Purchase 
Warrants," Rocky Mountain Law Review, II (Nov., 1929), 16; 
cited in Pilcher, ibid., p. 3 . 

7c. C. Keith, "Convertible Securities and Stock Purchase 
Warrants," p. 28, cited in Pilcher, ibid., pp. 3, 4 . 

^Pilcher, ibid.. p. 7 . 
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reasons why the volume of convertibles was light in the private 

placements category: the prevalence of pre-emptive right 

provisions, which precluded the private placement of convert-

ible bonds (or stocks) without a privileged-subscription 

offering; moral obligations on the part of the corporations; 

the frequency of private placement of debt instruments by 

closely-held companies wanting to avoid dilution of equity and 

voting power; and the emergence of life insurance companies 

—with their traditional preference for straight debt 

securities—as major recipients of private placements.9 

In terms of dollar volume, rather than number of issues, 

the approximate year-by-year volume of new convertibles, 

both publicly and privately marketed in this century, is 

shown in Table I. It is obvious from the table that the 

popularity of convertibles has fluctuated widely over the 

years. There is some correlation between movements in the 

stock market and the volume of new convertibles, though the 

correlation is not high enough to adequately explain the 

erratic volume. (This relationship has been treated more 

thoroughly in the section of this chapter entitled "Motives 

Underlying Issuance of Convertibles," beginning on page 53.) 

Of particular interest are the peaks of 1929 and 1955, and 

the tremendous upsurge in 1965, 1966, and 1967. The recently 

enacted margin requirement on convertibles seems to have had 

9piicher, ibid., pp. 7-9* 



TABLE I 

ANNUAL DOLLAR VOLUME OF NEW BOND ISSUES, 
1900-1967, WITH CONVERTIBLES AS 

, PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL* 

(Millions of Dollars) 

24 

Year 
All . Convert- $ of Year Bonds ibles Total 

1900 $ 693.4 $ 11 .2 1.6$ 
1901 1439.0 125.0 3.4 
1902 1009.3 6 5 . 6 6.5 
1903 919.2 32.6 3.5 
1904 1092.0 33.1 3.0 
1905 1226.0 164.5 13.4 
1906 1092.0 134.3 16.9 
1907 1039.3 166.6 15.3 
1903 1112.1 106.5 9.6 
1909 1264.0 193.4 15.7 
1910 1133.2 123.5 10.9 
1911 1299.5 29.1 2.2 
1912 1396.9 74.3 5.3 
1913 1167.6 213.7 13.7 
1914 1193.4 75.3 6.3 
1915 1134.3 193.9 16.3 
1916 1435.0 193.5 13.0 
1917 1223.6 63.4 5.6 
1913 300.4 111 .2 13.9 
1919 1033.7 141 .9 13.7 
1920 1443.0 275.0 19.0 
1921 2074.6 102.0 4.9 
1922 2270.2 143.1 6 . 5 
1923 2113.2 134.6 6 . 4 
1924 2227.0 79.4 3.6 
1925 2202.4 159.3 7.3 
1926 2724.3 136.4 6.3 
1927 3356.3 156.3 4.1 
1923 2997.0 294.3 9.3 
1929 1957.7 733.5 40.3 
1930 2973.3 570.4 19.2 
1931 2030.1 53.5 2.9 
1932 373.7 30.6 3.5 
1933 444.3 39.3 9.0 

Year 
All 
Bonds 

Convert- $ of 
ibles Total 

$ 129.1 22.2% 
115.3 5.0 
142.7 3.9 
257.3 16.5 
213.9 11 .2 
260.6 11 .3 
11 .5 0.5 

256.1 12.3 
46.3 5.2 
0.0 0.0 

34 .2 1 .6 
13 .0 0.3 

4 0 1 . 9 10.5 
396 .6 10.6 
230 .4 5.7 
423.4 12.3 
122.6 3.3 
472.3 10.4 
903.9 15.2 
949.3 19.0 
133.9 2.2 
1412.1 26.3 
757.6 12.7 

IO64.O 13.3 
1147.0 14.4 
623.0 11 .3 
462.0 3.2 
704.0 9.3 
445.0 6.2 
343.0 4.5 
425.0 5.9 
1263.3 9.2, 
1371 .7 12.0 
4474.6 20.4 

1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1933 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
.1947 
1943 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
195S 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

$ 531.3 
2314.9 
3666.1 
1561.6 
1960.1 
2213.1 
2416 .4 
2005.2 
^97.7 
309.5 
2194.3 
4245.3 
3310.3 
3725.9 
4064.3 
3490.2 
3730.7 
4536.9 
5970.6 
4993.5 
6049.2 
5273.6 
5937.1 
7972.9 
7965.7 
5343.7 
5602.0 
7154.9 
7201.3 
7695.6 
7145.0 
13720.3 
15560.3 
21954.4 

^Source: 1900-64 data from Thomas R. Atkinson, Trends 
iG. •^°P)0-rr

akg Quality. p. 73, compiled from data devel-
oped by W. R. Hickman, by Moody's Investors Service, and bv 
Vestment Dealers' Digest. 1965-67 data from Securities 
and Exchange Commission, Statistical Bulletin, Feb., 1963, 
P* 17 • 
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no effect on this high rate of new-issue volume. Ashby 

Bladen, director of convertible bond research at Salomon 

Brothers and Hutzler, was quoted as predicting a total 1968 

volume of $4 billion; Frank S. Glaser of Merrill Lynch agrees 

that the volume will probably continue high into the near 

future.^ In view of the erratic record of the past, however, 

it would probably be unrealistic to forecast an indefinite 

continuation of the current volume. 

In terms of the number and dollar volume of convertible 

issues outstanding—that is, traded on the secondary market— 

a useful, though not entirely complete, tabulation for 

selected years from 1955 through 19&5 shown in Table II 

on the following page. This tabulation includes only the 

issues covered in the Moody's Manuals—roughly two-thirds 

of the total number of convertible issues but a larger 

percentage of the aggregate dollar volume. As mentioned in 

Chapter I, there are currently over 500 issues outstanding. 

The volume of both new and secondary transactions in the 

convertible bond market is clearly sufficient to warrant 

careful research into the workings of the primary and secondary 

convertible markets, and into the nature of the issues traded 

in those markets. 

10Arlene Hershman, "New Style in Convertibles," Dun's 
Review, XCI (March, 1963), 43, 4 4 . 
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.TABLE II 

CONVERTIBLE BOND ISSUES OUTSTANDING 
IN. SELECTED YEARS, 1955-6$* 

(Excluding Small Issues Not 
Listed in Moody's Manuals) 

Year 
Estimated 
Number of 
Issues 

Estimated 
Dollar Volume 
(Billions) 

1955 54 $1 .8 

1957 110 1 .8 

1959 1 $2 2 .6 

1961 220 2.5 

1963 223 1 .a 

1965 222 3 .4 

*Source: Robert R. McKenzie, "Convert-
ible Debentures, 1956-65," The Quarterly 
Review of Economics and Business. VI (Win-
ter, 19^F), 42, 43; compiled from Moody's 
data. 

Characteristics of Convertibles and 
the Issuing Companies 

What sort of issues make up the convertible bond market, 

and what types of companies issue them? The answers can be 

found by examining such characteristics as average size of 

issue and issuing company, industry categories, risk of 

default, and the various debenture provisions. ) 

Average Size of Issues and Companies 

Drawing again upon C. James Pilcher's study, some idea of 

the average size of new convertible issues marketed in selected 
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years between 1937 and 1952 can be gleaned from Table III; 

the table also provides average issue size on nonconvertible 

bonds. Private placements are excluded, as are small issues 

of $300,000 or less. The percentages in the last column are 

particularly significant. Pilcher's interpretation (after 

examining other data as well) is that most convertibles are 

issued by either relatively small or relatively large 

companies (assuming a correlation between average issue size 

and average company size), with disproportionately few 

medium-sized companies involved. The smaller, weaker com-

panies issue convertibles largely because they have little 

alternative. Larger companies, on the other hand, issue 

convertibles more sporidically—increasing their sales during 

times of popularity of convertibles, reducing their sales 

during times when stocks or straight debt instruments are 

more saleable.^ More will be said about this thesis 

later. 

To the extent that the thesis is correct, it explains 

why the average issue size of convertibles, relative to all 

bonds, shrank in the 1941-43 period, then rose again later. 

Interest rates were pegged at a low level during the war, 

making straight bonds attractive as sources of new capital, 

and making the conversion feature a less attractive and less 

necessary device from the corporate viewpoint. 

11Pilcher, Raising Capital With Convertible Securities, 
pp. 13, 14, 17, TT. : 
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TABLE III 

AVERAGE SIZE OF BONDS ISSUED IN SELECTED 
. TIME PERIODS, 1937-52* 

Public Offerings in Excess of 
$300,000 Each 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Year All Bonds 
(a) 

Convertibles 
(b) 

Ratio of 
(b) to (a) 

1937 $13.1 $13.5 103$ 

1941-43 12.4 3.6 29 

1952 20.0 19.7 99 

^Source: C. James Pilcher, Raising Capital With 
Convertible Securities (Ann Arbor, 1955 ) > P» 13 • 

The main concern of this dissertation is with listed 

convertible issues. This narrows down almost exclusively to 

convertibles on the New York Stock Exchange, as explained in 

Chapter I. In a sample of twenty-nine convertible bonds 

listed on that exchange as of June 25, 1963, the mean average 

size of original issue was $42.4 million.^ In a larger 

sample, including some eighty issues with an earlier average 

issue date than the smaller sample, the mean average size was 

12»New York Stock Exchange Bonds," The Wall Street 
Journal, XLI (June 25, 1963), 21. This sample was selected 
by picking every fifth convertible issue in the June 25, 1963, 
copy of the Wall Street Journal, for which data was available 
in the Moody's Manuals. The average year of issue in this 
sample was 1965. A list of the issues appears in the appendix, 
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$31.1 million J ^ These samples are not strictly comparable 

with Pilcher's because of changes in price level and because 

his sample includes both listed and unlisted issues. However, 

since Pilcher excluded small issues of $300,000 or less, 

his sample should be compatible enough for a practical com-

parison after making an adjustment for price level changes. 

Table IV shows this comparison in terms of current prices. 

TABLE IV 

AVERAGE SIZE OF CONVERTIBLES ISSUED IN 
SELECTED TIME PERIODS, 1937-63, 

IN CURRENT PRICES* 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Period Average Size 
of Issue 

1937 - ' $37.7 

1941-43 3.3 

1952 . . , 27.7 

1960** 37 .5 

1965*** 45.7 

^Sources: Computed from data supplied 
by C. James Pilcher and by Moody fs Manuals. 
Implicit price deflator for GNP used to 
adjust prices. 

^'Average age of 30-issue sample. 

***Average age of 29-issue sample. 

^^The Wall Street Journal, North Texas State University 
microfilm files.. This sample of 30 issues was selected by 
picking every fifth convertible issue in the 1956, 1958, 1960, 
1962, 1964, 1966, and 1968 Wall Street Journals at mid-June, 
eliminating a few issues with unusual features (such as con-
version features involving preferred stocks, or convertibles 
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The increase in average issue size since 1952, while not 

dramatic, is nevertheless significant. It tends to substan-

tiate and to build upon Pilcher's thesis. As interest rates 

have risen to punishing levels, larger companies have turned 

from straight debt issues to convertibles in an effort to . 

keep coupon rates at a minimum. The twenty-nine-issue 

sample included such prestigious firms as Air Reduction, 

National Cash Register, Reynolds Metals, Trans-World Airlines, 

Lockheed Aircraft, Eastern Airlines, Burlington Industries, . 

Commercial Solvents, and other corporations that certainly 

cannot be classified as small concerns. A study by the 

Wharton School of Finance and Commerce at the University of 

Pennsylvania disclosed that the average size of all corporate 

bonds issued in the first quarter of 1962 was $46.3 million.^ 

This confirms the belief that, relative to straight bonds, 

convertibles have not in recent years been issued by dispro-

portionately small firms. 

Types of Industries 

There has been a trend toward greater diversity in the 

types of industries using convertible bonds as a source of new 

capital. Robert R. McKenzie states that over the 1955-65 

involved in an exchange of securities in a merger). In com-
puting average issue size, 'an enormous $637 million issue 
marketed by American Telephone and Telegraph Co. was excluded. 
The average year of issue in this sample was i960. A complete 
list of the issues in this sample appears in the appendix. 

^Irwin Friend and others, Investment Banking and the 
New Issues Market (Cleveland, 1967), p. 325. 
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period, the use of convertibles has "spread across industry 

c a t e g o r i e s . " ^ 5 xn terms of broad industrial classifications, 

Pilcher found that during the 1933-52 period, 73*7 per cent 

of all convertibles he studied were issued by industrial-

concerns, 22.0 per cent by utilities, 3 ^ per cent by 

transportation companies, and 0.5 per cent by others (includ-

ing financial institutions).^ In the eighty-issue sample 

referred to earlier—covering convertibles issued during 

the 1952-6# period—$4.9 P e r cent of the issues were in the 

industrial category, 5»0 per cent were utilities, 6.3 per cent 

transportation companies, and 3.S per cent other. 

Thus, the spreading use of convertibles has not been 

across major classification lines, but rather within the 

broad category of "industrial" companies. A wide array of 

specific industries was indeed evident in the "industrial" 

segment of the eighty-issue sample: chemicals, mail-order, 

steel, department and discount stores, distillers, machine 

tools, plastics, electronics, textiles, aircraft manufacturing, 

garment manufacturing, office equipment, foods, oil companies, 

paper* companies, rubber, vending machine concerns, and 

conglomerates. 

^Robert R. McKenzie, "Convertible Debentures, 1956-65," 
The Quarterly Review of Economics and Business, VI (Winter. 
19667751. • 1 

1^Pilcher, Raising Capital With Convertible Securities. 
P • 19. -
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Pilcher also found that industrial concerns made 

greater use of convertibles--that is, relative 

to straight debt instruments--than did utilities, trans-

portation companies, or others. Over the 1933-52 period, 

17.4 per cent of the industrial issues were convertible, but 

only 4.0 per cent of the utility issues and 4.0 per cent of 

the transportation issues were convertible (the "other" 

percentage was distorted by the extremely small absolute 

number of issues involved and was not meaningful)J? 

Although no check was made on more recent issues, one must 

suspect that the same general ratios still hold. The reason 

is rooted in the financial policies and legal environment 

of utilities and railroad companies. 

Conversion Features 

There are several varieties of conversion features on 

convertible bonds. In the first place, while the great 

majority of such bonds are convertible into common stock, a 

few are, or have been in the past, convertible into preferred 

stock or a straight bond. The eighty-issue sample, described 

previously, including bonds issued from 1952 through early 

1963, excluded two issues because they contained special con-

version features. One was convertible into preferred stock, 

the other into a combination of common and preferred. Pilcher 

^Pilcher, ibid., p. 19. 



reports that such provisions were more common in the 192Q's 

but have been rare since thenJ^ 

Another feature, one that has never been very popular, 

is the delayed conversion privilege—that is, a provision 

requiring the passage of a specified length of time before 

the holder can exercise the conversion privilege. In the 

eighty-issue sample, which picked up in terms of time where 

Pilcher's study stopped, only three bonds contained delayed 

conversion privileges—a mere 3*$ per cent. None were 

found in the somewhat "younger" twenty-nine-issue sample. 

From the corporation's viewpoint, there are arguments in 

favor of a delayed conversion feature. The strongest one, 

perhaps, is that delayed conversion gives the company time 

to invest the proceeds from sale of the convertible, and to 

begin generating earnings on the new funds before bondholders 

force a switch from lower-cost debt capital to higher-cost 

equity capital. It could be argued, on the other hand, that 

the period of greatest risk and uncertainty in a new invest-

ment venture is in its early stages, and that this is the very 

time the company should avoid fixed interest charges and 

welcome the payout flexibility associated with equity capital. 

Whatever the pros and cons from the corporate viewpoint, the 

delayed conversion feature is rare in the marketplace because 

of its adverse effect on marketability, especially when a 

call feature is operative during the conversion delay period. 

1^Pilcher, ibid.. pp. 29, 30. 
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Still another type of conversion feature, and one that 

has declined in prevalence, is the use of a conversion price 

that changes as a function of time or accumulated amount of 

previous conversions, or some combination of the two. Pilcher 

found that 64 per cent of the convertibles issued in the 

194&-52 period had conversion prices that rose over the life 

of the issue (56 per cent at predetermined time intervals, 

4 per cent based on accumulated conversions, and 4 per cent 

a combination of the two bases). Keith L. Broman, in 

a study of convertibles issued in.the 1949-59 period, found 

that approximately 50 per cent of the issues had rising con-

version p r i c e s . T h i s represents a significant decline from 

Pilcherrs earlier sample. In the twenty-nine-issue sample 

examined by this researcher--including bonds issued between 

1955 and 196$—only two convertibles contained the rising 

conversion-price feature (less than seven per cent). Since 

rising conversion price means a declining number of common 

shares received by the bondholder upon conversion, the 

apparent motive behind the use of such a feature is a desire 

on the part of the corporation to accelerate conversion. The 

feature obviously works to the detriment of the bondholder 

who will, ceteris paribus, experience a loss in both conversion 

value and market price of the bond if he holds the bond through 

^^Ibid., p. 30. 

20Keith L. Broman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated 
Debentures by Industrial Firms 1949-59." The Qusrterlv Review 
2L Economics and Business. Ill (Spring, I9S3), 68. 
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an increase in conversion price. The feature calling for 

changes in conversion price at various levels of accumulated 

conversions is even more insidious, since it compels the 

bondholder to attempt to outguess the actions of fellow 

bondholders. The effect of the feature on marketability-

has probably accounted for the decline in the frequency of 

its use, particularly in this era of high interest rates, 

which have forced a large supply of new convertibles onto 

the market. 

The Call Provision and Duration of the 
Conversion Feature 

Another aspect of the conversion feature—one that 

can be most conveniently discussed along with the call 

feature—is' the duration of the conversion privilege. 

This researcher's calculations based on data compiled by 

W. Braddock Hickman disclosed that, during the entire period 

from 1900 to 1943» 62.5 per cent of the dollar volume of 

new convertible issues in all industry categories contained 

conversion features that expired prior to the maturity date 

of the debt i t s e l f ( T h i s does not, it should be noted, 

rule out changes in conversion price over the duration of the 

conversion privilege.) In Pjlcher's sample during the 194S-52 

period, only 20 per cent of the issues contained time 

W. Braddock Hickman, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Statistical Measures of Corporate Bond Financing 
Since 1900 (Princeton, 1960), computed from data in Table 11S, 
p. 211 . 
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limitations on conversion.22 Arthur Dewing, in his 1953 text 

on corporate financial policy, called the limited conversion 

period an "exception."^ Hone of the issues in the twenty-nine-

issue sample outstanding in 196$ had limitations on the duration 

of the conversion period. Thus, here is another variation of 

the conversion feature that has declined in use over the years; 

this one has, in fact, almost vanished entirely. 

The original motive for placing a time limit on conversion 

was apparently to reduce, from the corporation's viewpoint, 

the period of uncertainty connected with the fact that con-

version is at the bondholder's option. The limited conversion 

period forces, in most cases, a quicker transformation in 

the company's capital structure from debt to equity. If the 

company wants to speed up the switch from debt to equity— 

which many companies do—the limited conversion period is 

one way to force the speed-up.2^" 

The disappearance of the limited conversion period is 

explained largely by the increasing use of call provisions, 

which are now virtually universal in the case of convertibles. 

Normally, the bondholder is given a specified period of time, 

22Pilcher, Raising Capital With Convertible Securities, 
p. 40 • 

23Arthur Dewing, The Financial Policy of Corporations, 
5th ed. (New York, 1953 )» Vol. I, p. 264. 

2^-This explanation conflicts with Pilcher's (pages 48-50 
of Raising Capital With Convertible Securities): Pilcher's 
explanation seems illogical to this researcher. 
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following the call notice, to convert the bond into stock. 

(In the twenty-nine-issue sample, all of the bonds were 

callable, one on twenty days' notice, the rest on thirty 

days' notice.) If the conversion value of the bond is above 

the call price at the time the bond is called, all rational 

investors will convert—or sell the bond for someone else 

to convert—in order to avoid losing the difference between 

the two amounts. The company can, in short, force conversion 

in such cases simply by calling the bond. Except for bonds 

with conversion values below call price, therefore, the call 

feature makes a limited conversion duration unnecessary. 

And when conversion value is depressed, conversion is not 

likely to take place in any case, making the limited conver-

sion period' meaningless. 

An additional stimulus for doing away with the limited 

conversion feature is that, from the standpoint of market-

ability, investors are inclined to accept the call feature 

more readily than the limited conversion period. The limited 

conversion period can force the investor to either convert 

or to accept a straight debt instrument when neither alter-

native is desirable. A call provision on a convertible, on 

the other hand, is normally gxercised only when the conversion 

value is above the call price; though an original buyer of 

the issue may be forced to convert before he wants to, he at 

least expects to turn a profit on the transaction. 
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Anti-dilution Provisions 

Virtually all convertibles, out of marketing necessity, 

contain clauses protecting the investor against dilution in 

conversion value arising from stock splits or stock dividends. 

The protection is provided very simply by adjusting the conver-

sion price commensurate with the change in capitalization. For 

example, in a two-for-one split, the conversion price would be 

halved (or, to view it another way, the number of shares into 

which the bond could be converted would be doubled). Many, 

but not all, convertibles also contain protection against 

dilution stemming from such things as sale of new common stock 

at less than the current market price, or the issuance of new 

convertibles with more favorable terms than the outstanding 

issue. Protection must also be provided against such acts 

as merger, consolidation, sale of assets, or dissolution of 

the company. 

Maturitv 

A.high degree of uniformity exists among convertibles 

in respect to the original maturity period. Keith Broman "found 

twenty to twenty-five years to be the typical maturity period. 

In the twenty-nine-issue sample, twenty-five of the bonds 

matured in either twenty or twenty-five years (the others were 

fifteen, eighteen, or twenty-one years). 

25Broman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated Debentures 
by Industrial Firms 1949-59," p. 66. 
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Sinking Funds 

In a sample of convertibles issued in the 194&-52 period, 

Pilcher found that about half of the issues contained sinking 

fund provisions; and he noted that sinking funds were less 

common for convertibles than for straight bonds (he estimated 

that seventy-six per cent of the straight secured bonds, and 

sixty per cent of the straight unsecured bonds, had sinking 
O fit 

funds). Sinking funds represent a debatable financial 

arrangement on any bond, and in the case of convertibles they 

appear especially illogical in view of the common expectation 

that the corporation will never have to repay the principal 

because of conversion. One might, therefore, anticipate a 

decline over the years in the use of the sinking fund on 

convertibles. The trend, oddly enough, has been precisely 

the opposite. Broman, in his 1949-59 sample, found that 

almost all of the issues had sinking funds of some kind. 

In the more recent twenty-nine-issue sample, only two issues, 

or less than seven per cent, had no sinking fund provision. 

Typically, however, the sinking fund payments are not 

only delayed several years from the issue date, but represent 

in total less than full face value of the debt. Broman found 

2 6 p i l c h e r , Raising Capital With Convertible Securities, 
P • 54 • 

27Broman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated Deben-
tures by Industrial Firms 1949-59," p. 65. 
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ten years a more or less normal d e l a y . I n the twenty-nine-

issue sample, the period of delay ranged from four to fifteen 

years; eleven years was the most common. As for the portion 

of the debt covered by the sinking fund, there is great 

variety and ingenuity in the wording of this provision, with 

no phrasing that could really be regarded as typical. But 

just as an example, one of the twenty-nine issues included in 

the recent sample called for annual payments to start eleven 

years after the issue date, with annual payments that would, 

barring retirement of the issue by conversion or call, total 

approximately seventy-five per cent of the original principal 

amount; but the company could credit annual conversions 

against the required sinking fund payments and could, in 

addition, make extra voluntary payments if it desired. 

The provision calling for total payments of less than 

the face value of the debt is entirely logical in the case of 

a convertible bond (unless, perhaps, the company also credits 

conversions against the required payments). But with a 

substantial time delay prior to the first annual payment, 

the sinking fund becomes largely farcial in terms of manage-

ment's expectations at time of issuance, particularly since 

the call feature is usually expected to be available to force 

conversion. The sinking fund provisions appearing on most 

convertibles are, in short, little more than harmless "sweetners" 

28 Ibid.. p. 63. 
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added to the issues to make them more marketable. The limited 

degree of legitimacy they do possess lies outside of the 

realm, probably, of managerial expectations—namely, when 

the company falls upon hard times so that the bond remains 

unconverted and in danger of default. As will be observed 

in the following section, the increasing use of the sinking 

fund on convertibles cannot be attributed to rising default 

risk. 

Risk of Default 

The question of default risk is an important one in the 

case of convertibles; the common charge is that convertibles 

are typically issued by weak companies, are nearly always 

unsecured and subordinated, and have a poorer default record 

as a group than straight bonds. It is indisputably true that 

issuing convertibles without the security of a mortgage is a 

long-standing tradition. Thomas R. Atkinson ways, " . . . For 

the first four decades of the century, never less than 70 

per cent of the nonconvertible bond offerings were secured, 

whereas less than half and sometimes less than one-fourth-

of the convertible issues were secured."^9 jn t^e recerrt 

twenty-nine-issue sample, all of the issues were unsecured 

and only one was not subordinated. The terms "convertible 

f 9 T h o m a s, R: Atkinson, Trends in Corporate Bond OiiaHt.v 
(hew York, 196?)t pp. &4* For a decade-by-decade record, 
see p.. 85. ' 
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subordinates debenture" or just "convertible debenture" have 

become almost generic names for convertible bonds. 

It is also true that convertibles are typically assigned 

less than top ratings by the rating agencies. Moody's ratings 

for the twenty-nine and eighty-issue samples are shown in 

Table V.30 

TABLE V 

MOODY'S RATINGS OF THE CONVERTIBLES IN THE 
TWENTY-NINE AND EIGHTY-ISSUE SAMPLES* 

(Percentages of Totals) 

Rating 29-Issue 
Sample 

SO-Issue 
Sample 

A • 3.4$ 6.3% 
Baa 10.3 2S.7 
Ba 69.0 52.5 
B 13.9 
Not rated 3.4 3.7 

Total 100.0$ 100.0% 

^Source: Moody's Manuals: ratings at time 
of issuance. 

The majority of the issues fall in the Baa or Ba 

categories, the fourth and fifth, respectively, down the 

list of Moody's symbols. Assigning quality ratings, however, 

is a tricky business. The rating agencies have been partic-

ularly bedeviled by convertibles in the past. In the prewar 

3°The sequence of Moody's ratings, from highest to 
lowest, is: Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, Caa, Ca, C. Some issues 
are not rated, and Moody's cautions against inferring any 
particular rating in such cases. 
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period, Atkinson found a very poor correlation between agency 

ratings on convertibles and subsequent default rates, stating, 

"The rating agencies have apparently had as much difficulty 

with convertibles as investors have had."31 Atkinson does 

not, unfortunately, provide evidence on the predictive 

accuracy of ratings in the postwar period. Unquestionably, 

however, convertibles as a group have been rated lower than 

nonconvertibles in the postwar period, as indicated by 

Atkinson's data in Table VI. 

TABLE VI 

PERCENTAGE OF NEW BOND ISSUES WITH MOODY'S 
RATINGS BELOW Baa, 1944-6$* 

(Public Offerings Only) 

Period Convertibles 
Non-

Convertibles 

1944-47 2.156 3.3# 
1948-51 6.9 1.3 
1952-55 9.5 1 .4 
1956-59 36.7 1.5 
1960-63 62 .2 1 .7 
1964-65 87.2 5.a 

^Source: Thomas R. Atkinson, Trends in Cor-
porate Bond Quality (New York, 1 §67), p. 
computed from data in Moody's Bond Survey. 

One of the difficult questions in assigning ratings is 
i 
1 

the amount of weight to give to the fact that a bond is 

unsecured, or subordinated, or both. These features 

Atkinson, Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, p. 32. 
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automatically preclude assignment of top ratings by the 

rating agencies. But, as Graham, Dodd, and Cottle point out, 

"The debenture (i. e., unsecured) obligations of a strong 

corporation, amply capable of meeting its interest charges, 

may qualify for acceptance almost as readily as its bonds 

secured by mortgage. Furthermore, the debentures of a strong 

enterprise are undoubtedly sounder investments than the 

mortgage issues of a weak c o m p a n y . " 3 2 Assigning a low rating 

because a company has a questionable level of credit-worthiness 

is one matter; automatically assigning a low rating because 

a bond is not secured and/or is subordinated is another matter. 

Such a practice can be called into question. 

What about the actual default record of convertibles 

compared with straight bonds? The fact is, the default 

reputation picked up by convertibles was acquired in one 

decade, the 1920's. Provided the default rate is computed 

properly, convertibles as a class have experienced a lower 

default rate for all other decades in the prewar period, as 

shown in Table VII. (Unfortunately, comparable data for the 

postwar period are not available; this will be discussed 

below). 

The manner in which the default percentages are com-

puted is crucial. If the rates are computed by dividing' 

32Benjamin Graham, David L. Dodd, and Sidney Cottle, 
Security Analysis, Principles and Technique, 4th ed. (New 
York, 1962), p. 313. 
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current dollar default volume for a given time period by the 

total dollar volume of bonds outstanding at the beginning of 

that time period, distortions can be caused by a rising or 

declining issue volume bearing no direct relationship to the 

default volume itself. Furthermore, additional distortion 

occurs in the case of convertibles because of the tendency 

for "default-proof" convertibtLes--those associated with 

rising per—share stock prices and profitable conversion 

values—to be converted and thus removed from the figure 

on outstanding dollar volume; while the "default-prone" issues 

remain unconverted and thus weigh disproportionately in the 

aggregate volume of outstanding issues. 

TABLE VII 

DEFAULT RATES ON CONVERTIBLE AND NONCON-
VERTIBLE BONDS, 1900-43* 

(Dollar Figures in Millions) 

Period 
of 

Issue 

Convertibles Nonconvertibles Period 
of 

Issue 

Dollar 
Volume 
Issued 

Dollar 
Volume in 
Default 

Default 
Rate 

Dollar 
Volume 
Issued 

Dollar 
Volume in 
Default 

Default 
Rate 

1900-10 

1911-20 

1921-30 

1931-40 

1941-43 

1900-43 

^1- n 

$1211.3 
1366.3 

2620.3 

1264.6 

302.4 
6765.1 

$ 235.6 

315.6 

925.9 
! 36.5 

0.0 

1513.6 

19.5# 

22.6 

35.3 

2.9 

, 0.0 

22.3 

$10909.1 

10656.6 
22766.7 

16796.6 
3410.0 

64759.2 

$ 3962.1 

2963 .4 

5167.7 

950.4 

32.2 

13095.6 

36.3# 

27.5 

22 .7 

5.7 .. 
0.9 

20.2 

data compiled by Thomas R. Atkinson, ?gends in CorporfS1-

Researchf0rmati0n m < S a t t h e W a W o n a l 
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The proper computation is to group the default volume 

by year of issue and to divide the total annual default 

volume by the issue volume to which it corresponds. This is 

the basis on which Table VII was constructed.33 

Immediately apparent from the table is the fact that 

the default record on both types of bonds was poor for bonds 

issued through the 1930's. The debacle of the 1920Ts is, 

of course, the main culprit. (It should be noted, as just 

explained, that bonds shown in Table VII in the 1900-10 or 

1911-20 rows did not necessarily go into default in those 

years; the depression era undoubtedly took its toll of older 

as well as recently-issued bonds.) It is also apparent that 

an inordinately large volume of default-prone convertibles 

was issued in the 1920's. Many companies, sadly lacking in 

credit-worthiness by today's standards, added the conversion 

"sweetener" to debt issues and sold large volumes of debt 

securities to enthusiastic investors whose insensitivity to 

the impending crisis is an oft-told tale. Many sounder 

convertibles, like their nonconvertible cousins issued through-

out the early twentieth century, also went into default. 

Combined, this meant an absolute volume of defaults on con-

vertibles that established their reputation as a weak, 

default-prone type of security to which the issuer had to 

33Atkinson is aware of the difference between the two 
approaches (Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, p. 93) but for 
some inexplicable reason chose to base his main conclusions 
regarding default on the distorted percentages. 
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add the conversion feature to market the security at all, or 

at least at a reasonable price. Like other reputations earned 

in moments of crisis, this one has stubbornly persisted. 

The overall default rate on convertibles for the 1900-43 

period was 22.3 per cent, only slightly higher than the 20.2 

per cent rate for nonconvertibles. The decade-by-decade -

record shown in Table VII speaks for itself. 

No comparable default data on the postwar period could 

be found, but other types of information provide some clues 

on the postwar performance of convertibles. It is important, 

in interpreting the comments of various researchers, to 

understand a characteristic more or less peculiar to the 

convertible bond market. It will be recalled from the dis-

cussion on pages 26-30 of this chapter, and from the analysis 

immediately above, that companies issuing convertibles tend 

to fall into two conflicting groups: small, weak concerns that 

sell convertibles because they are unable to market other 

debt or equity instruments; and larger, stronger companies 

that invade the convertible market sporadically, when marketing 

conditions appear more favorable than in other markets. There 

is, in other words, a base of small companies whose issue 

volume is relatively stable through time, and layered onto 

this base is a group of companies whose issue volume vacillates 

through time. This accounts in large measure for the observed 

peaks and valleys in aggregate issue volume, in the ratio of 

new. convertible issue volume to nonconvertible volume, in 
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average size of new issues, and in average credit-worthiness 

of the issues.-^ Thus, one might make some intelligent 

guesses about the general quality of convertibles in the 

postwar period by studying the data in Table I on page 24. 

In regard to the ratio of the dollar volume of new convert-

ible issues to the volume of all bonds, the percentages by 

decade since 1930 are 1930's, 6.7 per cent; 1940's, 6.6 

per cent; 1950's, 13*1 per cent; and 1960 through 1967> 

11.6 per cent. Overall, this ratio has clearly not declined 

in the postwar period. As for absolute volume, the dollar 

volume of new convertible issues, in terms of averages for 

successive decades in constant, dollars, has risen each decade 

since the 1930's. The average for the 1960's (through 1967) . 

shows an increase of 195 per cent over the average of the 

1930's, 192 per cent over the average of the 1940's, and 

4 per cent over the average of the 1950's. This compares 

34-In addition to Pilcher's observations referred to on 
pages 26-30 of this chapter, also see McKenzie, "Convertible 
Debentures, 1956-65," p. 51. Atkinson's data also substan-
tiates this thesis, although Atkinson himself did not seem to 
fully appreciate the nature of his findings. He says, on'page 
79 of Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, that there is . . a 
tendency for the years that produced high-grade convertible 
bonds to_produce(low-grade nonconvertibles and vice versa 
[reflecting a switch by the larger companies from one market 
to the others . . . In general, years that produced a high 
proportion of convertibles ultimately going to default were 
those years, when convertibles were relatively scarce Cagain, 
reflecting the fact that the larger companies had temporarily 
vacated the convertible market^. This suggests that the high 
volume of convertibles issued in the postwar period does not 
in itself mean an increased incidence of convertible bond 
defaults." (Notations in brackets added). 
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with 71 per cent, 65 per cent, and 17 per cent, respectively, 

for nonconvertible bonds. And Table IV (page 29) shows that 

the average size of new convertible issues in constant dollars 

has risen in the postwar era. Although such indirect data 

cannot provide conclusive proof regarding the quality of 

convertibles in the postwar era, they at least cast suspicion 

on any charge that average quality of convertibles has 

declined. 

This is precisely the charge made by Atkinson, who 

claims that the quality of convertibles has deteriorated in 

the postwar period.35 There are, however, some serious 

defects in Atkinson's analysis. His analysis is based largely 

on earnings-coverage figures and on agency ratings in the 

postwar period. The agency ratings on convertibles may well 

have declined relative to the prewar period; but after 

Atkinson's own observation of the low correlation between 

agency ratings and subsequent defaults in the prewar period, 

and without supplying any evidence of improvement in the 

postwar accuracy of the agency ratings, use of the agency> 

ratings to measure quality in the postwar period seems a 

rather astonishing violation of sound methodology. 

As for the earnings-coverage figures, Atkinson provides 

clear evidence of a downtrend in the postwar figures, as 

shown in Table VIII on the following page. 

35Atkinson, Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, pp. 66-93. 
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TABLE VIII 

EARNINGS-COVERAGES ON CONVERTIBLES AND 
NONCONVERTIBLE BONDS IN SELECTED 

PERIODS, 1945-6$* 

Period Convertibles Nonconvertibles 

1945-51 13.7X 17.8X 

1952-5S 9.5X 13.6X 

1959-65 4.ox 10.9X 

^Source: Thomas R. Atkinson, Trends in 
Corporate Bond Quality (New York, 1967), p. 8$. 

The question is, how meaningful are traditionally com-

puted earnings-coverage figures in measuring the quality of 

convertibles? First, it should be noted that the earnings-

coverage on nonconvertibles has declined also, reflecting, 

perhaps, a modern trend toward greater use of financial 

leverage. Secondly, since nearly all convertibles are 

subordinate to other debt, use of the "cumulative-deductions" 

method of computing earnings-coverages, as was done in Table VIII, 

means an inevitably lower figure on convertibles than on other 

debt, to the extent that each company involved in the study had 

both convertibles and nonconvertibles outstanding. The "overall" 

or "total-deductions" method advocated by Graham, Dodd, and 

Cottle would produce more nearly equal coverage figures for 

the two categories of bonds.Thirdly, despite the usual 

^Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, Security Analysis, 4th ed., 
pp. 346, 47• An additional variable deserving of some consider-
ation, however, is the possible presence of bank debt which, 
V s <C* •> A <4 * -u*. •£ 4» 1 s • * 1 -^ ^ J J . 
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twenty to twenty-five year maturity period of convertible 

bonds, most issues experience heavy conversion rates within 

a few years after issuance; the twenty-nine-issue sample 

described previously contained bonds with an average age of 

only about three years, for example. Broman's study of con-

vertibles in the 1949-59 period indicated much the same 

tendency toward rapid conversion. He states, "Of the 28 

issues outstanding in an amount greater than 95 per cent 

of face value, 11 were issued in the last two years of the 

study."37 Many convertibles are sold as a means of selling 

common stock indirectly; rapid conversion is planned by 

management and will be forced, if necessary, by exercise of 

the call feature. In such cases, inclusion of convertible 

bond interest in total fixed charges can distort earnings-

coverage computations. Another manifestation of this 

distortion is the tendency for the debt/equity ratios of 

1 companies marketing a convertible issue as an indirect means 

of selling stock to be temporarily higher than industry 

averages until conversion is effected.Prior to such con-

version, the excess debt adversely influences earnings-

coverages of convertible-issuing companies as a group relative 

to companies with no convertibles outstanding; after conversion, 

a convertible-issuing company simply switches to the 

37sroman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated Deben-
tures by Industrial Firms,1949-59," p. 73. 

3#Ibid.. pp. 73 , 7 4 . 
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nonconvertible-issuing category and no improvement occurs 

in the average earnings-coverage of the convertible-

issuing group. This collection of statistical and other 

influences can lead to spurious interpretations of tradition-

al earnings-coverage figures. 

Traditional measures of "quality" may not, in short, be 

appropriate in the case of convertibles. And when such 

measures are combined with agency ratings which are also 

based on traditional measures, the results may be highly 

questionable. Some new research is needed on measuring 

devices before applying them to actual quality measurements 

of convertibles. This was the step omitted by Atkinson. 

Unfortunately, it is also beyond the scope of this study. 

Also missing are default data for the postwar period comparable 

to the National Bureau of Economic Research data used to con-

struct Table VII. The postwar default risk of convertibles 

as a group must consequently be regarded as an open question, 

until both better measurement theories and better measurement 

data are developed. 

There is little doubt that the larger, more credit-worthy 

companies are largely responsible for the huge upsurge in 

volume of convertible issues since 1965. Sidney Fried of 

R. H. M. Associates (an advisory service specializing in con-

vertibles) was quoted as saying, "There is no question that 

converts have penetrated further and further into the blue 

chips. Maybe U. S» Steel and General Motors have not tried 
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them yet, but practically everybody else has."39 How long 

this current phase of invasion into the convertible market 

by the big companies will continue is, of course, a matter 

of conjecture. 

Risk of default is only one of the risks faced by 

convertible bond investors, and, in the case of listed 

convertibles at least, a less important risk than the others. 

As an offset to additional risk, convertibles are potentially 

more profitable than straight bonds. Whether the realized 

rate of return on listed convertibles—the actual net return 

after any losses associated with the various risk elements 

— i s greater on convertibles than on straight debt issues, 

is a question investigated in the next chapter. 

Motives Underlying Issuance of 
Convertibles 

The nature of the convertible bond market cannot be 

thoroughly understood without examining in more detail the 

motives underlying the issuance of convertibles by corporations. 

There are three major motives and several supplementary ones. 

Major Motives 

The major motives are (1) to "sweeten" debt issues to 

make them marketable, (2) to effect an indirect and delayed 

sale of common stock, and (3) to reduce coupon rates in 

39Hershman, "New Style in Convertibles," p. 105 
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periods of generally high interest rates. These three motives • 

are all quite distinct. 

The "sweetener" motive is associated with less credit-

worthy companies that must add an additional selling feature to 

market any kind of capital instrument to the investing public, 

or perhaps with companies that could sell a stock issue but 

could not sell a debt issue without the "sweetener." The 

"sweetener" motive comes particularly to mind in connection 

with the flood of default-prone issues in the late 1920's. 

As several researchers have emphasized, however, the "sweetener" 

motive has been overstressed. Pilcher, for example, says, 

"The implication that the vast majority of convertibles are 

low quality securities seems unfounded at least with respect 

to corporate financing in recent y e a r s . L e s s than twenty 

per cent of 100 managements surveyed by Pilcher claimed the 

"sweetener" motive as their reason for issuing convertible 

securities.^ Broman says, " . . . The historic use of the 

conversion clause, to 'sweeten' an issue, is no longer of 

singular importance."^2 The default data analyzed on previous 

pages help substantiate such comments. 

40piicher, Raising Capital With Convertible Securities, 
p. 59. 

41 Ibid., pp. 59-62. 

42Broman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated Deben-
tures by Industrial Firms 1949-59," pp. 74, 75. 
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A milder version of the "sweetener" motive occurs in the 

case of companies that could sell a stock issue but prefer 

the advantages of debt capital and must use the "sweetener" 

to sell bond issues. Convertible debt, like any debt, carries 

the advantages of financial leverage, tax deductibility, and 

lower flotation cost (flotation cost is discussed below). 

Still a more positive motive for issuance of convertibles is 

the minimization of cost of capital relative to straight debt. 

Charles Clayton Brown, in dissertation research at the 

University of Washington, hypothesized that 

Moderate use of convertible bond financing 
in lieu of straight debt was predicted to result 
in a lower overall cost of capital because of the 
decreased financial risk stemming from lower fixed 
charges for convertible bonds. Eventually, how-
ever, potential dilution.of common share earnings 
from possible conversion would cause the capitali-
zation rate for equity to rise, thereby causing 
the overall cost of capital to increase.43 

Although Brown was unable to completely verify the hypothesis, 

the concept is both interesting and meaningful. 

The second major motive for issuing convertibles is as 

a means of marketing common stock indirectly and with a time 

delay. Pilcher's survey of 100 companies found this to be 

the main motive in over eighty per cent of the cases.^ 

43charles Clayton Brown, "Convertible Bonds and the Cost 
of Capital: Some Theoretical Considerations and Empirical' 
Findings," abstract of doctoral dissertation, University of 
Washington, 1966. 

44pilcher, Raising Capital With Convertible Securities, 
pp. 59-62. 
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Broman says, . .It appears likely that the convertible 

subordinated debenture has been used as a bridge toward equity 

ownership rather than as a long-term debt issue with added 

sale inducements ."4-5 A company marketing convertibles under 

this motive would desire relatively rapid conversion of the 

bonds into 'stock, whereas a company selling convertibles 

under the "sweetener" motive would often prefer slow conversion 

or no conversion at all. 

The logic behind an indirect and delayed sale of stock, 

via sale and subsequent conversion of a convertible bond 

issue, is the expectation of higher proceeds than would be 

realized from a direct sale of common stock. Convertibles 

a r e normally sold with a conversion value somewhat below_ the 

original selling price of the bond. Broman found discounts 

of from six to fifteen per cent on most issues .4-6 This means 

that, with a given desired level of proceeds, the bond will, 

after conversion, result in issuance of a smaller number of 

shares than will a direct sale of common shares. Or, 

alternately stated, with a given number of common shares, the 

convertibles will bring in greater aggregate proceeds than a 

direct sale of common stock. For example, if common stock 

could be sold for $90 a share, the conversion price of a 

convertible bond could perhaps be set at $100, meaning that 

^Broman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated Deben-
tures by Industrial Firms 1949-59," p. 73. 

^ibid.. p. 72. 
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the bond would be convertible into ten shares of stock. This 

is tantamount, after conversion, to having sold the stock for 

$100 a share rather than $90. 

The marketability of convertibles under such advantageous 

circumstances hinges importantly upon investor expectations 

a s t o future upward movements in the secondary market price 

of the stock; without such an expectation, investors will be 

unwilling to pay a premium over the current conversion value 

of the bond or to accept a coupon rate which is lower than 

that on a competitive straight debt instrument. It is for 

precisely this reason that convertibles tend to be more 

popular in periods of rising stock prices. As J. M. Keynes 

explained: 

It would be foolish, in forming our expecta-
tions, to attach great weight to matters which are 
very uncertain. It is reasonable, therefore, to be 
guided to a considerable degree by the facts about 
which we feel" somewhat confident, even though they 
may be less decisively relevant to the issue than 
other facts about which our knowledge is vague and 
scanty. For this reason the facts of the existing 
situation enter, in a sense disproportionately, 
into the formation of our long-term expectations; 
our usual practice being to take the existing 
situation and to project it into the future, modi-
fied only to the extent that we have more or less 
definite reasons for expecting a change.^7 

The positive correlation between new—issue volume of convert-

ibles and bullish stock market movements—although far from 

perfect as will be seen below—has been observed by numerous 

47John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, 
Interest, and Money, 1st Harbinger ed. (New York, 1964), p. 14#, 
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other researchers. Atkinson, for example, says, "Rises in 

the volume of convertible bond offerings tend to coincide 

with increases in stock prices and fall off at or after 

declines in the stock market."4$ Atkinson also comments, 

"The rising stock market throughout most of the postwar 

period made convertibles the cheapest method of external 

financing for many corporations."^9 

So-called growth companies, as one might expect, parti-

cularly lend themselves to sale of convertibles at premium 

prices in bull markets when investors are optimistic. The 

smaller, less promising concerns tend, in general, to sell 

stock directly, or to issue convertibles under the "sweetener" 

motive. 

The third major motive underlying the issuance of 

convertibles—to reduce coupon rates in periods of generally 

high interest rates in the straight debt market—is a 

relatively new one, at least for this generation of researchers 

It is distinguished from the "sweetener" motive by the fact 

that the coupon rates on straight debt are high not because 

of credit weakness on the part of the individual company, but 

because of generally high interest rates. Pilcher makes no 

clear mention of this motive, probably because his research 

came prior to the sustained rise in interest rates beginning 

in the mid-1950's. Nor does Broman mention it. Recent 

^Atkinson, Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, p. 86, 

4-9Ibid.. p. 76. 
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observers, however, are acutely aware of this motive for sale 

of convertibles; it is believed to be one of the prime forces 

behind the onslaught of large companies into the convert-

ible market since 1965.50 

At least two of the major motives, if not all three, 

have influenced the volume of convertible offerings over the 

years. Any attempt to condense the motives down to one or 

two, or to oversimplify any one of them, leads to unsatis-

factory explanations of variations in issue volume, except 

perhaps for specific time segments within the long span. 

For example, while it is true that the volume of convertible 

offerings if positively correlated with bullish stock price 

movements, the correlation is not high. Based on annual, 

new-issue volume since 1900 and movements in the Dow-Jones 

Industrial Average, the coefficient of correlation is 70.3 

—certainly a significant level, but indicating that only 

about half of the year-to-year variation in new-issue volume 

is explained by variations in the Dow—Jones average. With 

a six-month lead in the Dow-Jones Industrial Average, the 

coefficient of correlation is 67 .5 • Part of the unexplained 

variation in issue volume is almost certainly attributable to 

the existence of "sweetener firms" whose aggregate issue volume 

through time is not highly sensitive to movements in the ' 

at, a 5? F°f s e e A s h b y B l a d e n > "Convertible Debentures: 

Barron^t? yfvttt m* 7 °£ T?61L?n t h e B a rS a i n Counter," 
S'i-vl p" ^ +-to an*t» p. 5ff.• or Hershman, "New btyle m Convertibles," pp. 104-105. 
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stock market. And part of it is probably explainable in' 

terms of changes in interest rates that are not, in simple 

or reliable fashion at least, related to changes in stock 

prices. 

A recent article by Robert R. McKenzie represents another 

type of oversimplification in the explanation of new-issue 

volume. McKenzie implicitly denies the validity of the 

"indirect sale of stock" motive, stating that, "Evidence 

indicates that convertibles are [for larger companies] a 

substitute for straight debt and that convertibles provide 

an auxiliary source of funds when capital investment is heavy 

and places a strain on more conventional sources of [debt] 

fUnds."51 McKenzie measures this "strain" by tracking the 

magnitude, through time, of the prevailing spread between the 

average yield on convertibles and the yield on nonconvertibles, 

along with the volume of plant and equipment expenditures'. 

He expresses the yield spread as an index, a ratio of the 

yield on straight debt to' the yield on convertible debt. 

When the ratio rises, and when plant and equipment expenditures 

are heavy, he hypothesizes, the expanding firms will move 

into the convertible bond market and out of the straight debt 

market. Of the two independent variables used in his multiple 

51McKenzie, "Convertible Debentures, 1956-65," p. 51. 
Brackets added. McKenzie grants—in fact, stresses the 
existence of the "sweetener" motive and is a major advocate 
°u* v6 ^esxs ^hat there is a base of small companies on to 
which are layered larger companies that alternate from one 
type of security to another. (See his pp. 45, 51.) 
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regression analysis, the yield spread is the main concern 

here; regarding it, McKenzie says, "We have argued here that . 

new issues of convertibles are induced by shifts in the yield 

index: the ratio of interest rates on straight debt and 

convertibles. A low ratio reduces new issues and a high 

ratio acts as an incentive to issue convertibles in lieu 

of straight debt."-^ 

In terms of mechanics, McKenzie substantiates his 

hypothesis. His error, however, lies in a narrow interpre-

tation of what the yield index represents. The yield index 

is not a measure only of management's interest in alternative 

types of debt issues. It is also a measure, to some undeter-

minable extent, of management's interest in the indirect sale 

o f stock as an alternative to the sale of straight debt. 

This is true because the yield index is partly a function of 

the speculative premium on outstanding convertibles and the 

strength 6f the stock market. When investors and speculators 

bid convertibles up to premium prices (over conversion or 

intrinsic value) and when stock prices are rising, the yield 

on convertibles is low. But this is precisely the condition: 

under which an indirect sale of stock, via sale of a convert-

ible issue, is most opportune. McKenzie has thus incorrectly 

glossed over the "indirect sale of stock" motive. 

Although he has oversimplified the motives for issuing 

convertibles, one offshoot of McKenziefs study is of 

-^McKenzie, ibid.. p. j+$. 
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considerable significance—namely, the observation that it 

is not the absolute level of interest rates that governs 

management Ts movements from the debt market to the equity-

market (either via convertibles or directly) or vice-versa. 

It is the difference in yield or cost of capital between the 

markets. If total supply of capital is assumed to be fixed, 

or at least not rising, high interest rates on straight debt 

are a consequence of heavy demand for straight debt. Hence, 

it is self-contradicting to state that high rates deter the 

use of straight debt. Thus, it is not technically correct to 

imply, as was done in describing the third major motive for 

issuing convertibles, that the volume of convertible issues 

rises in response to rising absolute rates in the straight 

debt market. Such a statement is satisfactory as a sort of 

shorthand notation. But, to be accurate, one should interpret 

the statement to mean that total demand in all capital markets 

is high relative to supply, and that, if the markets are 

working perfectly, just enough of the incremental demand will 

be directed toward the convertible bond market to eradicate 

any cost-of-capital advantage that market possesses. 

Supplementary Motives 

There are several supplementary motives for issuing ; 

convertible bonds as an alternative to other types of 

securities. The convertible is one way to bridge the gap 

between receipt of new capital by a corporation and generation 

of earnings sufficient to meet the higher cost of .equity 
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capital and to avoid immediate dilution of stockholders' 

equity. The convertible bond would be more useful in this 

respect to, say, a steel company building a new mill than to 

a company, such as a bank, that can put new funds" to work 

rapidly.53 On the other hand, as was suggested earlier, the 

use of debt capital during the early phases of a new invest-

ment project could have adverse rather than beneficial effects; 

if the fixed charges cannot be comfortably met, the payout 

flexibility associated with a direct stock sale might be 

preferable to the payout requirements of a convertible. 

Another advantage of the convertible is that it may tap 

a segment of the capital market that could not be reached 

with either a straight bond or a straight stock issue . The 

division of investors into risk-seeking and risk-averting 

categories may produce a gap or segmentation in the capital 

markets. If the yields on stock rise because of heavy demand 

by corporations for venture capital relative to the supply 

of such capital, risk-averting investors will not necessarily 

move in to fill the void. Market segmentation prevents a . 

flow of funds out of straight bonds or other conservative 

investments and into stocks. Convertibles may succeed in lur-

ing risk-averting investors into the capital market, because 

of the dual role of a convertible as a debt and equity 

53George J. Leness, Gillette K. Martin, and Roger T. 
Gilmartin, New Money for Business, Techniques of Long-term 
Corporate Financing (New York, 1956), pp. 39, 40. 
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instrument.54 This advantage of convertibles is conceptually 

related to the "indirect sale of stock" motive discussed 

previously, and represents another reason why that motive 

should be described separately and not blended in with 

either of the other two major motives. 

Still another advantage of convertibles, relative to 

stock issues at least, is a generally lower flotation cost. 

Computation of flotation costs is a deceptively complicated 

affair and the subject will not be pursued in any depth here. 

Flotation cost is affected by many things in addition to the 

type of security, including the size of the issue, strength 

or reputation of the issuing corporation, whether an investment 

banker is involved and, if so, the length and nature of the 

underwriting commitment, market conditions, whether the offer-

ing price is realistic, and whether public or private placement 

is used. It is difficult to make a direct comparison of 

flotation costs between stocks and convertible bonds because 

of the numerous other variables impinging on the situation. 

Generally speaking, however, the flotation cost of convertibles 

—in terms of the sum of investment bankers' commissions and 

the out-of-pocket expenses—lies somewhere between the cost 

of straight bonds and the cost of preferred stock. Arraying 

all four major types of securities, the sequence from lowest 

54if this thesis is valid, yields on convertibles would 
logically fall somewhere between yields on stocks and on 
straight debt. Empirical evidence of this relationship is 
presented in Chapter III. 
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to highest flotation cost would be: Straight bonds, convert-

ible bonds, preferred stock, common stock.55 

A final reason for marketing convertibles rather than 

other types of securities has' to do with the emergence of 

institutional investors as a powerful force in the capital 

markets. The following special section is devoted to this 

subject. 

Institutional. Investors 

In the security markets in general, the influence of 

institutional investors has grown to enormous proportions. 

Individual investors have, correspondingly, declined in 

relative importance—and, in the case of stocks, in 

absolute importance—as shown,in Table IX. This table 

indicates, very simply, that institutions have been net 

buyers of corporate securities, while individuals have been 

net sellers since 195#. This trend started, as a matter of 

fact, in the late 1940's.56 (Table IX excludes bank trust 

55For those who wish to pursue the question of flotation 
costs, the following references are useful: Securities and 
Exchange Commission, Cost of Flotation. 1945-1949 (Washington, 
1954); Securities and Exchange Commission, Cost of Flotation 
of Corporate Securities, 1951-1955 (Washington, 1957); 
Securities and Exchange Commission, Privately-Placed Securities 
--Cost of Flotation (Washington, 1952); Leness, Martin, and 
Gilmartin, New Money for Business, Techniques of Long:-term 
Corporate Financing, p. 116; and Pilcher, Raisins Capital 
With Convertible Securities, p. &1. 

\ 

56priend and others, Investment Banking and the New 
Issues Market. pp. 70, 71 . 
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account investments; as will be discussed below, the asset 

holdings in these accounts are of staggering proportions,) 

TABLE IX 

ANNUAL NET PURCHASES OF CORPORATE STOCKS AND BONDS 
BY INDIVIDUALS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, 

1957-66* 

(Billions of Dollars) 

1957 195S 1959 1960 1961 

Institutions 
Bonds 
Stocks 

$ 6.2 
2.7 

$5.2 
3.2 

$ 4.0 
3.5 

$ 4.5 
3.7 

$ 5.0 
4.8 

Total $ 8.9 $8.4 $ 7.5 $ 8.2 $ 9.8 

Individuals 
Bonds 
Stocks 

$ 0.3 
- 0.1 

$0.7 
- 1 .0 

$ 0.1 
- 1 .5 

$ 0.5 
- 2.2 • 

$ 0.3 " 
- 2.4 

Total $ 0.7 -$0.3 -$ 1.4 -$ 1 .7 -$ 2.1 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 

Institutions 
Bonds 
Stocks 

$ 5.3 
4.3 

$5.3 
4.5 

$ 6.2 
4.7 

$ 7.1 
6.7 

$ 8.5 
5.6 

Total $10.1 $9.8 $10.9 $13.8 $14.1 

Individuals 
Bonds 
Stocks 

-$ 0.8 
- 3.7 

$0.3 
- 4.9 

. $ 0.4 
- 3.0 

$ 1.0 
- 6.2 

$ 2.5 
- 4.7 

Total -$ 4.5 -$4.6 -$ 2.6 -$ 5.2 -$ 2.2 

*Source: Adapted from data compiled by Sidney Homer of 
Salomon Brothers and Hutzler. Includes mutual savings banks, 
life insurance companies, fire and casualty companies, pri-
vate noninsured pension funds, state and local retirement 
funds, mutual funds, and commercial bank investments exclud-
ing trust accounts. 
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The Various Institutions 

The institutions most importantly involved in the purchase 

of corporate securities include life insurance companies, fire 

and casualty companies, private noninsured pension funds, 

state and local retirement funds, commercial or savings banks 

(including trust accounts), mutual funds or closed-end invest-

ment companies, and educational, religious, or charitable 

organizations. 

Total assets of life insurance companies were estimated 

to be $167 billion in 1966.^ The life insurance industry, 

of all the institutions, has traditionally been the largest 

net purchaser of corporate securities, mainly bonds and 

preferred stocks. Private noninsured pension funds have-, 

however, overtaken life insurance companies in the volume 

of corporate security purchases. Total purchases of cor-

porate stocks and bonds in the 1957-66 period was $24.1 

billion for life insurance companies and $39*4 billion for 

the private noninsured pension funds.^ The pension funds 

have stressed equity purchases (62.2 per cent of total dollar 

cost of 1957-66 acquisitions) whereas life insurance companies 

have continued, though somewhat less emphatically than in the 

^Institute of Life Insurance, 1967 Life Insurance Fact 
Book, p. 61• . 

5 $ 
Sidney Homer, "The Impact of Corporate Pension Funds 

on Equity and Bond Markets," The Commercial and Financial 
Chronicle. CCV (Feb. 23, 1967TT"806. ' 
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past, to favor debt instruments {36.3 per cent of total dollar 

cost of 1957-66 acquisitions). 

There are now an estimated 50,000 private pension funds 

with total assets in excess of $90 billion.59 This is still 

less than aggregate life insurance company assets, but if the 

present growth rates continue, the positions will reverse in 

the near future. One researcher predicts that private 

pension fund assets will total $222 billion by 1930.^0 

There are, of course, pension funds other than the pri~ 

vate noninsured funds. At the end of 1960, there were an 

estimated 120,500 pension plans of all types.^ This figure 

presumably includes not only the insured funds but the state 

and municipal pension funds, privately managed corporate plans, 

privately managed labor union funds, and pension funds managed 

by bank or other trustees. The union pension funds, for 

example, now hold an estimated $4 billion in assets and are 

one of the fastest growing types of pension funds; their 

assets are predicted to expand to $10 billion by 1930.62 

(It has also been noted that labor unions control enormous 

amounts of funds in their general treasuries or special 

^59dwayne Wrightsman, "Pension Funds and Economic Concen-
Tfo,g. Quarterly Review of Economics and Business, 

VII (Winter, 1967), p. 29. : . 

6°Wrightsman, ibid., p. 29. 

1 
Hanson, Capital Sources and Major Investing Institu-

tions, p. 40. 

62 
Chris Welles, "The Unions: $4 Billion Goes to Work," 

The Institutional Investor. II (June, 1963), p. 72, 
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accounts, aside from the pension accounts, although there is 

no public record of how such capital is invested. 

Another vast block of capital—one that overlaps the 

pension fund category to some extent—is the total assets' 

of trust companies and bank trust departments. Accurate 

information on the holdings of these funds is not publicly 

available, but estimates by the House Banking and Currency 

Committee run as high as $250 billion,^4 

Mutual funds and closed-end investment companies have 

also grown in importance. The mutual funds acquired a net 

total of $2.5 billion in corporate bonds in the 1957-66 

period and $9*2 billion in stocks.^ Combined assets of open 

and closed-end investment companies totaled about $25 billion 

at the start of 1963.^ 

Still another growing institutional investor is the 

diverse group of educational, religious, and charitable 

foundations. There were an estimated 46,000 foundations 

and charitable trusts in 1963, compared with fewer than 

13,000 in 1952; the 500 largest controlled $10 billion in. 

63Hanson, Capital Sources arid Ma.ior Investing Institu-
tions, p. 41. ' 

64john Kirk, "A Critical Look at the Institutional 
Investor," Banking. LX (March, 1963), 13. 

65Homer, "The Impact of Corporate Pension Funds on 
Equity and Bond Markets," p. 806. 

66Hanson, Capital Sources and Major Investing Institu- " 
tions. p. 24. " 0 
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assets. And to this must be added several billion more in 

college and university endowment funds.^ 

Mutual savings banks had assets of $46 billion in 1963; 

but most of this was in mortgages rather than stocks or 

bonds. The same general observation, of course, applies 

to savings and loan associations. Fire and casualty insur-

ance companies, however, purchased $2.1 billion worth of 

corporate bonds and $4.2 billion in stocks in the 1957-66 

period.^ Commercial banks make investments on their own 

account in addition to trust fund investments. The first' 

category of bank investments has not grown, however; in fact, 

banks disinvested about a million dollars in funds (mainly 

from bonds) over the 1957-66 period. 

The unprecedented growth of institutional investors 

and the aggregate size of their asset holdings are increasing 

sources of concern to various government officials. The 

Securities and Exchange Commission, for one, scheduled hear-

ings to start in July, 1965, on the system of brokerage 

commissions charged institutional investors.But the 

^Ibid., pp. 41, 42. 

6^Ibid., p. 16. 

69Homer, "The Impact of Corporate Pension Funds on i 
Equity and Bond Markets," p. 506. ' 

?^Homer, ibid., p. 306. 

?1Manuel F. Cohen, "Institutional Investment: Some 
Current Developments," (New York, May 25, 1965). 
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Commission's concern is much broader. Institutional investors 

now hold an estimated one-third of the securities listed on 

the New York Stock Exchange, are engaging in a substantial 

amount of speculative trading (with a serious impact on 

security prices), are placing a strain on the specialist 

system, and possess voting power that raises questions about 

corporate control and privileged investment information— 

all of which has prompted the chairman of the Securities and 

Exchange Commission to call for a "far-reaching economic 

study of the impact of institutional investors on the 

securities markets."7^ 

The Growing Emphasis on Equities 
and Quasi-Equities 

One of the major concerns of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission is the growing push by instituional fund managers 

for so-called "performanceT,--that is, higher rates of 

return via greater emphasis on equity investments. This 

trend obviously has important implications for convertibles, 

which can often serve as an acceptable way for institutions 

that have been traditionally rooted to debt securities—by 

law and/or by policy—to enter the equity market in an 

indirect manner. Convertibles are, in short, quasi-equity 

instruments. Pension funds in particular are now heavy buyers 

of investment grade common stocks and began stepping up their 

?2Kirk, "A Critical Look at the Institutional Investor," 
p. 3, quoting Manuel F. Cohen. 
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acquisitions of high quality convertibles in the 1950's. 

Mutual funds, of course, have always had greater flexibility 

in this respect. There are a few mutual funds that specialize 

in convertibles, and many others hold some convertibles in 

their portfolios. Life insurance companies, armed with their 

massive purchasing power, are also moving increasingly into 

the equity or convertible bond markets; here is a case, in 

particular, where the convertible helps skirt around legal 

and traditional policies regarding equity investments. 

Wright Patman, chairman of the House Banking and Currency 

Committee, is especially alarmed about banks and trust com-

panies, with their gigantic trust fund capital, slipping 

into the equity markets.?^ Hanson states that, "There has 

been increasing tendency in recent years on the part of 

states to permit use of the 'prudent man rule' in administer-

ing trusts. . .," thus providing the legal basis for the 

change in investment policy. 

To some extent, convertible bonds came into prominence 

specifically as a means of tailoring an equity-type security 

to the requirements of institutional investors. As Atkinson 

puts it, "The rise in convertible bond offerings has been a 

73Leness, Martin, and Gilmartin, New Money for Business. 
Techniques of Long-term Corporate Financing, p. 120. 

74Kirk, "A Critical Look at the Institutional Investor," 
p. 13-

"^Hanson, Capital Sources and Ma.ior Investing Institu-
tions. p. 16. 
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striking development of postwar bond financing. In part this 

was a natural development since it was virtually the only way 

in which equity investments could be sold to a market largely 

institutional in nature."76 

Much of the explosion in new-issue volume of convertibles 

since 1965 has been absorbed by institutional investors. 

Institutional purchases in the secondary convertible market 

have also risen. This is particularly true since late 1966. 

The reason is that the threatened—and now actual—Federal 

Reserve margin requirement on convertibles, together with a 

shrinkage in the availability of margin loans, caused a sharp 

drop in the level of speculative premiums in secondary mar-

ket prices. The result, as Ashby Bladen put it, was to . 

"cancel the former advantages of converts as a speculative 

vehicle."77 The void in demand was filled, quite rapidly, 

by bargain-hunting institutional investors—evidence that 

the secondary convertible market is a highly efficient mar-

ket in which depressed prices do not go long unnoticed by 

rational investors. There is every indication that institu-

tional interest in convertibles will continue at least into 

the near future. Ralph De Nunzio, executive vice president 

of Kidder, Peabody and Copany, was quoted in early 196$ as 

76Atkinson, Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, p. 76. 

77Ashby Bladen, "Convertible Debentures: An Analyst Finds 
Many of Them on the Bargain Counter," p. 5. Also see "Convert-
ible Debentures Post Gains of 15% Since September on Heavy 
Institutional Buying," Business Week (Dec. 17, 1966), p. 127. 
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saying, "Today, there are more institutions with a weather 

eye out for equity, and they are more active in the convert-

ible market than ever before."7^ The interviewer added, 

"Mutual funds, insurance companies and pension funds, it 

seems, lately have joined the bank portfolio managers who 

were for years the backbone of institutional trading in 

•converts.' Colleges and foundations also are showing new 

i n t e r e s t . " 7 9 An analyst with a large mutual fund, Eaton and 

Howard, was quoted as saying, "We expect to place greater 

emphasis on convertibles in the future if interest rates 

continue high and quality converts (with Moody's ratings of 

Baa and up) keep coming to market."^ 

Shortage of Data on . Institutional Volume 
in the Convertible Bond Market 

Specific data on institutional acquisitions and holdings 

of convertible bonds is sketchy. Table X on the following 

page shows the findings of the Wharton School of Finance on 

institutional purchases of convertibles and straight debt 

issues during the first quarter of 1962. 

• This table indicates the relative importance of commercial 

banks and life insurance companies in the primary convertible 

bond market. It also shows that individuals were still 

7%ershman, "New Style in Convertibles," p. 43. 

79ibid.. p. 43. 

8QIbid., p. 43. 
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responsible for a large volume of convertible purchases in 

early 1962 (55-& per cent in the period studied), in contrast 

to the dominance of institutions in the straight debt market 

(individuals purchased only 9«0 per cent of the straight 

bonds in the period studied). There has, however, undoubt-

edly been some shifting in.these percentages, commensurate 

with the recent decline of the convertible as a speculative 

medium for margin buyers and its rise as a quasi-equity 

commitment for institutions. 

TABLE I 

INSTITUTIONAL AND INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES OF NEW 
CORPORATE DEBT ISSUES, CONVERTIBLES AND 

ALL BONDS, JANUARY-MARCH, 1962, AS 
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL ISSUED* 

Institution Convert-
ibles 

All 
Bonds 

Commercial banks** 20.1# 34.1 % 
Life insurance co.'s ' 11.5 14.1 
State and municipal 

14.1 

pension funds 0.0 ' 16.2 
Mutual funds 2.3 2.4 
Noninsured corporate 

2.4 

pension funds*** 0.0 2.4 
Other financial instit.'s 1.6 4.9 
Individuals 55. & 9.0 
Security dealers and 

55. & 9.0 

misc. 3.2 16.7 

Total 100.0# 100.0# 

*Source: Irwin Friend and others, Investment 
Banking and the New Issues Market (Cleveland, 1967). 
p. 270. 

**Includes purchases for trust accounts as well 
as for own account. 

***Excludes bank-administered funds. 
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An attempt was made to collect additional and more com-

plete data on the influence of institutions in the primary-

convertible market by sending questionnaires to the sixty-

nine largest investment banking houses in the country. 

These firms account for approximately ninety-seven per cent 

of total underwriting volume in the United States. Not 

enough replies were received, however, to justify tabulating 

the results. The reason given for being unable to complete 

and return the questionnaire was mainly the unprecedented 

backlog of paperwork, particularly in the brokerage depart-

ments of the firms. This paperwork jam has, of course, 

received considerable publicity in recent months and is 

responsible for the Wednesday closings of the leading stock 

exchanges 

Hopefully, the proposed Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion study will fill in this data gap in the near future. 

Special Types of Convertibles 

There are several special types of convertibles that 

lie either on the fringes of, or completely outside the 

bounds of, this study. For the sake of completeness, they 

deserve brief mention. 

There are, for example, a few bonds that are convertible 

not by indenture provisions, but by warrants; these warrants 

^The questionnaire also contained questions concerning 
price policy and experience, and on the purchasing of rights 
on the open market in standby underwritings. 
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are detachable in most cases. A regular conversion feature 

cannot, of course, be sold without selling the bond itself; 

a detachable warrant can. Often, however, the bondholder 

is given the right to use the bond itself, at par value, 

as consideration in exercising the warrant, thus making 

this type of bond similar to a regular convertible. There 

are so few of these bonds in existence that they may be 

either included or excluded in an analysis of convertibles 
dp 

without significantly affecting the results. 

Another special type of convertible is one issued to a 

Small Business Investment Company in return for equity-type 

funds advanced to a small business. These bonds are normally 

callable on three months' notice and are convertible at a 

conversion price based on "sound book value" (per share) of 

the common stock at the time the bonds are issued, and are 

generally unsecured.^ This type of convertible will receive 

no further attention in this study. 

Another class of convertibles lying beyond the bounds ... 

of this dissertation is one issued to investors in foreign 

markets by United States corporations on behalf of foreign 

subsidiaries. The bonds are issued in the name of the 

foreign subsidiary, may be guaranteed by the parent company, 

^For a technical discussion of bonds with warrants, see 
Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, Security Analysis, 4th ed., chapters 
44, 45, and 46, especially pp. 614, 621, and 622. 

^Hanson, Capital Sources and Ma.ior Investing Institu-
tions, pp. 34-37. 
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and are typically convertible into stock of the parent com-

pany. Recent volume of such issues has been substantial. 

Some recent examples include a $1$ million issues by Genesco, 

Inc. (issued February, 1963); an $3 million issue by Plywood-

Champion International Finance Company (February, 1963);^ 

and a $77.4 million issue by LTV International, N. V. (July, 

1963).^> One of the main motives behind the sale of such 

bonds is to circumvent Presidential balance-of-payments 

restrictions on overseas investments. Hence, these issues 

are for the most part sold entirely outside of the United 

States, usually with the assistance of bankers in Europe or 

elsewhere. 

A final special type of convertible is one requiring 

the payment of a specified amount of cash on conversion, in 

addition to turning in the bond itself. This type of convert-

ible will receive a limited amount of special attention. 

From the corporation's viewpoint, such a feature is a way of 

getting a second, delayed inflow of cash from the issuance 

of a new convertible. The unpredictable timing of this 

second inflow probably accounts for the presence of so few 

of these issues in the marketplace. (Ashby Bladen found only 

34'TEffective SEC Registrations," BarronTs. XLVIII 
(Feb. 29, 1963), pp. 906, 907. 

35The Wall Street Journal, XLII (July 17, 1963), 'ftomb-
stone" advertisement, p. 15. 
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four issues outstanding as of September, 1966. There were 

five in this researcher's eighty-issue sample, however). 

Such convertibles are rather interesting from the investor's 

viewpoint, because they possess a form of built-in leverage, 

relative to regular convertibles with the same conversion 

price.87 To the extent that the convertible bond market is 

a perfect market, this advantage will be offset by higher 

premiums on secondary market prices. Further discussion on 

this matter appears in Chapters III and IV. 

Are Convertibles an Injustice to 
Existing Stockholders? 

A final question, to be examined very briefly in this 

chapter, is whether a new convertible is detrimental to the 

existing stockholders. The charge that convertibles work 

an injustice on existing stockholders is based on one or more 

of the following arguments: (1) A group of senior security 

holders is granted the protection of a creditor and the profit 

potential of an equity position without, prior to conversion • 

when the newly invested capital is exposed to its greatest 

risk, having to carry that risk. (2) The eventual conversion 

of the bond dilutes the per-share equity of the original 

stockholders. (3) Considering the time value of money, the 

^Ashby Bladen, "A Monetary Approach to the Convertible 
Bond Market," speech delivered in Philadelphia, Sept. 22, 1966, 

^?See Bladen, ibid., for a discussion of this leverage 
factor. 
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corporation can receive greater proceeds from the sale of a 

straight bond, later calling the bond and replacing it with 

a common stock issue, than by selling a convertible origi-

nally. For example, a straight bond might be sold at par 

when the common is selling at $40 a share, in lieu of selling 

a convertible with a $50 conversion price (convertible into 

twenty shares). If the common stock rises to $70 over, say, 

a five year period, the bond could be called and twenty 

shares of common stock issued per bond called; this would 

net $1400, assuming the stock could be sold at the then-

current market price; allowing $50 as a call penalty would 

still leave $1350. On the other hand, a convertible could be 

sold originally for perhaps $1200, assuming the same coupon 

rate as the straight bond. This $1200 includes a premium 

over par, to be sure, but no additional cash will be received 

when the bond is converted. The time-adjusted sum of $1000 

compounded for five years and $1350 compounded to perpetuity 

is greater than $1200 to perpetuity. 

Those who defend the sale of convertibles point out that: 

(1) Compared with the immediate sale of common stock, the 

convertible brings in higher initial proceeds and/or causes 

fewer shares to be added, after conversion, than the number 

of shares that would have to be sold directly. (2) Relative 

to an immediate sale of common stock, the sale of a convert-

ible gives the original stockholders the advantage of ' 

financial leverage until the bond is converted. (3) A company 
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does not rationally raise new capital unless it has a 

productive use for the new funds; an increased flow of 

earnings will be available to coincide with conversion of 

the bond, thus preventing any lasting dilution of earnings 

or equity. (4) In answer to the third charge advanced by 

critics of the convertible, the analysis described above 

ignores the heavy flotation cost of the subsequent stock 

issue and makes assumptions about selling prices that may 

not be valid, especially in regard to the selling price of 

the new common stock issue. Furthermore, whether the time-

valued sum of the receipts from sale of the straight bond 

and subsequent stock issue is greater than the time-valued 

sum of the receipts from sale of the convertible depends 

upon the rate of interest assumed in the computation. In the 

example used, a rate of less than 11.3 per cent would make 

the straight-bond/common stoik combination more advantageous, 

while a rate of more than 11.8 per cent would make the con-

vertible the better of the two alternatives from the issuer's 

standpoint 

&^The breakeven rate in this and similar cases can be 
computed by the following general equation. Let represent 
the compounded sum of the proceeds from the combination 
straight/bond/common stock sale and Xathe compounded sum of 
the proceeds from the sale of a convertible. Then: 

= tjbd + i)n + pj {1 + i)*"11 

And, Pc(1 + i)t 

in which: 
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The argument may not be subject to resolution except on 

a case-by-case basis. It should be noted, however, that in 

a perfect security market, no class of investor will get 

"something for nothing" as it is alleged the convertible 

purchaser gets. Whether convertible buyers pay a price 

sufficient to offset any advantage they have over the existing 

stockholders is an important question. One of the main 

hypotheses of this dissertation—to be explored in depth 

in Chapter IV—is that chronic underpricing does exist in 

Pb = Initial proceeds from sale of straight bond 
Ps = Additional proceeds from sale of common 

stock 
Pc = Proceeds from sale of convertible 
i = Interest rate used to compound proceeds 
n = Year (or other time interval) of receipt 

of Pg 
t =» Total number of years (or other time period). 

(It is not necessary to assign a value to 
t, though for computational convenience it 
is assumed here to be finite.) 

Setting^ ( - y x and solving for i: 

[Pb(1 + i)
n + PSJ (1 + i)

fc"n - Pc(1 + i)
t 

Pb(1 + i)* + Ps(1 + i)^
31 « Pc(1 + i)

fc 

P8(1 + i)^
11 = (Pc - Pb)(1 + ijt* 

Ps = (1 + i)t 

( p
c - Pb) (1 + i)t-n 

P<= 

(Pc "
 pb) 

(1 + i)n 

ps 
( ~ pb) 

In the example used: 

1 (1200 -5?000) " 1 " 11 *8^ 

- 1 

V-
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the primary convertible bond market. Substantiation of this 

hypothesis would suggest that both the issuing corporations 

and their original stockholders are indeed subjected to some 

degree of injustice. 

Summary 

The findings in this chapter can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Convertibles have a long history; their use in this 

country has been traced to the early eighteenth century. New 

issue volume reached substantial proportions during the rail-

road boom in the nineteenth century. Year-to-year volume in 

this century has been erratic, ranging from as little as 

zero (in 1943) to as much as $4.5 billion (in 1967}. As a 

percentage of all new bond volume, the volume of new con-

vertibles has been equally erratic, ranging from zero (again 

in 1943) to 40»3 per cent (in 1929)* There is a limited 

positive correlation between rising stock prices and new-

issue volume. 

2. There are three separate and distinct motives under-

lying the sale of convertibles by corporations: (a) To 

"sweeten" debt issues to make them marketable, (b) to effect 

an indirect and delayed sale of common stock, and (c) to ; 

reduce coupon rates in periods of generally high interest 

rates. There are also several supplementary motives, including 

bridging the gap between receipt of new capital and generation 
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of earnings sufficient to meet the higher cost of equity _ 

capital and to avoid immediate dilution of stockholders' 

equity; tapping a segment of the capital market that could 

not be reached with either a straight bond or a straight stock; 

to reduce flotation costs; and to appeal to institutional 

investors. 

3. There is a tendency for convertibles to be issued 

either by relatively small or by relatively large corporations, 

with a disproportionately light involvement of medium-sized 

companies. The small companies issue convertibles under the 

"sweetner" motive; they have little choice about how new 

capital is raised, are insensitive to relative shifts in 

cost of capital among different types of securities, and 

issue convertibles in relatively steady aggregate volume 

over time. The larger companies issue convertibles under 

the "indirect sale of stock" motive or to minimize coupon 

rates in periods of generally high interest rates; these 

companies invade the convertible bond market at sporadic 

intervals, thus accounting for erratic fluctuations over 

time in aggregate new-issue volume, average size of new 

issues, and the ratio of convertible volume to the volume of 

straight debt. 

4. There has been a trend toward greater diversity in 

the types of, industries issuing convertibles, although the 

bulk of the issue volume has remained within the broad cate-

gory of "industrial companies (versus utilities, transpor-

tation companies, or financial concerns). 
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5. In terms of indenture provisions, convertibles have 

evolved over the years into a highly homogeneous group of 

securities, especially in the case of listed convertibles. 

The typical convertible bond is unsecured, subordinates, 

convertible without a time delay or time limit (except 

maturity of the debt itself), has a conversion price that 

remains fixed over time, is callable on thirty daysT or so 

notice {a feature used to force conversion), contains anti-

dilution provisions, matures in twenty to twenty-five years, 

and has a highly illusory sinking fund provision. 

6. The default risk on convertibles has been greatly 

exaggerated. With the exception of the experience of the 

1920's, in fact, the default rate on convertibles has been 

lower than on nonconvertibles, at least in the prewar portion 

of this century. There is need for a new, more meaningful 

rating system for convertibles, one that is tailored to the 

special nature of convertible bonds. 

7• The influence of institutional investors has grown to 

enormous proportions, both in the convertible bond market'and 

in the security markets in general. Institutions promise to 

continue their growth into the future. Because of their role 

as quasi-equity instruments, convertibles enable institutions 

bound by legal and traditional ties to debt securities, to 

acquire equity-type securities. These observations contain 

important implications for the marketing of new convertible" 

issues and for pricing of convertibles in the secondary market 
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8. There are several special types of convertibles— 

including bonds convertible via warrants, convertibles sold 

to Small Business Investment Corporations, and convertibles 

sold overseas by United States companies on behalf of 

foreign subsidiaries. In addition, there are convertibles 

requiring an additional cash payment on conversion; this 

special type of convertible will receive some individual 

attention in the following two chapters. 

9. To the extent that new convertibles are underpriced 

in the primary market, the charge that they cause injustice 

to original stockholders possesses some validity. Whether 

underpricing does, in fact, occur in the primary convertible 

market is the subject of Chapter IV. Before proceeding to 

the analysis of the primary convertible bond market, however, 

it is necessary to establish—as a reference point—the 

degree of pricing perfection prevailing in the secondary 

convertible market., This is accomplished in the following 

chapter. • 



CHAPTER III 

DIRECT COMMITMENTS IN CONVERTIBLES 

The explorations of this chapter center on the first 

of the two major hypotheses underlying this dissertation. 

This first hypothesis is that the secondary convertible bond 

market (in contrast with the primary convertible market) 

is a nearly perfect market in which alternative rational 

investment or hedging techniques,will produce approximately 

equal returns and returns not significantly different from 

those obtainable by ordinary investment in common stocks 

after making allowances for differences in utility between 

risk-averting and risk-seeking investors. Various techniques 

involving direct commitments in convertibles are investigated 

in this chapter. The rates of return produced by these 

techniques are compared with overall rates of return on 

direct commitments in common stock and, on a somewhat less 

rigorous basis, with average realized yields on straight * 

bonds. The term "direct commitments" is used to distinguish 

the investment techniques examined in this, chapter from the 

special hedging techniques examined in Chapters V and VI.: 
i 

It was not hypothesized that alternative investment 

techniques would produce precisely equal returns. Comparing 

convertibles as a group with common stocks as a group, some 

37 
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differences in realized rates of return should stem from 

relative concentration of commitments in stocks by risk-

seeking investors and a greater concentration in convertibles 

by risk-averting investors. This influence was described 

in Chapter I. Whether it actually affects realized returns 

is one question to be answered in this chapter. The com-

parison with realized yields on straight bonds has been 

included to shed further light on this matter. 

Internally, within the category of convertible bonds 

itself, realized returns will differ among various investment . 

techniques to the extent that the techniques themselves are 

irrationally constructed. 

Both internally and externally, further variations in 

realized returns will occur to whatever extent the hypothesized 

perfection in the market is less than complete. For one 

thing, it was expected that breaking the category of convert-

ibles down into subgroups would lead to variations in return 

not evident at the group level. Carried to an extreme, for ..* 

example, one would hardly expect to find equal returns among 

individual convertibles. The question is, how far can one 

progress from the group level toward the individual level 

before the hypothesized perfection in the convertible market 

can be declared to have lost its validity? An attempt has 

been made in this chapter to provide at least a partial answer. 

Other sources of imperfection undoubtedly exist as well, 

the task being to either prove or disprove that they are 
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relatively minor compared, for example, with imperfection 

existing in the primary market. 

It is possible to devise an almost unlimited number of 

investment strategies within the general category of "direct 

commitments." The really basic alternatives, however, are 

limited. There is, first of all, a reasonably clear dis-

tinction between a "buy-and-hold" strategy and a "trading" 

strategy. Secondly, it can be assumed that the investor 
r 

makes commitments on either a selective or a nonselective 

basis. Nonselective refers to either investment in all 

issues in a population of securities or in a random sample 

of that population. And, thirdly, one can assume either 

margined or nonmargined commitments by the investor. The 

various strategies investigated in this chapter by no means 

exhaust the full range of possible strategies; but enough 

variations are covered to provide meaningful answers regard-

ing the degree of perfection in the convertible bond market 

and the average rates of return available in that market. 

How to Analyze Convertibles 

Before proceeding to the analysis, it should perhaps be 

pointed out that not every researcher would agree that convert-

ibles should be analyzed to any depth as a separately defined 

class of security. Graham,' Dodd, and Cottle, for example, say; 

A privileged senior issue, selling close to ; 
J2.C above face value, should meet the requirements 
either of a straight fixed-value investment or of an 

' attractive common-stock commitment. and it should be 
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bought with one or the other qualification clearly 
in view. . . The investor interested in safety of 
principal should not abate his requirements in 
return for a conversion privilege; the speculator 
should not be attracted to an enterprise of 
mediocre promise because of the pseodo-security 
provided by the bond contract. . . Our opposition 
to any compromise between the purely investment 
and the admittedly speculative attitude is based 
primarily on doubt as to whether the purchaser is 
psychologically prepared for the adventure. When 
he takes an intermediate stand, the result is 
usually confusion, clouded thinking, and self-
deception. The investor who relaxes his safety 
requirements to obtain a profit-sharing privilege 
is frequently not prepared, financially or mentally, 
for the inevitable loss if fortune should frown on 
the venture. The speculator who wants to reduce 
his risk by operating in convertible issues is 
likely to find his primary interest divided between 
the enterprise itself and the terms of the privilege, 
and he will probably be uncertain in his own mind 
as to whether he is at bottom a stockholder or a 
bondholder.'' 

An analyst following this advice would logically divide 

convertibles into two distinct categories, those of "invest-

ment" quality on the one hand, and those of "speculative" 

quality on the other. This is true, at least, if the analysis 

is intended to be directly useful to "investors" and "specu-_ 

lators'.' for decision-making purposes. 

There is undoubtedly some merit in what these authors 

say. Any investigation of convertibles would be incomplete 

without looking at subgroups within the general category of 

convertible bonds. It is suggested, however, that convertibles' 

do represent a unique and highly homogeneous class of security, 

1 Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, Security Analysis, 4th ed., 
pp. 605, 606; their emphasis. 
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one that deserves separate analysis. It is not satisfactory 

to force convertibles into analytical molds designed for 

stocks and straight debt issues.^ Nor is it possible to draw 

a sharp distinction between an "investor" and a "speculator" 

on this basis. As for the "psychology"...involved, it is 

meaningless to insist that a risk-averting investor simply 

ignore a conversion feature or to treat it as "incidental" 

as the authors recommend.3 Nor is it appropriate to insist 

that a risk-seeking individual simply ignore the downside 

cushion provided by a convertible's intrinsic value, 

because this feature will probably have an effect on both 

expected and realized return on investment. When an investor 

(or a speculator) buys a convertible, he is not buying a 

straight bond, nor a common stock. He is acquiring a con-

vertible and all of the characteristics and propensities 

peculiar to a convertible as a unique type of security. 

Thus, it is regarded as not only proper, but preferable, 

to begin the analysis by treating convertibles as a distinct -

class of security. This in no way prohibits, nor diminishes 

the usefulness of, a further analysis of subgroups within 

the general population of convertibles. 

2lt is appropriate to recall here the problems, dis- j 
cussed in Chapter IX, caused by the use of straight-bond 
standards in assigning agency ratings to convertible bonds. 

3Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, Security Analysis, A.th ed.. 
p. 605. 
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Rates of Return in a Buy-and-Hold Strategy 

The technique analyzed in this section is a buy-and-hold, 

nonselective strategy. Specifically, an attempt was made to 

measure the average rate of return—as a per cent per annum 

compounded annually—resulting from direct commitments in 

all of the convertible issues in a sample believed to be 

representative of the convertibles outstanding during the 

period from January, 1956, to July, 1963. The sample used 

was the eighty-issue sample described in Chapter II, less 

three issues which were originally sold over-the-counter. 

A list of the issues in the sample is shown in the appendix. 

Methodology 

Mid-month closing secondary market prices for January 

and July were recorded for each issue, beginning with the 

mid-January, 1956, price or the first mid-January or mid-

July price quoted thereafter, and ending with the last 

mid-January or mid-July price quoted up to July, 196$.^ 

As is true of the general population of convertibles, many 

of the issues in the sample were forced into conversion via 

exercise of the call feature. Furthermore, there were almost 

as many starting dates as there were issues. This meant that 

a buy-and-hold strategy was, more accurately, a strategy 

involving numerous sales and reinvestments in new convertibles 

%orth Texas State University microfilm files, The Wall 
Street Journal. 
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(the conversion privilege not being exercised at any time'). 

This is precisely the real-life situation facing the investor, 

however, so no attempt was made to skirt around this compli-

cation. Of the seventy-seven total issues in the sample, 

the greatest number outstanding at any one time was forty-

six . 

An effort was made to make the average rates of return 

directly comparable with those reported by Lawrence Fisher 

and James H. Lorie on common stocks listed on the New York 

Stock Exchange.5 In.particular, the desired comparison was 

with the average rates obtainable, without reinvestment of 

dividends, by a tax-exempt investor, making allowance for 

brokerage commissions, with initial investments measured in 

terms of total required cash commitments and ending values 

measured in terms of market values of the ending portfolios.^ 

As Fisher and Lorie point out, numerous other arrangements 

are possible (some eighteen tables were required to report 

all of the possibilities they investigated). Probably the --

most debatable aspects of the particular arrangement chosen 

are the assumptions of tax-exemption and nonreinvestment of 

dividend income (or interest income in the case of convert-

ibles). Both were selected to effect a slight simplification 

in what proved nevertheless to be very laborious and time 

^Fisher and Lorie, "Rates of Return on Investments in 
Common Stocks, the Year-by-Year Record, 1926-1965." 

^Ibid., Table 2, Part A. 
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consuming computations. Only minor differences in average 

rates of return are traceable to reinvestment versus non-

reinvestment of dividend or interest income. For example, 

the Fisher and Lorie tax-exempt rate for the period beginning 

in December, 1955> and ending in December, 19^5> was 12.5 

per cent with reinvestment of dividends and 12.2 per cent 

without reinvestment of dividends.? The reason for the 

small differences is that reinvestment of dividends means 

a larger investment base on which subsequent compounded rates 

are computed; the amount of the dividends does not simply 

accrue to the benefit of past cash investments. The tax-

exemption assumption is, needless to say, not so minor a 

matter. It can be defended, however, on the grounds that 

approximate ex post adjustments could be made in the rates 

of return on convertibles, particularly with the aid of the 

comparable Fisher and Lorie tables covering taxable commit-

$ 

ments in stocks. More importantly, however, meaningful 

conclusions regarding the degree of perfection in the convert-

ible bond market can be drawn on the basis of relative rates 

of return, without recourse to absolute rates, by treating 

the tax factor as a constant. 

Although the rate-of-return computation was similar to 

the Fisher and Lorie approach, there were some differences. 

?Ibid., Table I, Part A and Table 2, Part A, 

^Ibid., Table I, Parts C and E; and Table 2, Parts C 
and E. 
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First, the Fisher and Lorie computations covered various 

periods from December to December, while the present study 

covers January and July beginning and ending dates. The six-

month interval, rather than the one-year interval, was chosen 

in order to gauge with greater precision the variations in 

rates of return among various intervals defined in terms of 

peaks and troughs in the stock market. The use of December 

market prices was avoided in order to eliminate the influence 

of any so-called "tax selling." Hence, the January/July 

price points. The mid-January price points, however, corres-

pond to the Fisher and Lorie end-of-December price points 

with only a half-month lag and are, for all practical purposes, 

comparable for several time periods with ending dates through 

1965. 

Secondly, the "turnover" of funds invested in convert-

ibles is greater than in common stocks because of the 

relatively brief life of many convertibles. Fisher and Lorie 

did encounter cases in which common stocks were delisted from 

the New York Stock Exchange. The basic procedure they followed 

in such cases was to assume an over-the-counter sale of the 

stock and a reinvestment of equal dollar amounts in all 

remaining stocks on the exchange, with a brokerage commission 

associated with only one "dummy" stock, however, being charged 

against the transaction.9 The procedure followed in the 

9lbid., p. 5. 
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present study was slightly different. When a convertible was 

called, the assumption was made that all bond holdings were 

sold and an equal number of dollars reinvested in remaining 

convertibles, including any new convertibles that coincidentally 

appeared: in the sample at the same time point. The same 

complete-liquidation-and-reinvestment procedure was followed 

in cases where new convertibles appeared without a coincidental 

termination of an old one. The investment was charged, how-

ever, only with the brokerage commission associated with 

reinvestment in one new convertible in each case, not with 

the reinvestment over all remaining convertibles. 

Except for these slight simplifications, however, the 

rates of return in the present study are directly comparable 

to the Fisher and Lorie rates. One of the basic features 

of the Fisher and Lorie analysis was incorporated in the 

present study. Given the choice between investing in an 

equal number of shares of each security or investing an equal 

number of dollars in each security, the latter was selected . 

in order to better simulate random selection by the investor. 

In addition to the average rates of return on convert-

ibles in the 1956-6$ period, the average rates of return on 

the matching common stock were also computed. The basic 

procedure was the same as that followed on the convertibles. 

Appropriate adjustments were, of course, made for stock splits 

and stock dividends. 
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Twenty different beginning and ending points within the 

1956-68 period were selected. The objective was to provide 

a measure not only of average rates of return over the entire 

period, but of realized returns associated with four different 

types of beginning and ending-point combinations: Peak-to-peak, 

trough-to-trough, peak-to-trough, and trough-to-peak, all as 

defined by the Dow-Jones Industrial Average at the mid-January 

and mid-July time points. Unfortunately, few of the Fisher and 

Lorie rates are well suited to this purpose; but the closest 

possible comparison was made in each case. 

Results of the Analysis 

The results of the analysis are summarized in Table XI. 

Looking first at the return figures for the entire period, 

the average rate on convertibles with a beginning point of 

January, 1956, and an ending point of July, 1968, was 6,3d 

per cent; this compares with 8.1+2 per cent for the common 

stocks matching the convertibles.1^ Since the Fisher and 

Lorie study was updated only through the end of 1965, the 

rates for the period from January, 1956, to January, 1966, 

were computed for comparison with the Fisher and Lorie rate 

for December, 1955 > to December, 1965. As shown in the table, 

1°The beginning and ending points were examined to be 
sure no distortion in the rate of return measurement was caused 
by starting near a market peak and ending near a trough, or 
vice-versa. A straight line connecting the two selected time 
points in a graph of monthly J)ow-Jones Industrial Averages 
closely approximates a "least-squares" line. 
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these rates are 6.55, 7.56, and 12.2 per cent for convertibles, 

stocks matching the convertibles, and all stocks on the New 

York Stock Exchange, respectively."'"' This same general 

pattern is evident, with a few exceptions, throughout the 

other return figures shown. That is, the convertibles 

generally produced a return a percentage point or two below 

the matching stocks, and the matching stocks produced a rate 

substantially lower than the full range of stocks on the New 

York Stock Exchange (4.6 percentage points less over the entire 

period through January, 1966). 

Realized returns on straight debt issues have, of course, 

been lower since 1956 than either the 6.3$ per cent or the 

6.55 per cent rates on convertibles, particularly in view of 

the substantial erosion in bond prices over the p e r i o d . 

Although one can only speculate about the average rate 

of return on convertibles over a longer time span than that 

covered by the present study, it is highly probable that the 

^Interestingly, the average return over the 1955-65 
period on CREF (College Retirement Equities Fund) is reported 
to have been 13-5 per cent, or close to the Fisher and Lorie 
rate. See Charles G. Stokes, "The Future of Variable Annui-
ties," The Institutional Investor. I (March, 1967), 25 . 

1^The precise effect of the decline in bond prices cannot 
be determined without specifying the exact pattern of invest-
ments and reinvestments over the period in question. The full 
impact of the decline in bond prices would have fallen on an 
investor commiting all of his funds at the beginning of the 
period. An investor who spaced out his purchases, however, 
would have been affected less because of purchases at declin-
ing prices (or, to use the alternate measures, acquisition of 
securities with higher yields-to-maturity and higher current 
yields). 
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same ranking of rates would occur—that is, the lowest rate 

on straight bonds, a higher rate on convertibles, a still 

higher return on the stocks matching the convertibles, and 

the highest return on the general population of stocks. The 

available evidence indicates long-term averages of approximately 

5 per cent for straight debt and 7.5 to 9.5 per cent for 

common stocks J 3 jf -the relationship disclosed by the present 

study holds over the very long-run, convertibles and their 

higher-yielding matching stocks could be expected to fall 

somewhere in between. 

What is the most plausible explanation of the rate 

structure observed in the study? The difference between the 

average rate on convertibles and the rate on the stocks 

matching the convertibles can be explained by (1) The ten-

dency for risk-averting investors to concentrate commitments 

more heavily in convertibles rather than in the matching 

stocks, in order to take advantage of the downside cushion 

^Nicholas Molodovsky estimated the average before-tax 
return on the Standard and Poor's Index and its predecessors 
for the period 1871-1959 to be 7.5 per cent; see "Stock Values 
and Stock Prices," The Financial Analysts Journal, XVI (May-
June, I960), &1. The Fisher and Lorie rate, comparable to 
those referred to in the present study, for the period 
January, 1926, to December, 1965, was 7»3 per cent; reinvest-
ment of dividends, however, boosted the rate to 9.3 per cent; 
see "Rates of Return on Investment in Common Stocks, the 
Year-by-Year Record, 1926-1965," Table 1, Part A and Table 2, 
Part A. The long-run estimate of 5 per cent for straight 
bonds is for the period 1900-43 and was based on data on file 
at the National Bureau of Economic Research; see Harold G. 
Fraine and Robert H. Mills, "Effect of Defaults and Credit 
Deterioration on Yields of Corporate Bonds," The Journal of 
Finance, XVI (Sept., 1961), 433. 
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commonly associated with convertibles. Such investors both 

expect and are satisfied with a lower return in exchange for 

reduced market risk and perhaps reduced interest-rate risk. 

Realized yields on convertibles will drop accordingly-

through a combination of lower income payments by the issuer 

and a bidding up of market prices by purchasers. (2) Market 

imperfections. One source of imperfection affecting the 

realized yields on convertibles and their matching stocks 

during the period studied has to do with the availability of 

margin loans. Until the recent change in Federal Reserve' 

margin requirements, speculators were able to obtain up to 

eighty or ninety per cent in loans on.convertibles but were 

restricted to considerably less on stocks. This created an 

artificial increase in the demand for convertibles and an 

artificial decline in demand for the matching stocks. That 

is, the convertibles were purchased as an indirect method of 

speculating, with thin margin, on the stocks. Since the 

rates of return in the study were computed on the implicit 

assumption of nonmargined commitments,1^ the realized return 

on convertibles was destined to be lower than on the matching 

stocks, other factors remaining the same. Aside from this 

^Margined buying is not normally associated with buy-
and-hold investment strategies. Hence, rates of return based 
on use of margin were not computed. Many of the rates on 
convertibles in Table XV are less than, or not much greater 
than, the interest that would have been paid on borrowed 
funds. Thus, the use^of margin, even if feasible procedurally, 
would have been questionable as a profit-seeking investment 
strategy. 
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known source of market imperfection, however, it is reasonable 

to conclude that the first explanation, rather than market 

imperfection, accounts for most of the observed spread between 

the average rate of return on convertibles and the return on 

the convertible-matching stocks. 

The larger spread between the average return on the 

matching stocks and the return on the full range of stocks on 

the New York Stock Exchange can be explained by (1) A rela-

tively greater number of less promising companies among, the 

issuers of convertibles than among the general population of 

corporations with listed stocks on the New York Stock Exchange, 

causing a lower realized return on the convertible-matching 

stocks through a combination of declines in market prices 

(or smaller increases) and lower dividend payments. Such 

companies would be those associated with the "sweetener" 

motive discussed in Chapter II. It was concluded in that 

chapter, however, that the "sweetener" motive has been stressed 

too heavily by casual observers. One should be equally care-

ful not to overemphasize the importance of this factor in 

explaining differences in realized rates of return. To the 

extent that this factor is a cause of the rate spread, how-

ever, it reflects imperfections in the market, because in a 

perfect market original prices would have been bid downward 

in the case of less promising companies so as to equalize 

subsequent rates of return. Logically, a rational nonrandom 

selection of convertibles would produce a somewhat larger 
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return than random selection. (2) The fact that convertibles 

whose matching stocks rise in price tend to be converted 

within a relatively brief period of time, while those whose 

matching stocks decline in price or remain stable tend to 

remain unconverted. This is particularly true in cases where 

the convertible was issued to effect an indirect sale of stock 

and when the company can force conversion via a call provision. 

As was indicated in Chapter II, the call feature is ever-

present, and the "indirect sale of stock" motive is probably 

the dominant reason for sale of new convertible issues. The 

net effect is that a sample of outstanding convertible issues 

will contain a disproportionate number of companies whose 

stocks are depressed either because of business problems or 

because the stocks have gone "out of fashion" in the stock 

market. The seventy-seven-issue sample used in the present 

study was such a sample of outstanding convertibles. It was 

reasonably representative of the general population of listed 

convertibles from which an investor would have selected 

commitments, but was not representative of the general 

population of listed common stocks. The matching stock of 

a convertible chosen at random is likely, in short, to be 

less promising than a stock chosen at random from among the 

full group of listed stocks. This condition reflects both 

irrationality of technique and market imperfection. (3) Other 

market imperfection. It is probable that some of the difference 

between the average rate on convertible-matching stocks and 
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stocks in general is attributable to miscellaneous market 

imperfections. Such things as imperfect knowledge or 

irrational behavior on the part of investors undoubtedly 

influence realized return figures in all security markets. 

But it seems reasonable to conclude that the market imper-

fections described in (1) and (2), along with the sampling 

bias in (2), are the main contributors to the return spread 

between convertible-matching stocks and listed stocks in 

general. 

As far as the relationship between listed convertibles 

as a class and listed stocks as a class, then, the general 

hypothesis that a high degree of perfection characterizes 

the secondary markets was not fully verified. The spread 

between the realized rate of return on convertibles and the 

rate on matching stocks is in line with original expectations 

and is not attributable, for*the most part, to market imper-

fection other than the known imperfection stemming from past 

differences in Federal Reserve margin requirements. The wide 

gap between the rate on matching stocks and the rate on all 

common stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange, however, 

denotes a somewhat greater degree of imperfection. The 

implication, from the investor's viewpoint, is that unless 

some way can be found to rationally select convertibles or 

convertible-matching stocks on a nonrandom basis, higher 

realized returns, relative to risk, are available in the 

general population of listed stocks. 
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Turning now to the other rates shown in Table XI, as 

might be expected the peak-to-peak and trough-to-trough rates 

are not greatly different in most cases from the entire-

period rates; there was a slight but not highly significant 

widening in both of the rate spreads just discussed. The 

peak-to-trough rates readily reveal the greater resistance of 

convertibles to downward movements, compared with their 

matching stocks; investors who willingly forfeited profit 

potential for downside protection were not disappointed, 

provided the comparison is made with the stocks matching the 

convertibles. Comparison with the general population of listed 

stocks, however, raises questions again about the rationality 

of nonselective commitments in either the convertibles or the 

matching stocks; relative to the entire-period rates, the 

shrinkage in the Fisher and Lorie rate is smaller in both 

absolute and relative terms than in the convertible rate or 

the matching stock rate. And, clearly, the trough-to-peak 

rates demonstrate that convertibles are a bad bargain in a -

rising stock market. Direct investment in the matching stocks 

—or better still, direct investment in the general population 

of stocks—would have resulted in higher realized returns. 

The main reason is that the rise in convertible prices is 

partly offset by a shrinkage in speculative premiums; this 

phenomenon is investigated in Chapter V. Estimating the 

probability of a rise rather than a sideways movement or a 

decline in the market once one leaves the realm of historical 
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data is, of course, another matter entirely and one that has 

not been explored in this dissertation. 

Selective Strategies 

Can realized rates of return on convertibles be improved 

by following some selective strategy rather than choosing 

convertibles at random or investing in all issues of a repre-

sentative sample? It has already been suggested that rational 

nonrandom selection of convertibles or their matching stocks 

would produce a larger return than random selection because -

of the tendency for the population of convertibles to be dis-

proportionately weighted with less promising companies or 

matching stocks. Some nonrandom selection procedure to 

eliminate this bias would be desirable. Sticking, however, 

with the general population of listed convertibles, are there 

subgroups or subclassifications of convertibles that will 

produce higher rates of return, on average, than the general 

population of convertibles? 

It was not feasible in the present study to compute 

rates of return on various subgroups for direct comparison 

with the rates shown in Table XI. Two short-cut measures 

were designed, however, to shed some light, on this question. 

Both were applied to the seventy-seven issues in the sample, 

subcategorized in various ways. The first, which might be 

referred to as a "highest-profit measure," consisted of com-

puting the dollar profit resulting from investment in each 
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convertible at the lowest recorded price preceding the highest 

recorded price. It is., in other words, a measure of the 

profit an omniscient investor could have earned by selling 

out at the highest price recorded over the period of the 

study, having bought at the lowest price prior to the point 

of sale. It is by no means suggested that such a performance 

could be duplicated by any investor. The measure is designed 

to provide relative, not absolute information. The dollar 

profit figures were converted to noncompounded annual rates. 

Brokerage commissions, interest received, and tax consider-

ations were all ignored. 

The second measure is the average recorded market price 

of each convertible, obtained by adding up the mid-month . 

prices for each issue and dividing the total by the number 

of entries. The logic of this measure is that issues with 

a rising trend over the long-term, or with wide though erratic 

ranges in price, will have higher average prices than other 

issues and thus have greater inherent profit potential. 

No specific reference is made in either measure to a 

buy—or—hold versus a trading strategy. Neither strategy is 

precluded and neither is required. Inferences regarding this 

variable could be drawn in some cases, however. 

It was believed that both of these measures, interpreted 

together, would provide strong clues, if not firm conclusions, 

on the relative profit potential of subgroups of convertibles. 

The various subgroups to which these measures were applied 
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are shown in Table XII, along with the two measures in each 

case. The first breakdown is in terms of the average number 

of common shares involved in the conversion privilege. Since 

conversion terms often change after issuance of a convertible 

(because of a desire on the part of corporate management to 

accelerate conversion or because of anti-dilution provisions 

in the indenture), an average of beginning and ending number 

of shares was used. Except for the first category of 10 to 

17.99 shares, the two measures taken together indicate a ten-

dency for issues with a larger number of shares involved in 

the conversion feature to possess relatively more profit 

potential than those involving a smaller number of shares. 

The high 31.9 per cent highest-profit percentage in the 10-

17.99 group'is attributable to an unusually brief time span 

involved in converting the dollar profit to an annual per-

centage—1.7 years versus a range of 2.3 to 3.1 years for 

the other groups. There is no way to determine if this time 

difference is significant or merely a chance occurrence. If* 

the latter is assumed, the percentage might be adjusted to 

something between 17.5 per cent (corresponding to 3.1 years) 

and 23.6 per cent (corresponding to 2.3 years). To the 

extent that this is a legitimate adjustment, it strengthens 

the positive correlation between number of shares in conver-

sion and relative profit potential. There is a very ulausible 

explanation for such a relationship. Convertibles with a 

large number of shares in the conversion feature are, virtually 



TABLE XII 

HIGHEST-PROFIT AND AVERAGE-PRICE MEASURES 
APPLIED TO SUBGROUPS IN THE SEVENTY-

SEVEN-ISSUE SAMPLE OF LISTED. 
CONVERTIBLES 

110 

No of Highest- Average-
Category AN * \J~L 

T Q Q I I D Q 
profit price Category 

JL O O tit? O Measure* Measure 

Average No. of Shares in 
Conversion** 

$1191 10-17-99 11 3U9% $1191 
13-25.99 25 13.4 1139 
26-33.99 16 14.9 1112 
34-41.99 13 33.0 159^ 
42-49.99 4 24.3 1363 
50 and over 3 54.1 14S5 
Cash features 5 30.9 1176 

Moody's Rating*** 
2.355 $1276 1 Aa 1 2.355 $1276 

A 5 25.2 132a 
Baa 22 21 .6 1157 
Ba 40 23.5 1297 
B 6 22.1 1205 
Not rated 3 39.7 1170 

Rights vs. Straight Issues 
$1302 Rights issues 43 28,5% $1302 

Straight issues 34 13.9 1145 

Industrial Category 
Industrials 64 19.4# $1175 * 
Public Utilities 5 14.2 1553 
Transportation 5 55.4 2129 
Banking and Finance 3 39.7 1170 

Original Bond Price in High-
est-profit Measure 

Below $1000 30 26.9% • $1123 •• 
$1000 or above 47 20.5 1335 

*Noncompounded annual percentages. 
**Average of beginning and ending figures. 
***At date of issuance or shortly thereafter; taken from 

Moody's Manuals. 
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by definition, those whose stocks are lower-priced. Low-

priced stocks tend to move more erratically in the stock 

market, in terms of percentage changes. Hence, the price of 

the convertible also moves erratically, but with a more"one-

sided fluctuation due to the downside "floor" provided by 

the bond's intrinsic value. This does not mean that a buy-

and-hold strategy over the long-run will necessarily produce 

a return greater than on convertibles whose stocks are in the 

higher-price range. But it does mean, at least, that larger 

profits are available over briefer time periods. 

Issues with cash-payment conversion features did not 

possess any clear-cut advantages over issues with regular 

conversion terms. This suggests that the leverage effect 

associated with such issues was fully compensated for by 

price movements immediately following sales in the primary 

market. 

In the categorization by Moody's ratings, if allowances 

are made for the very small number of issues in the Aa and ... 

"not rated" categories (especially after referring to the 

more stable average-price figures), there appears to be 

virtually no significant variation of profit potential among 

the ratings. It will be found in the following chapter that 

an inverse correlation exists in the primary convertible bond 

market. (See pages 156-58). This source of imperfection is 

evidently eliminated quite rapidly in initial secondary trading, 
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One of the most surprising discoveries was that convert-

ibles originally marketed via rights offerings to stockholders 

possessed relatively greater profit potential in subsequent 

secondary trading, as indicated by the third category in 

Table XII. A propensity for investors to bid up the price 

of rights issues relatively more than straight issues'in 

initial secondary trading is noted in Chapter IV (pages 156, 

157). The present evidence suggests that even higher prices 

were justified on the basis of subsequent price movements of 

rights issues in the secondary market. One possible explana-

tion for the disparity in relative profit potential between 

rights issues and straight issues is that the population of 

straight issues tends to be disproportionately represented 

by less promising companies whose stockholders were disenchanted 

with future prospects, thus making a public offering of the 

new convertible issue necessary. Stronger companies, whose 

stocks and convertibles perform well in the secondary market, 

are able to sell new convertible issues through rights offer-

ings. This explanation must be regarded as an unverified 

hypothesis, however. The data is not sufficient to draw 

definite conclusions. 

In terms of industrial categories, the transportation 

and perhaps the banking and finance groups in the sample 

tested showed more profit potential than the industrials or 

public utility companies. There is serious doubt, however, 

whether this finding is much more than an accident of time and 
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circumstances. The high figures in the transportation cate-

gory, for example, are traceable to a few airline issues. 

Projecting such differences in profit potential into the 

future is a tenuous procedure. 

A final breakdown was made on the basis of the price of 

each issue at the time the hypothetical investment was made 

in the highest-profit measure. The purpose of this grouping 

was to see if an investor would have been better off restrict-

ing his commitments to issues selling below some absolute 

level—$1000 in this case. In the below-$1000 group, the 

average purchase price was $897* while in the $1000-or-above 

group the average purchase price was $1103. The two measures 

appear at first glance to have produced conflicting results. 

The average-price measure, however, is not meaningful in 

this case because the difference in average starting price 

injects automatic bias into the average-price computation. 

Restricting the interpretation to the highest-profit measure, 

it was found that the issues originally selling below $1000 • 

had significantly greater profit potential than the higher-

priced issues. The average profit on the lower-priced issues 

was $675, with a holding period of 2.3 years, while the 

average profit on the higher-priced issues was $541, with a 

holding period of 2.4 years. As will be explained more 

thoroughly in Chapter V, there is a tendency for changes in 

speculative premiums to exert a varying influence on price 

performance of a convertible, depending upon the initial price 
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of the bond relative to either intrinsic value or conversion 

value. For this reason, the results of the profit potential 

measurements in terms of original bond price were not obvious 

or easily predictable. In addition, one writer indicates 

that convertibles with conversion values at or below intrinsic 

values tend to have relatively dim future p r o s p e c t s . " ^ 

Since the below-$1000 issues in the sample must contain more 

of such issues than the $1000-or-above group, a prediction 

based on this statement might be in conflict with the results 

just described. 

In summary, then, it has been found—subject to the 

limitations posed by the two measuring devices—that the 

degree of perfection in the convertible bond market deterio-

rates somewhat as one moves from the general population of 

convertibles to various subgroups. Specifically, there is 

a tendency for issues convertible into a large number of shares 

to be more profitable than issues convertibles into a smaller 

number of shares, for issues originally marketed through rights 

offerings to be more profitable than straight issues, and for 

lower-prices issues to be more profitable than higher-priced 

issues . On the other hand, differences in Moody's ratings 

or industrial category did not seem to have a meaningful 

effect on profit potential. 

!5"A Dent in Convertibles," Fortune. LXXZXIV (Oct., 1966), 
247. 
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Trading Strategies 

Instead of following a buy-and-hold strategy, or attempt-

ing to find subsegments of the convertible market that are 

more profitable than the general population of convertibles, 

any number of different short-term trading strategies could 

be followed. Three such strategies were tested in the present 

study to see if above-average returns could be generated. 

An abbreviated sample of twenty convertible issues was used 

to test these strategies. The twenty issues were selected 

to be as representative as possible of the seventy-seven-issue 

sample in terms of such variables as agency ratings, year of 

issuance, and conversion terms. Instead of relying on January 

and July prices, however, mid-month prices for all months of 

the year were recorded.^ 

The first strategy was based on the discovery, discussed 

in the preceding section, that lower-priced issues appeared 

to be more profitable than higher-priced issues. The trading 

rule employed was to hypothetically buy one $1000-denomination 

convertible anytime a recorded mid-month price was below 

$1000, except that a minimum interval of six months was 

allowed to pass after each purchase before making another 

purchase of the same convertible. Four different selling 

rules were tested: Selling the issue when the recorded second-

ary market price reached $1000, when it reached $1100, when 

l6North Texas State University microfilm files, The Wall 
Street Journal. 
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it reached $1300, and when it reached $1500. If these target 

prices were not reached, the issue was sold at the end of two 

years at the market price prevailing at that time. Amounts 

received as interest income were added to the trading profits, 

allowance for brokerage commissions was made, and overall 

time-adjusted annual rates were computed on a noncompounded 

basis. The results are shown in Table XXII. Transactions 

not terminated as of July, 1968, were excluded from the 

tabulations. 

TABLE XIII 

RESULTS OF TRADING STRATEGY #1 

(Noncompounded Annual Rates) 

Category Target Price Category 
$1000 • $1100 $1300 $1500 

Average holding period 
in months 10.93 16.96 21 .67 22.84 

Average annual return 
Nonmargined 
80% margin 
50% margin 
20% margin 

7.4% * « 

* • 
• • 

8.5 % • * 

• • * * 

9.0% 
* • 

• * * • 

9.9% ' 
10.9' -
1 3 . 8 
25.5 

The return figures in Table XIII can.be compared directly 

with the 6.38 per cent buy-and-hold rate shown in Table XI 

for convertibles, and somewhat less directly with the 8.1+2 

per cent on matching stocks and the 12.2 per cent on all New 

York Stock Exchange stocks. The strategy is rational in the 
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sense that it improved on the 6.3# per cent return produced 

by the buy-and-hold strategy. The use of leverage via 

margined buying would expand the percentage returns even 

more. With an assumed interest rate of 6 per cent on 

borrowed funds, the 9.9 per cent return in Table XIII 

increases to 10.9, 13*8, and 25.5 per cent with 80, 50, and 

20 per cent of the purchase price advanced as margin, 

respectively. Internally, within the convertible bond market 

itself, market imperfections must exist in order for such 

higher returns to be possible. It should be realized, how-

ever, that the strategy is irrational in the sense that 

returns proportionately greater than the additional risk 

involved are probably available among the general population 

of stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange. 

The second strategy consisted of buying each issue at 

every six-month interval, regardless of the price, and selling 

out on the basis of a moving stop-loss rule. Specifically, 

a sale would be made if the recorded convertible price 

declined ten per cent or more from any successive high (or 

from the purchase price in the event of a steady decline in 

price). This strategy was based on the familiar concept of 

"cutting losses short" and "letting profits run." Nonter-

minated transactions were included in the tabulation on the 

basis of market value at mid-July, 1968. As in the first 

strategy, appropriate allowances were made for interest 

received and brokerage commissions paid. Some 239 transactions 
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were included in the computation, 129 of which produced a 

loss and 110 a gain. The average holding period was 13*67 

months. The overall average rate of return, on a noncom-

pounded annual basis, was 6.9 per cent with nonmargined 

commitments, 7.2 per cent with SO per cent margin, 7.9 

per cent with 50 per cent margin, and 10.7 per cent with 

20 per cent margin. The 6.9 per cent compares directly with 

the 6.38 per cent buy-and-hold rate in Table XI and is 

obviously not materially better than the latter rate. 

Relative to the first trading strategy, therefore, this one 

must be declared irrational. Nor does it contribute to the 

quest for a measurement of the degree of perfection prevail-

ing in the secondary convertible bond market. 

The third strategy is based on the observation that 

convertible bond prices are significantly influenced by 

changes in the level of speculative premiums. This change 

is a two-dimensional phenomenon. On the one hand, the 

magnitude of speculative premiums on individual convertibles. 

will rise or fall in a pattern correlated with changes in 

prices of the matching stocks and with the conversion terms 

of the bonds; this aspect is examined in depth in the next 

chapter. The other dimension has to do with general 

increases or decreases in the level of speculative premiums 

stemming from external sources, such as availability of loans 

for margin speculation or increases in the cost of such loans, 

If the external forces are temporary in nature, if one could 
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construct a general index to track the level of speculative 

premiums, and if one could pick the low and high points on 

that index on an ex ante basis, above-average trading profits 

might be possible. The most difficult stumbling block in 

such a strategy is construction of the speculative-premium 

index. The task is greatly complicated by two factors: 
% 

first, the fact that convertibles tend to be relatively short-

lived, creating an unstable environment for sampling purposes 

And, secondly, because it is extremely difficult to eliminate 

the influence of general changes in stock prices; that is, 

the two dimensions of the speculative-premium phenomenon are 

difficult to separate other than on a conceptual basis. 

For the third trading strategy tested in the study, a 

speculative-premium index was constructed on the basis of 

the speculative premiums occurring on half of the twenty 

convertibles in the sample. This required estimation of 

intrinsic values at each monthly time point, the estimation 

being made by using standard present-value tables, along 

with actual maturities of each bond at each, monthly time 

point, coupon interest amounts, and prevailing interest rates 

as reported by Moody's for the appropriate risk categories J? 

Computation of conversion values at each monthly time point 

was also required. This was done by determining the conver-

sion feature of each bond at each monthly time point and 

1?From "Special Features" section of Moody's Industrial 
Manual, 19^7» and from Moody 's Bond Survey, Vol. 6*0] 1968. 
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applying that information to the corresponding stock prices. 

Given these conversion values and intrinsic value, it was 

then possible to determine the speculative premiums by 

reference to the market values of the convertibles at each 

time point. No attempt was made to adjust for the influence 

of stock price changes on the level of speculative premiums, 

the problem discussed above. Because few of the issues 

extended all the way back in time to the 1956 starting point, 

the index constructed by totaling the speculative premiums 

and computing averages was not considered reliable prior to 

about 1959* ^he index from 1959 through early 196$ is shown 

in Figure 2. 

The difficulty in constructing even this "impure" index 

on a very small sample of issues provides some indication of 

the complexity involved in deriving and maintaining general 

indexes designed to facilitate a trading strategy based on 

changes in the level of speculative premiums. 

The third trading strategy in the present study was 

based on the assumption that a trader could have picked the 

low and high points in the graph of Figure 2—obviously an 

optimistic and probably unrealistic assumption. Hypothetical 

purchases and sales were made at three sets of time points: 

a purchase at mid-October, 19&0, and a sale at mid-December, 

1961; a purchase at mid-March, 1965> and a sale at mid-

December, 1965; and a purchase at mid-March, 1966, with a 

subsequent sale at mid-December, 1966. In each purchase, 
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investments were made in an equal number of certificates of 

all convertibles in the twenty-issue sample, that is, those 

that were outstanding at the various buying points. As in 

the previous trading strategies, allowances were made for 

interest received and commissions paid, and noncompounded 

annual rates were computed. The results are summarized in 

Table XIV. A six per cent interest rate on margin loans 

was again assumed. 

TABLE XIV 

RESULTS OF TRADING STRATEGY #3 

(Noncompounded Annual Rates) 

Category 
Trading Period 

Category Oct., T60-
Dec.,'61 

Mar., T65— 
Dec.,T 65 

, Mar., T66— 
Dec.,'66 

Over-
all 

Average holding 
period in months 14.00 9.00 9.00 10.03 

Average annual re-
turn 

Nonrnargined 
SO% margin 
$0% margin 
20% margin 

16.3% 
% • • 

* • 
# • 

17.8# 
• 0 
• • 
* * 

1 .&fo 
• 0 
* * 
* • 

11 .4 $ 
12.7 
16.6 
32.4 

Change in Dow-Jones 
Industrial Avg. +23.9% +6.1# -14.2% » * 

Although the overall rates of return are substantial, 

it is difficult to draw any conclusions regarding the 

rationality of the strategy or the implications concerning 
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the degree of perfection in the secondary convertible bond 

market because of the uncontrolled influence of changes in 

stock prices. The validity of this observation can be 

determined by simply examining the return produced in the 

March, 1966-December, 1966, trading period when the stock 

market declined 14*2 per cent as measured by the Dow-Jones 

Industrial Average. It is significant, of course, that a 

profit of any size was earned in this period. Even after 

deducting from the 1.6 per cent an allowance of 3.3 percent-

age points for bond interest received, the net loss of 1.5 

per cent was much less than the 14.2 per cent decline in 

stock prices. Some further allowance, however, must be made 

for the fact that some of the resistance to decline in the 

convertible prices was attributable, not to the trading 

strategy, but to the fact that intrinsic values acted to 

cushion losses. Nor do the results in the first two trading 

periods add clarity to the analysis. In one case the rise 

in stock prices is greater than the profit produced; in the-

other it is less. 

Thus, the third strategy must remain, at the limits of 

the present investigation, a deductively-derived approach 

with possible merit, but lacking empirical verification. 

And, as was true of the second trading strategy, little else 

of a conclusive nature was learned about the degree of per-

fection in the secondary convertible bond market. 
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The results produced by the first trading strategy, 

however, are sufficient to warrant the conclusion that enough 

imperfection exists internally within the secondary convert-

ible bond market so that rates of return significantly greater 

than those obtainable by a buy-and-hold strategy can be 

generated by employment of a rational trading strategy. 

The imperfection, however, does not begin to approach that 

prevailing in the primary convertible market, as will be 

shown in Chapter IV. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The following is a summary of the findings of this chapter: 

1. Over the 1956-63 period, the average rate of return on 

listed convertibles resulting from a nonselective buy-and-hold 

strategy in the secondary convertible market was 6.3# per cent 

per annum compounded annually, assuming tax-exemption and no 

reinvestment of interest income, with allowance made for 

brokerage commissions. The comparable return on the stocks 

matching the convertibles was 8.1+2 per cent. The closest 

comparable return reported by Fisher and Lorie for all stocks 

listed on the New York Stock Exchange was 12.2 per cent.1^ 

Peak-to-peak and trough-to-trough measurements within this 

overall time period produced only minor differences from these 

rates in most cases. Peak-to-trough rates revealed the 

1^Fisher and Lorie, "Rates of Return on Investment in 
Common Stocks, the Year-by-Year Record, 1926-1965," Table 2, 
Part A for the period Dec., 1955-Dec., 1965. 
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advantages of convertibles, relative to their matching stocks, 

in a declining market; but there was no advantage over listed 

stocks in general. Trough-to-peak rates clearly substan-

tiated the thesis that convertibles are less profitable than 

common stocks in a rising market. 

2. The spread between the average entire-period rate on 

convertibles and the comparable rate on the stocks matching 

the convertibles is attributable mainly to differences in 

utility between risk-seeking and risk-averting investors 

rather than to market imperfection, the main exception being 

imperfection associated with Federal Reserve margin require-

ments on stocks and convertibles, respectively, during the 

period studied. 

3. The larger spread between the average entire-period 

rate on the convertible-matching stocks and all stocks listed 

on the New York Stock Exchange is attributable to a combina-

tion of built-in bias in the sampling technique used in the 

study, and market imperfections. Random selection from among 

the general population of listed stocks would have produced 

a larger return than random selection from among the popula-

tion of convertible-matching stocks. And, by implication, 

rational nonrandom selection of convertibles or convertible-

matching stocks would have produced a larger return than random 

selection of convertibles or convertible-matching stocks. 

4. Internally, within the general population of listed 

convertibles, the degree of perfection in the market 
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deteriorates somewhat in moving down to various sublevels. 

Specifically, issues convertible into a larger number of 

shares of stock tend to be more profitable than issues con-

vertible into a smaller number of shares; convertibles 

originally sold through rights offerings,tend to be more 

profitable on the secondary market than straight issues; and 

issues bought below some absolute price level ($1000 in the 

study) tend to be more profitable than higher-priced issues. 

On the other hand, differences in Moody's ratings or indus-

trial category did not appear meaningful. Nor did the 

presence of a cash-payment provision in the conversion feature 

The measuring techniques used to determine the profit 

potential of the subgroups possessed only limited potency, 

however, and further research would be appropriate. 

5. Of three short-term trading techniques tested, one 

was irrational and one produced inconclusive results. One, 

however, produced a return ranging from 9-9 per cent on 

nonmargined commitments to 25.5 per cent on 20 per cent 

margin. This technique is rational in that it successfully 

took advantage of internal imperfections in the secondary 

convertible bond market. But it is irrational in the sense 

that greater returns, relative to risk, are available via 

investments among the general population of listed stocks. 

The technique producing inconclusive results was based on 

use of an index of changes in the general level of speculative 

premiums; while the approach continues to possess deductive 
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validity, the attempt at empirical verification was not 

successful. 

6. Although a moderate degree of imperfection exists 

both internally within the secondary convertible bond market 

(as evidenced by the rational trading strategy and by the 

subgroup comparisons) and externally relative to the general 

market for listed stocks, much of the observed variation in 

rates of return is traceable to risk/utility differences. 

There was an unmistakable pattern of rising average rates of 

return correlating directly with rising risk as one moves' from 

straight bonds to convertibles and, finally, to listed common 

stocks. The degree of imperfection in the secondary convert-

ible market is sufficiently moderate to warrant using that 

market as a reference point for measurement of imperfection 

prevailing in the primary convertible bond market—the 

subject of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

IMPERFECTION' IN THE PRIMARY CONVERTIBLE 

BOND MARKET 

The hypothesis regarding the primary convertible bond 

market was that the primary market is an imperfect one in 

which original issue prices tend to be chronically below 

prices prevailing in initial secondary trading, thereby 

providing opportunity for substantial profit. This hypo-

thesis stands in direct contrast to the one pertaining to 

the secondary convertible bond market. 

An important implication of the primary market hypothesis 

is that funds which should move from investors to the issuing 

corporations are diverted to speculators or others operating 

between the primary and secondary markets. In real as distinct 

from monetary terms, economic resources which, barring market 

imperfection, would be attracted to productive employment 

must move to such use, if at all, via some medium other than 

the primary convertible bond market. An additional impli-

cation is that the cost of debt capital to corporations is 

increased. 

This chapter is divided into three main sections: A 

description of the marketing system for new convertibles; 

an analysis and presentation of empirical evidence to 

12# 
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substantiate the hypothesis; and the development of an 

explanatory theory, that is, an attempt to explain why under-

pricing exists in the primary market and why extraordinary 

profits are attainable through speculative market operations. 

The Marketing System for New 
Convertible Issues 

There are three basic ways to market a new convertible: 

Through a public offering, on a privileged subscription basis 

to existing stockholders, or via private placement. Except 

for small issues, investment bankers virtually always parti-

cipate in public offerings; they often provide negotiating 

services in private placements; and they almost always furmish 

standby underwriting, as needed, in privileged-subscription 

offerings. 

An understanding of these alternative marketing methods 

is basic to interpretation of empirical evidence on primary 

market pricing and to development of a theory to explain 

underpricing in the primary market. 

Volume and Advantages of Private Placement 

While the data on the volume of private placements is 

not always precise, enough evidence exists to conclude that 

slightly less than half of the dollar volume of all new debt 

offerings (both convertible and nonconvertible) in the post-

war period reached initial buyers via private placement (or 

direct placement as it is often called). Atkinson, for 
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example, reports that 43 »9 per cent of the dollar volume of 

all types of bonds was placed directly during the 1944-65 

period, based on data from Moody's Bond Survey and the 

Investment Dealers f Digest.Comparable Securities and 

Exchange Commission data indicate a 50.0 per cent ratio 

for offerings in the 194&-65 period.2 This agrees with the 

findings of the Wharton School study.3 The large volume of 

private placements has been largely a postwar phenomenon. 

In the 1900-43 period, only about seven per cent of all new 

bond issues was directly placed. It is also clear that debt, 

rather than equity, instruments account for the great bulk 

of private placements. 

Certain types of bond issues, notably utility and 

railroad issues, cannot be privately placed because of 

legal restrictions. If these issues are eliminated from 

consideration, the portion of debt issues placed privately 

rises to something significantly over half. A Securities 

and Exchange Commission study covering the 194&-51 period --

indicates the portion to be about seventy per cent.^ No 

''Atkinson, Trends in Corporate Bond Quality, p. 106. 

2Ibid., p. 96. 

^Friend and others, Investment Banking and the New • 
Issues Market, p. 28. 

4Securities and Exchange Commission, Privately-Placed 
Securities—Cost of Flotation, p. 6. Also see Friend .and 
others, Investment Banking and the New Issues Market, 
pp. 192, 349. 
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comparable data on more recent years, or specifically for 

convertibles, were encountered. 

Although complete data on private placements of con-

vertibles are not readily available, there is evidence that 

a considerably smaller percentage of the new convertibles 

issued is privately placed than is the case for bonds in 

general—probably less than fifteen per cent in the post-

war period.5 This is attributable largely to pre-emptive 

rights requirements on new convertible issues. Some private 

placement of convertibles is undoubtedly voluntary, however, 

and the percentage placed privately may have risen with the 

recent upsurge of institutional interest in convertibles. 

The substantial volume of private placements of debt 

instruments stems from certain advantages this marketing 

method possesses: Sale of the issue is often easier and 

faster; private placement circumvents some of the guesswork 

associated with unstable securities markets; registration 

with the Securities and Exchange Commission and public dis-

closure are avoided; flotation cost is often less;^ and the 

terms of the indenture may be less rigid because of the 

ability to negotiate changes with institutional or other 

holders of the issue. Avoidance of registration and disclosure 

5Atkinson offers some .evidence along these lines; Trends 
in Corporate Bond Quality, p. S6. 

^Securities and Exchange Commission, Privately-Placed 
Securities—Cost of Flotation, pp. 1-10. 
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requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission is 

undoubtedly the main reason for the difference in relative 

volume of private placements before and after the 1930's. 

But another important stimulus to private placements has 

been the rising demand from institutional investors, who 

have provided a ready market for private placements. 

Finally, smaller companies in particular have often found 

it more feasible to place debt issues privately than to 

undertake a public sale, as indicated by the fact that 

privately sold issues have, over the years, been consistently 

smaller in average size than publicly marketed issues.? 

There are, of course, some disadvantages of private 

placement, including the possibility that terms of the inden-

ture will be more restrictive than in a public offering, 

and the inability of the corporation to retire the issue via 

open market purchases. 1 

It is estimated that investment bankers perform a 

negotiating function in about fifty to sixty per cent of all-

private placements.^ The remainder is, of course, sold 

directly by the issuing corporation to the private purchaser. 

Privileged Subscriptions 

A privileged offering of a convertible bond to stock-

holders is a marketing device that lies, in a manner of 

^Friend and others, Investment Banking and the New 
Issues Market. pp. 343, 344. 

.̂Ibid ., p. 9. 
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speaking, somewhere between a private placement and a full-

fledged public offering. In many cases, a privileged 

offering of a convertible is required by pre-emptive right. 

In a study of twenty-three convertibles issued publicly 

(that is, other than by private placement) in the 194^-52 

period, Pilcher found that a pre-emptive right made a 

privileged offering mandatory in forty-eight per cent of 

the cases, the pre-emptive right being required by state law 

or by corporate charter or articles of incorporation. In 

the remaining fifty-two per cent, management was free to 

choose the marketing method. In this latter group, about 

twenty per cent of the managements voluntarily chose a 

privileged offering.9 Broman, in his 1949-59 study, found 

that a third of the public issues involved privileged sub-

scriptions, again with a substantial portion representing 

voluntary choice on the part of management.10 

In the twenty-ninfc-issue sample of convertibles described 

in the preceding chapter, excluding four issues on which the 

marketing method was not determinable or involved a special 

exchange of securities (such as in a merger), 44.0 per cent 

of the issues reached the market via rights offerings. In 

9Pilcher, Raising: Capital With Convertible Securities, 
pp. 97—100. A matching study of convertible preferred stock 
issues, involving a larger and more reliable sample, agreed 
closely with these findings on convertible issues. 

I^Broman, "The Use of Convertible Subordinated Debentures 
by Industrial Firms 1949-59," pp. 6S, 69. 
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the eighty-issue sample, excluding three special exchanges, 

55.8 per cent of the issues involved rights offerings. 

Synthesizing all of this data, it is evident that 

roughly half of the convertibles sold publicly in recent 

years involved rights offerings, mostly because of legal 

requirements but voluntarily in a significant portion of 

the issues. 

The greatest advantage of a rights offering from the 

corporation's viewpoint is, of course, the existence of a 

group of investors already "sold" on the company. Where 

the rights offering is not required by state law or corpor-

ate charter, moral obligation may compel management to use 

the privileged subscription offering. An additional stimulus 

may arise from the fact that if future equity financing is 

anticipated, a satisfied stockholder group is a desirable 

asset. 

There is no assurance, however, that the stockholder 

group will absorb the entire offering. The convertible, 

being a different, albeit similar, type of security from a 

stock, may not appeal to some stockholders. In theory, such 

stockholders can sell their rights and recover whatever value 

they possess. As will be demonstrated later in this chapter, 

the tendency is for at least some stockholders to sell out 

too cheaply, with speculators and others acquiring the rights 

on the open market at bargain prices. If the rights offering 

is not fully subscribed by either the stockholder group or 
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by open market purchasers of the rights, an investment banker 

typically "stands by" to market the balance of the issue to 

the general public or to institutional buyers. 

Straight Public Offerings 

By elimination, it appears that roughly a fourth of 

all new debt issues, or a half of all public (as distinct 

from privately placed) debt offerings, reaches the market 

through straight public sales (the other half being through 

rights offerings). In the case of convertibles specifically, 

roughly forty per cent of all new issues, and, again, fifty 

per cent of the non-private issues are sold through straight 

public offerings. For the larger issues, an investment banker 

is almost always involved in the marketing operation. Although 

competitive bidding is still the rule in utility and railroad 

issues, and although "best efforts" underwriting is still used 

on some small issues, the great majority of larger industrial 

issues offered directly to the general investing public 

reaches the market through regular negotiated underwriting. 

In 1967, about thirty-two per cent of the dollar volume of 

new offerings of all types of securities was marketed via 

competitive bidding J 1 This represents only a small change 

from Pilcher's 1955 estimate of 27.6 per cent."12 The | 

^Computed from data in Investment Banker-Broker Almanac, 
23rd annual ed. (New York, 1968J, pp. 6—15-

12. 
Pilcher, Raising Capital With Convertible Securities. 

p. 134• 
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percentage is higher for corporate bonds (as distinct from 

all securities), but lower for convertibles specifically. 

No data on the frequency of "best efforts" underwriting was 

encountered; but an interview with a Dallas investment bank-

ing executive elicited the comment that "best efforts" 

arrangements are "almost a thing of the p a s t . " 1 ^ 

The significance of these observations is that the 

discussion of convertibles in the remainder of this chapter 

can, except for utility or railroad issues, be narrowed down 

for all practical purposes to the three main marketing 

methods: (1) Private placements, which probably account for 

less than twenty per cent of the dollar volume of all new 

convertible issues; (2) rights offerings, accounting for 

roughly forty per cent; and (3) straight negotiated under-

writ ings, accounting for roughly forty per cent of the total. 

Furthermore, while private placements, as such, are not 

beyond the scope of this dissertation, it was not possible 

to collect accurate empirical evidence regarding pricing 

practices in private placements. Hence, the remainder of 

this chapter concerns only the eighty per cent or so of the 

volume of convertibles marketed publicly. 

13John W. Turner, manager of underwriting department, 
Eppler, Guerin and Turner,'Inc., interview, Dallas, Texas, 
June 9> 196&. 
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The Marketing Procedure in 
Straight Underwriting^ 

The marketing procedure for straight negotiated public 

offerings must be sharply distinguished from that used in 

rights offerings. In straight offerings, the general pro-

cedure followed by the underwriters and issuing corporations 

can be outlined as follows: 

1. The issuing corporation and an underwriter form an 

agreement, largely informal in nature, for the latter to act 

as managing underwriter of tlje new issue. 

2. A registration statement is filed with the Securities, 

and Exchange Commission. Registration is required of all 

interstate security issues except those specifically exempted 

(mainly minicipal, bank, and railroad issues; government debt 

instruments; issues of less than $300,000, that require only 

a "short form" registration under Regulation A; and private 

placements)."^ The Securities and Exchange Commission 

currently takes from forty-five to sixty days before it 

declares the registration to be "effective;" in past years, 

this interval was about twenty days, the change being 

attributable to a backlog stemming from increased new-issue 

volume. During this registration period, the Securities and 

Exchange Commission notifies the corporation and the managing 

underwriter of any deficiencies in the application. 

14Ernest W. Walker, Essentials of Financial Management 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J . , 1965), p. 197.. 
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3. Immediately after the registration statement has been 

filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the manag-

ing underwriter begins to assemble the underwriting group 

that will participate in the issue on a risk-bearing basis. 

Each prospective underwriter "within a day or two is expected 

to indicate whether or not he is willing to accept the under-

writing position offered to him."''5 Some additional comments 

on the formation of underwriting groups appears later in this 

chapter. "At the same time the managing underwriter begins 

to receive preliminary 'indications of interest' from invest-

ment dealers who will help to retail the issue [on a non-

risk-bearing basiŝ ]. These dealers, which may include members 

of the underwriting group, are sometimes referred to as the 

'selling g r o u p . ' " ^ 

4. Until the registration statement has been declared 

"effective" by the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 

bond issue cannot technically be offered to prospective buyers 

by the underwriting syndicate. Prospective buyers are, how-

ever, sent a tentative or "red herring" prospectus. This is 

particularly true of prospective institutional buyers. The 

tentative prospectus contains virtually all information the 

final prospectus will contain, except for the offering price 

and the underwriting commission or "spread." The price blocks 

I^Leness, Martin, and Gilmartin, New Money for Business, 
Techniques of Long-term Corporate Financing. p. 64. 

I^Ibid., p. 65. Phrase in brackets added. 
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provided by the printer are left blank on the tentative 

prospectus. In addition, the other information in the tenta-

tive prospectus is subject to changes requested by the 

Securities and Exchange Commission. Despite the technical 

restriction on sales of the security issue prior to final 

approval by the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 

underwriters receive "indications of interest"—tentative 

orders, in effect—from institutional or other large pro-

spective buyers, based on the "red herring" prospectus and 

on tentative price information conveyed informally to the 

prospective' purchasers. The line between "offering" the 

security and soliciting an "indication of interest" is 

obviously thin and is a source of continuing concern to the 

Securities and Exchange Commission and to the parties who 

stand potentially in violation of the Secutities Act. It is 

important to note, at this point, that both the offering 

price and the underwriting commission are only informally 

set and are subject to change within the constraints set by._ 

a stringent "code of honor" 4n the investment banking 

community. During the registration period, the managing 

underwriter is committed, typically, only to a range within 

which offering price and underwriting spread, respectively, 

will probably be set. The "indications of interest," mean-

while, provide an important feedback on market demand at the 

contemplated offering price, and a guide as to whether that 

price will have to be lowered in order to market the entire 
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i s s u e . T h e ability to raise a tentative price is, by the 

nature of the marketing process and the part of the rigorous 

"code of honor" which governs investment banker contacts 

with prospective buyers, much more limited. 

5. The marketing arrangement, tentative at the start, 

firms up as the registration period progresses. Near the 
v 

end of the registration period, the managing underwriter, 

armed with the "indications of interest" from large buyers 

and from retailing dealers who hope to participate in the 

offering, meets with the issuing corporation to set the final 

offering price and underwriter spread. The official contract 

signing takes place immediately upon final approval (effec-

tive registration) by the Securities and Exchange Commission, 

some forty-five to sixty days after initial registration. 

Normally, both the underwriting agreement between the managing 

underwriter and the issuing corporation, and the formal 

agreement among the members of the underwriting group itself, 

will be signed within a day after the date of final approval 

by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The printer, 

operating on a round-the-clock basis if necessary, adds the 

official offering price to the prospectus so that the final 

prospectus will be rapidly available to prospective buyers of 

the new issue. 

6. In the typical case, the public offering officially 

begins on the day following final approval by the Securities 

^ ̂ Jbid., pp. 67, 6S. 
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and Exchange Commission, sometimes late on the same day. 

Then, as members of the Merrill Lynch underwriting department 

put it: 

If the deal is successful, it is normally 
spoken for within a few hours. If part of the 
issue is still unsold after a week or two, the 
group will usually elect to "break" the price to 
a level at which the securities can be sold, thus 
freeing their capital for other issues. Some firms, 
however, make a practice of holding unsold securi-
ties for longer periods in anticipation of improved 
market conditions J 8 

The Wharton School study indicated that the ratio of 

average month-end inventories to average monthly public sales 

of new issues was only nine per cent for all types of cor-

porate bonds in the January-March, 1962, period.19 To the 

extent that this ratio is representative of other time periods, 

it is apparent that underwriters have a very small backlog of 

unsold bonds—less than three days' worth of sales on 

average—and hence little threat of a price "break." Four 

underwriting firms—two among the top ten in volume and two 

among the top seventy—reported by letter on the frequency 

of price "breaks" on convertibles. One, whose policy called 

for price cuts in lieu of holding unsold•convertibles in 

inventory, reported price reductions on approximately five 

per cent of the dollar underwriting volume over the past five 

years. The other three reported no price cuts on convertibles 

1 ̂ Ibid., p. 1J+B. 

^Friend and others, Investment Banking and the New 
Issues Market, p. 20. 
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and no issues held longer than a week past the offering 

date.2*"1 Three of the firms further reported that so-rcalled 

"price stabilization" was rarely necessary. One firm 

indicated price stabilization was required on four per cent 

of the dollar volume over the past five years, one indicated 

five to ten per cent, and the third reported none {the fourth 

firm did not comment on this).21 In practical terms, a 

successful issue is marketed "within a few hours" by simply 

confirming the "indications of interest" previously secured 

from prospective buyers. 

This marketing procedure obviously does much to reduce 

the risk assumed by the underwriting group. It also has 

important implications regarding the pricing of new convert-

ible issues offered via straight underwriting, and why— 

as will be explored next—such pricing is likely to differ 

from that encountered in rights offerings. 

Additional Risk in Standby Underwriting 

In a rights offering, an investment banking group is 

typically involved on a standby basis, and the risk the under-

writers bear in such a case is substantially greater than in 

regular underwriting. The basic reason is that the under-

writers have contracted to take up only the portion of the 

20Letters from four underwriting firms located in New 
York, Chicago, and Philadelphia, July, I96&. 

21 Ibid., 
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new issue not subscribed by the stockholders to whom the 

rights are issued, and this quantity can be determined only 

after the expiration of the rights offering, which may be 

from ten days to four weeks after issuance of the rights. 

The underwriters must commit themselves to both a "spread" 

and an offering price at the beginning of this period; the 

offering price is the same as that quoted in the rights. 

The risk of an adverse change in market conditions during 

the ten-day to four-week period is obviously great. In 

contrast to the regular underwriting procedure just described, 

there is no chance to receive feedback information, no oppor-

tunity to make last minute changes in the offering price to 

adjust to changed market conditions. 

There are several ways the investment banking community 

can offset this additional risk. The most obvious way, and 

one that is universally practiced, is to charge a larger 

commission than in regular underwriting. 

A second method, practiced since 1947 after an alteration 

in Securities and Exchange Commission guidelines, is for the 

underwriting group to purchase rights in the open market, 

exercise them, and then market the convertibles immediately. 

The logic behind this procedure is that stockholders who sell 

their rights on the open market are expressing a desire not 

to exercise them, making it unnecessary, insofar as that portion 

of the issue is concerned, to wait until the expiration date 

of the rights offering before the investment bankers can take 
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positive action to sell the unsubscribed bonds. The fact that 

some of the rights are sold prior to the end of the rights, 

offering period means that the underwriters reduce to some 

extent the market uncertainty associated with the passage of 

time.22 During an interview with a Dallas investment banking 

executive, the comment was made that the rights-purchasing 

procedure is probably used in about a fourth of his firm's 

convertible marketings.2^ Of two other firms, both in the 

top ten in terms of volume, one indicated rights purchases 

on five per cent of the dollar volume of convertible standby 

underwritings over the past five years, and the other firm 

one hundred per cent.2^- Policies and practices in this area 

are obviously varied. 

Thirdly, and most significantly for present purposes, 

the risk of standby underwriting can be reduced by under-

pricing the issue. Such underpricing usually comes, however, 

not in the form of lower offering price per se, but in the 

form of more attractive terms. In the eighty-issue sample, 

excluding five issues that had a cash feature in the conver-

sion privilege and three issues eliminated for other reasons, 

22Pilcher, Raising Capital Kith Convertible Securities, 
pp. 107-09. ' 7 

23john W. Turner, Eppler, Guerin and Turner, Inc., : 

July 9, 1963. 

2^Letters from four underwriting firms located in. New 
York, Chicago, and Philadelphia, July, 1963. The two smaller 
firms had managed no standby underwritings. 
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the average offering price for thirty-eight rights issues 

was $1001.95, only slightly less than the $1004-12 average 

offering price on the thirty-four straight offerings. On 

the rights issues, however, the average conversion price of 

$53.40 was 7.97 per cent greater than the $49*46 average 

market price of the common stock on the offering date; while 

in the case of the straight issues, the average conversion 

price was $47*90, a premium of 1S.21 per cent over the 

average stock price of $40.52. Ceteris paribus, the rights 

issues were the better bargain because, assuming a future rise 

in stock prices, the conversion feature itself would become 

valuable in a shorter period of time. To the extent that the 

present worth of this extra future value is not added to the 

offering price, a compensating price gap would logically 

develop in secondary market trading. As will be shown later, 

this is exactly what happens. 

It is possible, of course, for other terms, such as 

coupon rate, to be made more favorable on a rights issue than 

on a straight offering. A comparison of coupon rates was . 

not made in the eighty-issue sample because of the great 

difficulty of eliminating the effect of variations in offer-

ing dates and the changes in prevailing interest rates over 

time, as well as variations in default risk among companies. 

It was readily apparent, however, that the indirect under-

pricing did not come in the form of differences in such terms 

as the call provision or the sinking fund provision. It is 
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perhaps significant to note that all of the five issues with 

cash payment features in the conversion privilege were rights 

issues; the additional leverage associated with this type of 

conversion privilege, which is advantageous to bondholders, 

may represent another manifestation of the practice of under-

pricing rights issues. 

The Investment Banking Industry 

Another key to the pricing practices followed in new 

convertible offerings lies in the basic structure of the 

investment banking industry, particularly in the high degree 

of concentration in the industry.25 Some 261 firms were 

reported to have either managed or co-managed new stock or 

bond underwritings totaling nearly $20 billion in 1967.26 

Narrowed to managing underwriters alone, there were 199 

firms.27 But only 20 of these firms accounted for over 

$1 per cent of the dollar volume; and the top ten firms 

accounted for 60 per cent. In the case of convertible bonds 

specifically, the concentration figures are similar except 

for a smaller total number of firms. Out of 100 firms 

^or a far more thorough treatment of this subject than 
can be presented here, see Friend and others, Investment Bank-
iHS the New Issues Market, especially Chapter 2 by Ervin 
Milieir, "Background and Structure of the Industry," pp. g0-

26Investment Banker-Broker Almanac, 196^ ed., pp. 6-15. 

2?Investment Bankers Association of America, IBA Cor-
porate Financing; Bulletin, No. X (Washington, March. 196&), 
pp. 8, 9. 
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reported to have managed underwritings of convertible issues 

totaling over $4 billion in 1967, 20 firms handled 74 per cent 

of the dollar volume and the top ten firms handled 55 per cent.2^ 

Concentration in the industry has long been a source of con-

troversy, as indicated by the major antitrust suit brought 

against seventeen leading investment banking firms in the 

late 1940Ts; the debate seems, however, to have cooled some-

what since then.29 

Ironically, the effectiveness of competitive bidding 

in utility and railroad issuevs—a technique intended to 

overcome a failure on the part of issuing corporations to 

"shop around" for the best offering price and "spread"— 

is partly (but not wholly) diminished by the even higher . 

degree of concentration than is prevalent for other types 

of underwriting. There were only 39 firms involved as 

managers in the total competitive underwriting of slightly 

over $5 billion in 1967, and the top ten firms handled 

per cent of this total volume.Although convertibles 

are seldom involved in competitive underwritings, it is worth-

while to note the fact that competitive bidding is not a 

cure-all for pricing problems in the industry. 

2^Both sets of concentration percentages computed from 
data in IBA Corporate Financing Bulletin, ibid., pp. Bt 9. 

29Friend and others, Investment Banking and the New 
Issues Market. p. 13&. 

^Computed from data in IBA Corporate Financing Bulletin. 
No. X, pp. 9 . ' 
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Concentration figures alone do not, of course, reveal 

the full nature of the pricing practices prevalent in the 

industry. Ten firms can compete as vigorously with one 

another as ten hundred. But clearly, at least, the reverse 

is not true: Many firms cannot avoid competition as easily 

as a few. It is not the purpose of this investigation to 

"point the finger" at the investment banking industry or to 

settle the issue of possible noncompetitive pricing and 

commission practices. It is sufficient simply to note that 

there are other forces leading to underpricing of new issues 

(and perhaps to excessive underwriting commissions) and that 

the state of competition prevailing in the industry does not 

act in a positive manner to offset them. The atmosphere, in 

short, is permissive. 

Empirical Evidence of Primary Market 
Underpricing 

Conclusive empirical evidence of chronic underpricing 

in the primary convertible bond market was uncovered via an 

analysis of the eighty-issue sample described previously. 

Three bonds were eliminated from the sample because, although 

they were listed during their lives on the New York Stock 

Exchange, they were over-the-counter securities at the time 

of original, issuance and it was not possible to trace price 

data in an adequate manner. A few issues were originally 

listed on the American Stock Exchange, but there was no 

problem tracing these issues; hence, they were left in the 
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sample. The resulting list of seventy-seven issues is be-

lieved to be representative of the general population of 

listed convertibles marketed publicly and outstanding over 

the past fifteen years. 

The Analytical Procedure 

The analysis was conducted as follows:: Various pieces 

of information, including coupon rate, maturity period, indus-

trial category, conversion price, Moody1s rating, offering 

date, and ex-rights date in the case of rights offerings, 

were recorded for each issue. Several types of price infor-

mation were recorded: (1) On rights issues, the mid-point of 

the price range of the rights on the first day they traded 

on the exchange; (2) the offering price of the convertible; 

(3) the closing market price of the common stock on the 

offering date; (4) the first bond price recorded in secondary 

trading and the matching common stbck price, followed by 

comparable sets of prices a week later, a month later, and 

two months later. All price data were taken from back issues 

of The Wall Street Journal.3^ Bonds were sometimes quoted on 

a "when-issued" basis in initial secondary trading, in which 

case the first "when-issued" trade was taken as the initial 

secondary market transaction. In other cases, because of a 

time gap between the offering date and the date the new 

31 North Texas State University microfilm files, 1952 
to 1966. 
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convertible joined the stock as a listed security on the 

exchange, over-the-counter transactions (traceables in this 

case) marked the beginning of secondary trading. Also 

recorded was the number of days from the offering date in 

straight issues, or from the first day rights were traded on 

the open market in rights offerings (rarely more than a day 

after the offering date), to the date of initial secondary 

trading in the bond. 

These data made possible the measurement of the price 

gap to which the convertible moved in initial secondary trading, 

thus providing an indication of the extent to which the offer-

ing price was lower than would have prevailed in a perfect 

primary market. The bond prices a week, a month, and two 

months, respectively, after the initial secondary transaction 

provided an indication of whether the immediate gap was a 

"fluke" or was maintained beyond the initial flurry of trading 

activity in the secondary market. The dollar trading volume 

of the bonds at each price point was recorded in order to 

trace the pattern of such trading activity. 

It was necessary to draw a sharp distinction between 

two concepts. One is the magnitude of the underpricing (or 

overpricing) in the primary market, that is, the spread 

between the actual offering price in the primary market and 

what the offering price would have been had the primary market 

operated as efficiently and as perfectly as the secondary 

market. The other is the profit a speculator could earn by 
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buying in the primary market and selling in the secondary 

market, ^he two concepts differ because stock prices do not 

remain stable after the offering date. Instead, they 

typically fluctuate either up or down, causing changes in 

the bond price unrelated to any underpricing or overpricing 

in the primary market. If the stock price rises, it would 

obviously be incorrect to regard the corresponding rise in 

the price of the bond as a measure of underpricing in the 

primary market. Similarly, if the stock price falls, the 

corresponding decline in the price of the bond on the second-

ary market should not be taken as a measure of overpricing in 

the primary market, or netted against aggregate underpricing. 

On the other hand, if one merely wants to measure the 

profit a speculator could have attained by bridging the gap 

between the primary and secondary markets, the changes--

whether favorable or unfavorable—in stock prices should 

be included as a real-life variable with which the speculator 

must contend. This distinction was the motivation for 

recording stock prices at time points matching the recorded 

bond prices. 

Separating the two measurements was, however, still not 

a simple task because of two complications. First, if the 

stock price declines to such an extent that the bond price 

reaches intrinsic value and fails to decline beyond that 

point in response to further declines in the stock price, 

then the use of the full change in stock price, together with 
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conversion terms, as a basis for adjusting the observed change 

in bond price would overstate any underpricing or understate 

any overpricing. The amount of such overstatements or under-

statements was, however, subject to estimation by computing 

the intrinsic value of the bonds based on Moody's index of 

prevailing interest rates at the various issue dates and 

for the various risk categories corresponding to the Moody's 

ratings.32 

The second complication arose from a phenomenon 

described in detail in Chapter V. There is, in general, 

some ratio of conversion value to intrinsic value (between 

90 and 99 per cent) at which the speculative premium on a 

convertible is usually at its maximum. On either side of 

this point—that is, as the stock price, and hence the 

conversion value, either rises or declines—the premium 

tends to shrink. Since the basic objective of the under-

pricing measurement is to isolate the magnitude of the 

underpricing, other variables remaining constant, and since -

a correction based simply on stock price changes translated 

to changes in conversion value fails to hold the premium-

shrinkage variable constant, a further adjustment was required. 

The guidelines established in Chapter V (pages 207-211} were 

used for this purpose. 

32Moodyrs industrial Manual, June, 1967, "Special Features 
Section," pp. al6, a1&, a19; and Moody's Bond Survey, Vol. LX, 
various weekly issues in 1908. Yields down through Baa rating 
were supplied. Yields for lower ratings were computed by a 
procedure described in Chapter V. 
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The frequency of occurrence of these two complicating 

factors increased as the price points moved further out in 

time from the offering date. Very little adjustment was 

required in the initial prices recorded in the secondary • 

market, somewhat more was required for the week-later prices, 

and still more for the month-later and two-month-later prices 

For this reason, and because it was impossible to make per-

fect adjustments, greater weight was assigned to the earlier 

figures in computing overall averages of underpricing per 

bond. 

Results of the Analysis—Underpricing 

The results of the analysis were quite illuminating. 

First of all, as might be expected, it was found that the 

dollar trading volume in the secondary market was high on 

the first transactions and on the week-later transactions, 

but receded thereafter, as shown in Table XV. This reflects 

an initial surge of trading volume, followed by more normal 

volume as time passed. (Although there were seventy-seven 

issues in the sample, volume information was not available 

on thirteen issues in which initial secondary transactions 

took place in the over-the-counter market; hence, Table XV 

includes only sixty-four issues.) 

33The decision to use this variable weighting was made 
only after observing that the gaps reflected in the initial 
secondary market transactions were sustained through time, 
thus eliminating the concern that variable weighting would 
cause distortion in the averages. 
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TABLE XV 

TOTAL SECONDARY TRADING VOLUME ON 
SIXTY-FOUR CONVERTIBLES AT 

SELECTED TIME POINTS 

{Millions of Dollars) 

Time Point Total Volume 

Initial secondary trade . . . $14.97 

Week later 13*42 

Month later 6.2$ 

Two months later 4*11 

Table XVI shows the seventy-seven issues arrayed in 

terms of the number of days elapsing from the offering date 

(or the first day rights were quoted on the exchange) to 

the first recorded secondary transaction. Over a third of 

the issues went into secondary trading almost immediately— 

within one day and often on the same day. Over half of the 

issues traded within fourteen days. And over eighty per cent 

traded within a month. The median interval was thirteen days. 

These brief time intervals add great leverage to the compu-

tation of time-adjusted annual rates of return available to 

speculators. 

The average number of days to the first secondary 

transaction differed importantly, however, between rights 

offerings and straight offerings, as shown in the last two 

lines of Table XVI. The 43 rights offerings went into- second-

ary trading in an average of 7.44 days, while the 34 straight 

offerings required an average of 27.50 days. 
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NUMBER OF DAYS FROM OFFERING DATE* TO 
FIRST SECONDARY MARKET TRANSACTION, 

SEVENTY-SEVEN CONVERTIBLES' 
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No. of Days 

Same day to 1 day 
2 to 7 days 
8 to 14 days 
15 to 21 days 
22 to 28 days 
29 to 35 days 
36 to 42 days 
43 days or more 

No. of Issues Accumulated % 

35.1% 
46.8 
51 .9 
62.3 
80.5 
90.9 
92.2 

100.0 
Median No. of Days, 13. 
Mean Average for 43 Rights Offerings, 7-44 Days. 
Mean Average for 34 Straight Offerings, 27.50 Days 

•"From the first day rights were ciuoted in the 
case of rights offerings.. 

There was also an obvious difference between the average, 

unadjusted bond prices at each of the four time points in-the 

rights offerings, and the comparable prices in the straight 

offerings. In the rights issues, these average prices were,. 

$1131.20, $1125.00, $1144.10, and $1153.30 at the four time 

points. For the straight issues, the figures were $1048.80, 

$1061.80, $1064.50, and $1070.40. 

After making the adjustments described previously, 

Table XVII was prepared to show the magnitude of the net 

underpricing in the primary market. The figures represent 

underpricing per $1000-denomination bond. Rights offerings 

are shown separately from straight offerings. The variable 
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weighting referred to earlier was used to condense the under-

pricing figures for the four time points down to a single 

overall average. 

TABLE XVII 

SUMMARY OF UNDERPRICING MEASURES BASED ON 
FORTY-THREE RIGHTS OFFERINGS AND 
THIRTY-FOUR STRAIGHT OFFERINGS 

(Underpricing Per $1OOO-Denomination; 
Weighted Averages of Four Time Points) 

Category 
Rights Offerings Straight Offerings 

Category No. of 
Issues 

Under-
pricing 

No. of 
Issues 

Under-
pricing 

All issues 43 $139.19 34 $42.36 

By industry category:* 
Industrials 
Public utilities 
Transportation 
Banking and fin. 

31 
2 
3 
2 

$127.94 
70.43 
162.63 
13^.09 

31 
1 
1 
1 

$30.54 
26.56 
55.67 
37.25 

Issues with cash con-
version features 5 $173.96 (no ne) 

By Moody's ratings: 
Aa 
A 
Baa 
Ba 
B 
Not rated 

1 
1 
13 
19 
2 
2 

$266.69 
62.57 
104.09 
125.66 
256.70 
136.09 

{no 
2 
9 
16 
4 
1 

ne) 
$25.04 
37.42 
51 .70 
21 .51 
37.25 

^Excludes issues with cash conversion features. 

The weights were .4, .3, .2, and .1, respectively, for 

the four time points as they move out in time. For example, 

in the case of all rights offerings, the indicated underpricing 
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was $129.22 at the first time point, $139*73 at the second 

time point, $149.40 at the third point, and $157-03 at the 

fourth point (indicating that the price gap was sustained 

and even increased somewhat over time); applying the weights 

to this series results in the overall average of $139-19 

shown in Table XVII. Similarly, the four unweighted 

figures for the straight issues were $3&.1$> $36.&3> $52.4$, 

and $55-60, the weighted average being the $42.3& shown in 

the table. These price gaps indicate that original average 

offering prices could have been increased by 13.9 per cent 

for the rights issues and 4.2 per cent for the straight 

issues,'had imperfections not existed in the primary market. 

To the extent that these percentages can be generalized 

to apply to'the total volume of convertible underwriting 

from, say, 1950 through 19&7) the total underpricing in the 

primary market for publicly offered convertibles would 

approximate $1.3 billion. 

Comparing the two sets of vertical, columns, one is 

immediately struck by the large difference between under-

pricing of rights issues and underpricing of straight issues. 

This observation is fully consistent with the fact, discussed 

previously, that standby underwriting is inherently riskier 

from the investment banker's viewpoint than straight under-

writing . 

While there are obvious differences in the underpricing 

figures among the various industry categories, the number of 
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issues in the public utility, transportation, and banking and 

finance categories is so small as to prohibit drawing any 

conclusions on this basis. 

Issues whose conversion features involved an additional 

cash payment were tabulated separately. The fact that the 

premium of $173*96 is larger than the $139-19 average for 

all rights issues tends to support the belief that the 

secondary market will eliminate, as far as secondary buyers 

are concerned, the leverage advantage such issues possess. 

The secondary market is an efficient "leveler," a character-

istic not so prevalent in the primary market. 

It is also quite interesting to note, in the grouping 

by Moody's ratings, that if allowance is made for the small 

number of issues in some categories, there is a noticeable 

pattern of increasing premiums corresponding to diminishing 

quality. That is to say, the secondary market is evidently 

less risk-conscious than the underwriting managers and 

corporate managers whose interaction sets offering prices ... 

in the primary market. It may be appropriate at this point, 

also, to recall the comments made in Chapter II regarding 

default risk. It was noted there that convertibles have not, 

contrary to commonly published opinion, had a worse default 

record than nonconvertibles and probably do not merit the 

automatically lower agency ratings given them. This discovery 

may already have been made by secondary market purchasers. 
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Speculative Profits 

Falling back on the unadjusted price data, what oppor-

tunity was there for earning speculative profits by bridging 

the gap between the primary and secondary markets? Table 

XVIII provides the answer, expressed in terms of both raw 

percentage returns and time-adjusted annual yields (the 

latter being computed on a noncompounded basis). 

Again, a distinction must be drawn between straight 

offerings and rights issues. Whether speculative operations 

would be possible in the case of straight offerings would 

hinge upon the access of the speculator to the primary 

convertible market. The very existence of yields of the 

magnitude shown in the table suggests that such access is 

restricted. In computing the rates of return resulting 

from margin purchases, it was assumed that interest at the 

rate of six per cent annually was paid on the amount borrowed. 

In both margined and nonmargined purchases, the standard 

commission rate on bonds was deducted from the sale proceeds 

before calculating the yields. Taxes, however, were dis-

regarded. 

In the case of rights offerings, access to the primary 

market, generally speaking, could occur only if the speculator 

were a stockholder at the time the rights were issued, except 

for the bonds marketed by the standby underwriter. There is, 

however, an access route that occupies an intermediate position 

between the primary and the secondary markets, namely, the 
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RAW AND ANNUAL RATES OF RETURN RESULTING 
FROM. PURCHASE OF CONVERTIBLES AT 
OFFERING PRICE AND SUBSEQUENT 

SALE IN SECONDARY MARKET 
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Category 

Time Point of Sale 

Category Initial 
Transac-
tion 

Week 
Later 

Month 
Later 

Two 
Months 
Later 

Straight offerings 

Average holding per-
iod in days 27.50 34.65 57.18 

* 

87 .76 

Nonmargined purchase 
Raw yield 
Annual yield 

k.,2% 
55.7 

5.5% 
57.9 

5.8$ 
3 6 . 8 

6.2% 
25.5 

Purchase on 60$ mar-
gin 

Raw yield 
Annual yield 

6.7% 
88 .9 

8.8$ 
92.4 

9.0$ 
57.3 

9.6$ 
40.0 

Purchase on 20% mar-
gin 

Raw yield 
Annual yield 

19.2% 
254.8, 

25 .2% 
265.5 

25.1% 
160.0 

26.0% 
108.1 

Rights offerings 

Average holding per-
iod in days 

7.44 13.93 3 6 . 8 6 66.86 

Nonmargined purchase 
Raw yield 
Annual yield 

11 <9% 
584.2 

10 .0# 
314.3 

13.1$ 
129.6 

12.3$ 
6 7 . 0 

Purchase on 60% mar-
gin 

Raw yield 
Annual yield 

• 19.8% 
969.7 

16.4% 
430.8 

21 .4% 
212.0 

22.bio 
123 .4 

Purchase on 20% mar-
gin 

Raw yield 
Annual yield 

59.0% 
2896 .9 

4 8 . 9 % 
1280.5 

63.0% 
623.9 

65 .6% 
358.1 
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purchase of rights on the open market as soon as they are 

offered for sale there. This was the method by which the 

yields in Table XVIII were computed. Specifically, it was 

assumed that the rights were purchased on the first day 

prices were quoted on the right on the exchange, taking the 

mid-point of the high and low for the day as the unit pur-

chasing price of the rights. An allowance was made for the 

cost of rights sufficient to buy one bond and the brokerage 

commission required for acquisition of the rights. It was 

further assumed that the rights were exercised, the bond 

purchased at the offering price, then sold at the time points 

indicated. On the margined purchases, it was assumed that „ 

a six per cent interest rate applied to borrowed funds, and'-

that the rights purchase was margined along with the bond. 

It seems unusual, in view of the yield figures on 

the rights issues, that the stockholders who sold their rights 

on the first day they were quoted were willing to sell out so 

cheaply. The rights would, more logically, be sold at a 

price high enough to recover the present value of the future 

benefits associated with the conversion feature of the bond 

and with expected stock and bond price behavior. There is 

probably a twofold explanation for this pricing peculiarity. 

First, the stockholders who dump their rights on the market 

on the first day will tend to be the least optimistic of the 

company's owners. Secondly, they may tend to be smaller, less 

sophisticated investors who cannot afford to exercise the 
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rights and who are, at the same time, not capable of properly 

assessing the fair market price of the rights. Not only are 

there no previous rights quotations to guide them, but they 

will be influenced by the offering price of the bond rather 

than by the higher bond prices that appear in subsequent 

secondary trading. The low initial rights quotations are a 

carryover of the imperfection prevailing in the primary mar-

ket. This carryover enables a speculator, moving swiftly, 

to reap large profits. 

As for the optimal holding period, the answer is readily 

provided by the annual yields in Table XVIII. On the straight 

issues, the purchase positions should, ideally, have been 

liquidated within a week following the first recorded second-

ary market transactions, or shortly thereafter; this would 

have meant a total holding period of four to five weeks. On 

the rights issues, the positions should have been liquidated 

on the first secondary transaction, involving a total holding 

period averaging only a week. Even with long-term tax rates 

considered, there is no advantage to be gained by holding the 

bonds any longer. 

Whether the annual yields could have been realized in 

practice would have depended upon the speculator's ability 

to keep his funds fully employed at all times. The full 

yields shown would have been impossible to obtain relying 

solely on the issues in the sample. But something approximating 

the full yield may have been possible by conducting this type 
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of speculative operation throughout the general population 

of convertibles. 

Some Clarifying Remarks 

In thinking about underpricing in the primary convert-

ible market, it is important to maintain a distinction 

between the price gaps caused by such underpricing and 

speculative premiums. the latter having been defined in 

Chapter I as the excess of market price of a convertible 

over the higher of either conversion value or intrinsic value 

It might seem, at first blush, that the recent declines in 

speculative premiums in the secondary market—caused by 

a combination of tight money and the new Federal Reserve 

margin requirement on convertibles—would invalidate an 

underpricing measurement applied to bonds outstanding over 

a fifteen year period. 

To the extent that underpricing is a supply phenomenon, 

however, a decline in the general level of speculative 

premiums has no direct influence on the magnitude of the 

price gaps taken as a measure of underpricing. For example, 

suppose an existing bond is convertible into ten shares of 

stock, that the current market price of the stock is $100 

so that the current conversion value of the bond is $1000, 

and that the intrinsic value is irrelevant (that is, less 

than the conversion value, say $900). Assume, hypothetically, 

that this bond sells for $1200 on the secondary market prior 
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to the imposition of the Federal Reserve margin requirement, 

that is, at a 20 per cent speculative premium. A new con-

vertible marketed at this time and carrying the same 

conversion terms, with current stock price also at $100, 

would be sold in the primary market at an offering price 

of perhaps $1100. The new bond would go immediately to 

$1200 on the secondary market because of the nine-plus per cent 

price gap. Viewing the same two situations immediately after 

imposition of the new margin requirement, the existing bond 

would sell for perhaps $1100, reflecting a ten per cent drop 

in the speculative premium due to a drop in demand on the 

part of margin speculators. The new issue, however, would 

be sold on the primary market for $1000 rather than $1100 

as in the original case. The new issue would immediately 

go to $1100 in secondary trading, with no decline whatever 

in the price gap compared with the first case. 

To verify the validity of this reasoning, an effort was 

made to examine the price gaps on all New York Stock Exchange 

convertibles issued since imposition of the Federal Reserve 

margin requirement on March 11, 1963. The issues were 

isolated by comparing Wall Street Journal listings at mid-

August with those in early March, 1963. This comparison 

produced a list of all listed convertibles issued during the 

intervening period except any that happened not to have traded 

on the mid-August, 1968, date. There were twelve issues, a 

list of which is shown in the appendix. Offering prices and 
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offering dates were obtained from supplements to the Moody's 

Manuals* Then, as in the main analysis described earlier, 

the first recorded secondary market price was determined, 

along with the number of days, from the offering date to 

that first secondary transaction. In this case, no attempt 

was made to determine week-later, month-later, or two-month-

later prices, nor to adjust for any stock price changes. 

The average offering price was $1000 for the twelve issues. 

Oddly enough, all were straight issues; no rights issues 

were involved. Ths first secondary price on one of the 

twelve issues was $977-50 and another was $1000.00. But 

all others were in excess of the offering price, ranging as 

high as $1162.25. The average price at the first secondary 

transaction was $1054.70. This price gap of $54.70 agrees 

very closely with the $42.3# reported in Table XVII for 

straight issues. Furthermore, the average holding period 

of 20.0 days agrees closely with the 27.5 days reported in 

Table XVI. 

This tendency for the price gaps to persist through 

changes on the demand side of the market fully justifies use 

of the word "chronic" in describing the imperfection prevail-

ing in the primary convertible bond market. 

! 

An Explanatory Theory 

Fitting all of the pieces together, it should now be 

possible to outline a theory to explain underpricing in the 
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primary convertible market. There are several major forces 

that act to encourage underpricing. There is, first of all, 

a collection of defects or imperfections in the marketing and 

pricing system. 

Imperfections in the Marketing and 
Pricing System 

One form of built-in imperfection in the primary market 

stems from the fact that investment bankers and issuing cor-

porations face a downsloping demand curve for new convertible 

issues, as hypothetically illustrated in Figure 2. 

Price per 
Bond 

(No. of bonds f 
to be marketed) r 

V No. of 
Bonds 

Fig. 2—Hypothetical demand curve for new 
convertible bond. 

The managing underwriter, in cooperation with the 

management of the issuing company, attempts to set a single 

price that will succeed in disposing of the entire issue being 

marketed ("price" being taken here as representative of both 

the offering price of the bond and the nature of its conversion 
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feature and other indenture terms). The investment banker 

does not, at least as a matter of initial intention, follow 

an incremental pricing policy in which the market is seg-

mented and a different price applied to each segment so as 

to maximize revenue. While there are occasionally some 

price "breaks" in the marketing process, these are much in 

the minority and are not, in any case, a deliberate attempt 

at incremental pricing. 

With a single-price policy, the offering price, con-

ceptually speaking, would be determined by following the 

dashed vertical line up to the demand curve, then reading 

the price on the vertical scale. As indicated by the area 

lying between the demand curve and the dashed horizontal 

line, there are some buyers who subjectively value the bond 

at more than the price set by the underwriter and who would 

willingly pay a higher price than the initial offering price. 

The initial offering price is, in short, a marginal price 

that does not denote average value in the minds of actual 

buyers. 

The general concept of marginal pricing is well known 

in the secondary securities markets. For example, John Burr 

Williams said in 193&: "Thus marginal opinion will determine 

market price . . . The bid and asked quotations will reflect 

the opinions of the most optimistic non-owner and the least 

optimistic owner . . . At this margin, opinion, mere opinion, 
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will determine actual price. . ."34 A security could fall to, 

say, $5 on the secondary market but be worth $100 in the mind 

of the average owner (more than $100 for some investors, less 

for others, continuing down to $$). The average owner will 

obviously not sell out at $5; he will simply hold his shares. 

The same basic concept, with modifications on the supply 

side, has validity in the primary convertible bond market. 

It can be further theorized that some convertible bond 

purchasers who lie, figuratively, to the left of the vertical 

dashed line in the graph are not able to purchase as large 

a quantity of bonds as they desire. This almost surely 

happens in practice because of the nature of the marketing 

process in the primary market. There is no central meeting 

place as in the secondary market. And there is an intense 

element of exclusivity in the formation of underwriting and 

selling groups. Researchers in the Merrill Lynch underwriting 

department state, for example, that. 

One of the most trying tasks of company 
officials . . . is to handle direct requests from 
underwriting firms asking for participation in 
the syndicate, often on the basis of some bus-
iness or personal connection with the company or 
its officers or directors; the best policy is to 
refer all requests of this kind to the managing 
underwriter for appropriate disposition.35 

Such underwriters would obviously not be trying to gain 

34john Burr Williams, The Theory of Investment Value 
(Amsterdam, 193#)» p. 12. 

35Leness, Martin, and Gilmartin, New Money for Bus-
iness, Techniques of.Long-term Corporate Financing, p. 6$. 
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entrance to the syndicate via the "back door" if the direct 

route were not barred. An investment banker, in an inter-

view, mentioned the following factors as decisive in the 

formation of underwriting groups: (1) personal and business 

friendships and rivalries; (2) historical alignments and 

groupings of firms, plus the tendency for issuing corporations, 

via an underwriting manager, to become associated with a 

limited group of underwriters on a continuing basis; (3) past 

experience with the selling efficiency of underwriting and 

dealer firms; (4) prestige and ranking of underwriters in 

the industry, a matter of such importance to investment 

bankers that some will refuse to participate in an under-

writing if, for example, the firm's name is not positioned 

in a relatively high place in "tombstone" advertisements; 

(5) the constant presence of newer and less prestigous under-

writing and selling firms trying to gain participation in 

underwritings; and (6) such factors as the size and risk 

of the new issue.36 

It is important that no hasty judgments be formed 

regarding exclusivity in the formation of underwriting groups. 

Institutions evolve in a society in response to environmental 

forces. There is undoubtedly some "method in the madness" 

and if the system is imperfect, the next best workable 

arrangement might be even more so. It should also be noted 

3̂ \John W. Turner, Eppler, Guerin and Turner, Inc., 
Dallas, Texas, July 9> 196#. 
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that less exclusivity exists in the formation of the retail 

selling group than in the formation of the risk-bearing 

underwriting group, even though the two groups typically 

overlap. In the final analysis, however, it must be con-

cluded that the process by which syndicates in general are 

formed is not one that tends to insure that every interested 

buyer is reached or that every buyer who is, reached is able 

to purchase all the shares he wants at the offering price. 

Tendencies in this direction are reinforced by the 

awkwardness of any attempt to reallocate allotments of a 

new issue made to the various members of the underwriting 

and selling group. It is very uncommon for the risk-bearers 

to shift their relative commitments in the issue; once an 

underwriter agrees, informally or otherwise, to take a 

position offered to him by the managing underwriter, his 

continuing reputation and prestige—indeed, the very 

existence of his firm in the industry—hinges upon his 

fulfilling the commitment he has made. There is a procedure 

that permits some reallocation among the non-risk-bearing 

retailers, but it is an inherently inefficient procedure and 

is not often used. Instead, retailers who fail to market 

the allotment made to them simply tend not to be invited to 

participate in future issues.37 

The significance of these observations is that the 

marketing system in the primary convertible bond market tends 
— — 
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to leave unsatisfied demand on the left end of the demand 

curve. The effective demand curve, so to speak, is lower 

than the potential demand curve. The marketing operation 

bypasses individuals who value the convertible at a relatively 

high dollar amount, or restricts the number of bonds such 

individuals can buy, forcing the underwriting and selling 

group to seek out a marginal buyer corresponding to a lower 

offering price. The efficiencies inherent in a centralized 

trading place, such as the secondary market for listed 

securities, are missing in the primary market. When the 

new convertible goes into secondary trading, the unsatisfied 

individuals who value the bond at a relatively high amount 

will bid for additional bonds at a price higher than the 

offering price. To the buyers located originally "at the 

margin," or near it, such bids represent windfall gains, 

profits over and above the subjective value they place on 

the security. The original buyers on the right end of the 

demand curve should, in theory, continue to sell out to those 

on the left end until all individuals to the left of the 

point marked by the last secondary trading price are satis-

fied; equilibrium, at least of a temporary nature, will then 

exist. 

This explanation helps account not only for the flurry 

of high trading volume found in the empirical data, but also 

for the tendency of the price gaps between original offering 
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time. This latter discovery also weakens the possibility 

that much of the price gap is created by speculators who are 

attracted to secondary trading but were never really a part 

of the original potential demand curve. 

Another pricing consideration is that the issuing 

corporations, being the clients of the investment banking 

community, are in an apparently natural position to press 

for higher offering prices (and lower commissions). But for 

the larger corporations, which account for the bulk of the 

new-issue volume, limitations on the amount of pressure 

that can be brought to bear are imposed by the high degree 

of concentration in the investment banking industry. There 

are, in short, large underwriters to match large issuers.' 

The opportunity for "shopping around" in such a situation 

is limited. The smaller issuers face-"shopping" restrictions, 

too, including the higher risk involved in their securities, 

and geographical or other limitations on the number of 

investment bankers they can feasibly contact. One need only 

observe the fact that competitive bidding is an almost non-

existent practice except where it is required by governmental 

mandate, to be convinced of the "shopping" limitations faced 

by issuing corporations in general. When competitive bidding 

is required, "The result . . . is usually a higher price to 

the company and a higher price to the public than in a negoti-

ated transaction involving the same security."3$ Or, to turn 

3^Leness, Martin, and Gilmartin, New Money for Business, 
Techniques of Long-term Corporate Finanoincr r» n.s 
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the statement around, noncompetitive underwriting usually 

results in a lower offering price to the public and lower 

proceeds for the corporation. This is not to suggest that 

universally required competitive bidding is desirable or 

workable. It does indicate, however, that some underpricing 

of new issues is encouraged by the almost complete lack of 

competitive bidding outside of the regulated industries, and 

by the general restrictions on the ability of the issuing 

corporations to "shop" in negotiated underwritings. 

It is also possible that corporate financial managers 

are less motivated to press for a higher offering price on 

a new convertible than on other types of securities. As an 

alternative to the sale of a straight debt issue, a convert-

ible makes possible a lower coupon rate and other terms more 

favorable to the company. As an alternative to the sale of 

a new. stock issue, the convertible often brings in higher 

proceeds (see pages 56, 57). Thus, the corporate manager 

may feel he is "getting a good deal," reducing his incentive 

to press for higher proceeds by closer bargaining with the 

investment bankers. 

The Influence of Institutions 

The influence of institutional investors in the security 
'i 

markets is a cloudy subject, as indicated by the present 

desire of the Securities and Exchange Commission to make a 

complete investigation. The effect of institutions on the 
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pricing of new securities may well be mixed. In the first 

place, there is little doubt that the presence of large 

institutional buyers in the primary market can create 

pressure on the investment banking community to reduce 

offering prices or to improve the terms of the issue.39 

Big buyers in any industry can exert some influence in the 

direction of discount prices. Discount prices may, however, 

be fully justifiable on the grounds of lower selling cost. 

Furthermore, it does not necessarily hold that institu-

tional demand operates only in the direction of lower 

offering prices. Not only are institutions under constant 

pressure to keep funds productively invested, one theory 

states that institutions have a flatter utility curve over 

time, that is, have less of an aversion to long-term invest-

ments. The discount rate they apply, implicitly or explicitly, 

to future income streams is correspondingly lower than for 

individuals, and estimates of present value consequently 

higher.^0 There may be some tendency, therefore, for institu-

tions to cause higher offering prices than would occur in 

their absence. 

It is conceivable that institutions mainly increase one's 

awareness of the defects already present in the primary 

39in this connection, see comments by Leness, Martin, 
and Gilmartin, ibid., pp. 14, 117; and Pilcher, Raising 
Capital With Convertible Securities, p. 119. 

^°See Daniel Seligman and T. A. Wise, "New Forces in 
the Stock Market," Fortune. LXII (Feb.,. 1964), 92-95, 194-206. 
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marketing system and intensify the effect of such imper-

fections. If there is a tendency for the primary marketing 

operation to leave unsatisfied buyers, then the funneling 

of increasing quantities of new issues into institutional 

hands either through direct placement or through close 

working relationships with investment bankers in public 

offerings, may mean a larger number of unsatisfied individ-

ual investors. As one writer puts it, "The development of 

the private placement mechanism . . . raised the possibility 

that a significant portion of the highest-quality corporate 

bonds might be siphoned away from the general public 

m a r k e t s . I t should be remembered, however, that aggre-

gate individual demand has been declining over the years and 

is being replaced by institutional demand, so that the 

potential for "unsatisfied demand" among individuals is also 

shrinking. 

A further exploration of the influence of institutional 

buyers on offering prices and on secondary trading prices is 

beyond the limits of this project. Until further research 

is conducted, nothing really conclusive can be said about 

the influence of institutional investors on new-issue prices. 

The Problem of Risk 

Perhaps the most important key to a theory of primary 

market underpricing is the problem of risk faced by the 

^Friend and others, Investment Banking and the New 
Issues Market, p. 340. 
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investment banking fraternity in the marketing of new issues. 

This risk, it was observed, is particularly acute in the case 

of standby underwriting in rights offerings. While some of 

the risk is eliminated by methods other than underpricing, 

the remaining risk is probably, greater than can be compen-

sated for by average commission charges. One estimate of 

overall average "spreads" for straight public offerings 

(excluding out-of-pocket expenses paid by the corporation) 

is 1.00 to 1.75 per cent of gross proceeds for convertibles 

—compared with 0.75 to 1.50 per cent for straight bonds, 

2.25 to 3.00 per cent for straight preferred stocks, and 

4.00 to S.00 per cent for common stocks.^-2 In the case of 

convertibles, as well as other bonds, there is obviously ' 

little room in these figures for pricing error. While 

commissions rise significantly in standby underwritings, the 

risk rises more than proportionately. Underpricing the new 

issue is an almost inevitable escape valve. 

The risk borne by the investment banker is, moreover, 

aggravated by one-sided pricing flexibility. If the issue 

is priced too high, a downward price "break" may be necessary 

to market all of the issue—with the underwriters, not the 

corporation, bearing the full loss. If, on the other hand, 

the issue is underpriced, the underwriters lose only a 

negligible commission, with the opportunity loss caused by 

™ , ^"2Leness, Martin, and Qilmartin, New Money for Business. 
, echniques of Long-term Corporate Financing;. p. 116. 
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the underpricing falling on the issuing corporation. Once 

an offering price is printed in the prospectus, there is no 

way to raise it. Even the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion rules regarding so-called "price stabilization" efforts 

by underwriters specifically prohibit actions that will 

raise the market price of the security (or the price of the 

matching common stock in the case of a convertible), restrict-

ing stabilization efforts to prevention of a price decline.^3 

In such a "heads you win, tails we lose" situation,, 

underwriters cannot be condemned for underpricing new issues. 

They can, perhaps, be criticized for failing to develop a 

more efficient marketing system that will reach a broader 

base of new security buyers. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The findings presented in this chapter can be summarized 

by saying, first of all, that conclusive empirical evidence 

of underpricing in the primary convertible bond market was 

found. The overall average underpricing was $139.19 per 

$1OOO-denomination bond in the case of rights offerings, and 

$42.3$ in the case of straight public offerings. To the 

extent that it is safe to generalize from the sample of listed 

convertibles examined in the study to the general population 

^Securities and Exchange Commission, Compilation of 
Releases Dealing With Matters Arising Under the Securities 
Act of 1934 and Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Washington. 
T95ST7 Release"No. 3505. 
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of publicly-marketed convertibles, the total underpricing 

over the past seventeen years exceeds $1.3 billion. It was 

also found that underpricing was greater on issues with 

additional cash payments involved in the conversion privilege. 

In addition, the magnitude of the underpricing varied directly 

with declines in Moody's ratings, suggesting that secondary 

market buyers are less risk-conscious than the rating agencies 

or the underwriters. 

The chronic underpricing in the primary convertible bond 

market can be explained on the basis of (1) A downsloping 

demand curve faced by investment bankers, combined with a 

single-price policy and a marketing system that leaves 

unsatisfied demand at the original offering price. (2} Re-

strictions on the ability of issuing corporations to "shop" 

among investment bankers for higher offering prices (or lower 

commission spreads) and, in the case of convertibles, less 

motivation to do so. (3) The tendency for underwriters to 

compensate for risk partly by underpricing the issue rather -

than through higher commission spreads or other means; risk 

—and underpricing—are . particularly great on rights 

offerings in which the investment banker provides standby 

services. 

A speculator bridging the gap between the primary and 

secondary convertible markets in the period studied could 

have earned rather spectacular profits. In the case of 

straight pijblic offerings, the profit expressed in terms of 
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an annual yield before taxes ranged from 55 .7 per cent for 

nonmargined purchases to 254.$ per cent for purchases on 

20 per cent margin, with an average holding period of four 

to five weeks. In the case of rights offerings, the annual 

yields ranged from 5&4.2 per cent for nonmargined purchases 

to 2$96.9 per cent for purchases on 20 per cent margin, with 

an average holding period of about a week. Such profits 

came mainly from underpricing in the primary market but were 

also affected by changes in bond prices associated with 

changes in stock prices occurring after the offering date. 

Access to the primary market would have been limited in the 

case of the straight offerings, but the profits on the rights 

offerings were computed on the assumption that access was 

gained via purchase of rights oh the first day they were 

offered on the secondary market. The failure of these early 

sellers of rights to demand the full value of the rights 

denotes irrational or very poorly informed behavior on their 

part. 



CHAPTER V 

THE PARTIAL HEDGE 

This and the following chapter are devoted to two 

special secondary-market hedging techniques. Both involve 

buying a convertible and simultaneously selling short the 

common stock into which the bond is convertible. In one 

technique, which might be labeled the "full hedge," the 

investor sells short approximately the same number of shares 

as that into which the bond is convertible, thus generating 

(in ideal cases) a full profit if the price of the stock 

declines and a. zero return if the price of the stock rises. 

The full hedge is explored in the next chapter. The other 

technique, which is the one to be investigated in this 

chapter, involves—again, in ideal form—selling short 

one-half the number of shares into which the bond is con-

vertible. Such a "partial hedge" will in theory produce a 

profit, though a more moderate one, regardless of which 

direction the stock moves. Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, in a 

one-paragraph description of the technique, call the partial 

hedge "probably the most scientific method of hedging, since 

it requires no opinion as to the future course of prices."1 

1 Graham, Dodd, and Cottle, Security Analysis. 4th ed., 
p. 626. 

130 
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The partial hedge is indeed amenable to scientific 

approach. The unanswered question is whether it is also 

rational and profitable, and whether it operates in a 

relatively perfect or relatively imperfect market environ-

ment . 

The distinction drawn earlier between internal and 

external market comparisons cannot be neatly maintained in 

the case of either the full hedge or the partial hedge, 

since the two techniques involve commitments in both the 

stock market and the secondary convertible bond market. 

They represent, in a manner of speaking, a combination 

internal/external approach. 

Problems in the Partial Hedge 

A profit is assured in the partial hedge only if the 

current, market price of the bond, the intrinsic value, and 

the conversion value are all three equal, and if the intrin-

sic value does not subsequently decline. For example, if 

the convertible sells for $1000 on the secondary market and 

is convertible into ten shares of common stock currently 

selling for $100 per share, the hedger would buy the bond and 

sell short five shares of the stock. If the stock subsequently 

rises to $150 per share, the hedger would make $500 on the 

bond and lose $250 on the short sale, netting a $250 profit. 

On the other hand, if the stock declines to $50 per share, the 

hedger would earn $250 on the short sale and would lose nothing 
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on the bond provided the intrinsic value of the bond is 

$1000, the same as the purchase price of the bond. The first 

major problem in the partial hedge is that such a perfect 

partial hedge situation rarely if ever exists. 

While the intrinsic value and the conversion value may-

be equal, the current market price of the bond is almost 

always higher because of speculative premiums on the bond. 

Beyond some level, these speculative premiums can create an 

unstable situation in which the potential partial hedge 

profits must be nil. This is true for two reasons. First, 

the speculative premium typically shrinks as the conversion 

value rises above intrinsic value. If the partial hedger 

waits until the speculative premium declines at higher levels 

of conversion value, he subjects himself to loss through a 

reverse movement in conversion value. And if he buys when 

conversion value is near intrinsic value, he subjects himself 

to loss through decline in the speculative premium. The 

speculative premium also declines as the conversion value 

falls below intrinsic value. If the hedger buys the bond 

when conversion value is near intrinsic value, a decline in 

the market price of the stock will trigger a loss in speculative 

premium that may not be offset by profit on the short sale. 

And if he buys when conversion value is well below intrinsic 

value, a rise in the market price of the stock may generate 

losses on the short sale that are not offset by an increase 

in the speculative premiumj and the risk is compounded by the 
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fact that the conversion value has less chance to rise above 

intrinsic value, and thus less chance of producing a hoped-

for rise in the market price of the bond via the conversion 

feature itself. 

In short, the speculative premium is typically at a 

maximum when the conversion value is near intrinsic value; 

the premium declines on either side of this point—that is,--:, 

with either a rise or a fall in the stock price. Since the 

perfect partial hedge is also to be found when conversion 

value is near intrinsic value, the speculative premium acts 

as a potential offset to what would otherwise be certain or 

nearly certain profits. 

A second danger is that the level of speculative premiums 

may decline because of stimuli originating outside of the 

hedging situation itself. The general level of speculative 

premiums has declined over recent years, for example, because 

of a combination of tight money (making margin loans unavail-

able ) and the new Federal Reserve margin requirement on 

convertibles. A reduction in the margin requirement on stocks, 

if it occurred, could be expected to suck speculative funds 

out of convertibles and into stocks, reducing speculative 

premiums in the process. General stock price movements can 

also affect the level of speculative premiums, aside from the 

price movement of a particular convertible-matching stock. 

Such external influences on the level of speculative premiums 

have mixed blessings, of course. A decline in speculative 
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premiums while the hedger is engaged in a hedging transaction 1 

will have an adverse effect on profits. But the market 

environment may be more favorable for subsequent hedges. 

Although speculative premiums create another variable" 

for the partial hedger to contend with, it would be premature 

to conclude that the partial hedge is inherently profitless, 

provided the hedger can do two things. First, he must be 

able to gauge when speculative premiums on a particular bond 

are above "normal" and are subject to excessive decline, in 

which case he would not engage in the partial hedge. Second-

ly, he must somehow determine what the "normal" pattern of 

speculative premiums is, and if, indeed, such a "normal" 

pattern even exists. If the decline in the speculative 

premium triggered by a change in the price of the particular 

convertible-matching stock can be predicted with reasonable 

accuracy, partial hedge profits may be possible. As Ashby 

Bladen put it (though not in connection with the partial 

hedge as such), ". . . In normal markets the actual effective 

floor under a good-grade convert is likely to be somewhat 

above its straight bond value."2 Thus, it is not the existence 

of speculative premiums that in itself need concern the partial 

hedger. His concern is with the amount of change in the 

speculative premium and whether the change will adhere to a 

predictable pattern. 

2Ashby Bladen, Techniques for Investing in Convertible 
Bonds, Salomon Brothers and Hutzler, New York, 1966, p. 21. 
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Another major problem in the partial hedge is the 

danger of decline in intrinsic value. A decline in the 

intrinsic value of a bond is a source of loss even on direct 

commitments in convertibles, but only when conversion value 

declines below intrinsic value. In direct commitments, a 

decline in intrinsic value can, more accurately, act as a 

source of additional loss—that is, in addition to the 

loss caused by an adverse movement in the matching stock. 

In direct commitments, potential shrinkage in intrinsic value 

is a matter more or less incidental to the investment tech-

nique itself. In the partial hedge, however, prospective 

declines in intrinsic value are crucial because the tech-

nique itself relies on the stability of intrinsic value to 

provide profits when the matching stock moves downward. 

There are two possible causes of decline in the intrinsic 

value of a convertible. One is a rise in generally prevail-

ing interest rates. The other is deterioration in the credit-

worthiness of the company. In the latter case, decline in 

the market price of the matching stock may go hand-in-hand 

with credit, deterioration, thereby compounding the risk faced 

by the hedger. Although the findings of previous chapters 

cast suspicion on the validity of agency ratings, restricting 

partial hedge commitments to only the highest grades of con-

vertibles available may remove some of this second type of 

intrinsic value risk. That was the policy followed in the 

study described on following pages. 
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All of the problems of the partial hedge can be expres-

sed in terms of the final and most complex task—determining ; 

exactly how many shares of common stock the partial hedger 

should sell short per $1 GOO-denomination bond purchased. 

This is the key variable that will determine the size of 

partial hedge profits and whether such profits are positive 

or negative. As has been indicated, a perfect partial hedge, 

if it existed, would call for selling short exactly one-half 

the number of shares into which the bond is convertible. A 

rise in the stock price would then generate exactly as much 

profit as a decline of the same magnitude (ignoring small 

differences in commission charges). This attempt to equate 

potential profits was taken as a fundamental ob.iective of 

the' partial hedger: and it was assumed that the partial 

hedger is indifferent as to whether the stock price rises 

2L falls. The question is, how should the number of shares 

sold short be varied when speculative premiums enter the 

picture, or when intrinsic values may change, or when the 

potential rise in the stock price is likely to be of greater 

or lesser magnitude than the potential decline? 

An especially exasperating fact is that no amount of 

gazing at historical stock and bond price data can reveal in 

simple fashion how many shares the partial hedger would have 

sold short in any particular situation, or whether a profit 

would have subsequently resulted, unless one also assumes 

omniscient ability to predict subsequent price changes. The 
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researcher can spot many profitable partial hedge situations 

in the historical data, and he can increase these observed , 

profits at will be assuming a small short position in rising 

markets and a large short position in declining markets. 

But what would the partial hedger have done without the 

advantage of hindsight? 

In order to determine the average rate of return 

resulting from use of the partial hedge, then, it was neces-

sary to devise a set of decision rules that were themselves 

as free as possible of hindsight and could be applied in an 

equally unbiased manner. The procedure used in the present 

study was to: (1) Develop a set of equations, or decision 

models, to determine the number of common shares to sell 

short in any partial hedge situation; (2) apply the equations 

to historical price data; (3) compute the dollar profits and* 

percentage rates of return resulting from this application. 

Developing the Equations 

The purpose of the equations developed in this section 

was to determine the number of common shares to sell short 

per bond purchased, so as to equate expected profits regard-

less of whether the stock price increased or decreased after 

engaging in the partial hedge transaction. Two basic situa-

tions can originally exist—either the bond's current 

conversion value is at or below the current intrinsic value, 

or current conversion value is above current intrinsic value. 
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Current Conversion Value at or Below 
Current Intrinsic Value 

Convertibles falling in this category will currently 

sell at intrinsic value plus some original speculative 

premium {possibly zero in some cases). In the equations 

covering such bonds, the following symbols are used: 

N = number of common shares sold short per 
bond purchased 

X = net dollar gain if stock price rises 
(a loss if X negative) 

Y = net dollar gain if stock price falls 
(a loss if Y negative) 

n = number of common shares into which the 
bond is convertible 

r = expected dollar rise in price per share 
of common stock if stock rises 

f = expected dollar decline in price per 
share of common stock if stock declines 
(entered as a positive value) 

S = current market price per share of com-
mon stock 

Bj_== intrinsic value of bond (which in this 
situation also equals current market 
price) 

u = expected dollar increase (+) or decrease 
(-) in speculative premium if the stock 
price rises 

d = expected dollar increase (+) or decrease 
{-) in speculative premium if the stock 
price declines 

v = expected dollar increase (+) or decrease 
(-) in intrinsic value 

Bonds whose conversion values are currently at or below 

intrinsic values can be categorized into three subsets: 

Conversion value too far below intrinsic value.—When 

the conversion value is so far below intrinsic value that the 

anticipated rise in stock price, r, will be insufficient to 

overcome the deficit, a loss will result if the stock price 
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does, in fact, rise. That is, no profit will be earned on 

the bond and.any accompanying short sale will result in a loss 

if the stock price rises. It is possible that an increase 

in speculative premium, u, or in intrinsic value, v, will 

provide an offset. One could, of course, speculate on 

changes in intrinsic value caused by changes in generally 

prevailing interest rates or in risk classification of the 

bond; but while such an undertaking could be pursued on its 

own merits, it should not be mixed, at least for testing pur-

poses, with the partial hedge. As will be shown later in the, 

chapter, the partial hedge is more sensitive to changes in 

speculative premiums, and a case could be made for admitting 

a rise in speculative premiums as a possible source of hedging 

profit. But for the sake of conservatism, the following 

policy statement can be formulated: 

Policy Statement A 

("Do not engage" means, of course, that the partial 

hedger should look elsewhere for hedging opportunity). 

Assuming the prospective transaction passes this test, 

two other basic situations may exist; the first is as follows. 

Kew conversion value expected to exceed new intrinsic 

value if stock pri ce rises .—This situation exists when Policy 

Statement A is satisfied and when v is negative or when 

n(r + S) - B i^ >v if v is positive. In this case, the gain, 

Do Not Engage 
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X, to be expected if the stock price rises is: 

Equation 1 X = n(r + S) -Bj_-Nr + u 

And the gain, I, to be expected if the stock price falls 

is: 

Equation 2 Y - Nf + v + d 

It should be noted that the change in v does not appear 

in the X equation. If v is negative or else n(r + S) - Bj_ ̂ >v, 

the rise in stock price will push the price of the bond above 

its new intrinsic value, thus making v irrelevant. A nega-

tive v—that is, a decline in intrinsic value—need concern 

the partial hedger only to the extent that the stock price 

falls rather than rises; and a rise is assumed in the X 

equation. 

In the Y equation, which assumes a decline in stock 

price, any change in v—either plus or minus—will directly 

affect the amount of the profit, either favorably or adverse-

ly. The factor v must, therefore, be included in the equation. 

Expected changes in speculative premium, u or d, are 

always a source of concern. 

Regardless of whether the price of the stock rises or 

falls, profits can be equated by setting X = Y and solving 

for N: 

n(r + S) - B i - N r + u = N f + v + d 

Equation 3 
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Under the conditions stated thus far, the partial hedge 

will probably result in a profit (the probability of this 

occurrence depending mainly upon changes in v, u, and d). 

It should be emphasized, however, that under other conditions 

described later, losses can more readily develop. The N 

equation is designed only to equate profits regardless of 

whether the stock price rises or falls. It does not specify 

that the equated profits be positive. Therefore, immediately 

after applying any N equation, such as Equation 3, the. 

resulting N should be fed back into either the X or Y equation 

to see if a positive profit results. Thus, 

Policy Statement B If X or Y ^ O 

Do Not Engage 

The partial hedger will, of course, dislike small profits 

as well as actual losses. But the decision on whether to 

engage of not is more complicated in this case. More will be 

said about this problem later. 

Two additional, and probably obvious, policy statements 

might be mentioned before proceeding further: 

Policy Statement C 
If N ̂  0 

Do Not Engage 

Policy Statement D ' If r or f = 0 

Do Not Engage 

It is not necessary that both r and f be zero for this 

second policy statement to apply. If r is zero, a straight 
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short sale would be called for; if f is zero, a straight bond 

or stock purchase; and if both r and f are zero, no transac-

tion of any kind. 

It is important to realize that when the partial hedger 

attempts to equate profits by setting X = Y and solving for 

N, he is expressing a complete lack of opinion on, and is 

indifferent to, the directional movement of the stock price, 

even though he may assign different values to r and f. The 

partial hedger is saying, in effect, "I have no opinion on 

whether the market will rise or fall, and I do not care which 

happens; but I believe that if the stock rises, it will rise 

by $20; on the other hand, if it falls it will fall by $30" 

(or any other specific dollar figures the hedger selects, the 

exact magnitude being of considerable importance as will be 

shown later). 

The complete lack of opinion on directional movement is 

conceptually quite different from a situation in which the 

investor assumes a 50 per cent chance of a stock price rise 

and a 50 per cent chance of a decline, even though the mathe-

matical results are the same. This can be clarified by 

assuming a probability distribution other than .5/.5. Let 

k represent the probability of a rise, and (1 - k) the 

probability of a decline. To equate profits would require 

the equation X - ^ k k) B u t t h e P r o b a b i l i ty 

decline is greater than the probability of rise, and if the 

investor is not indifferent to the greater chance of decline, 
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he would necessarily elect to sell a greater number of shares 

short in order to capitalize on the greater expectation of a 

falling market. The N resulting from X = Y, 

however, grows smaller as the probability of decline increases, 

not larger. In order to increase expected profits, the 

investor would have to use the "opposite" equation 

X = ̂ .0 M,J y. Thus, an attempt to equate profits is the 

inverse of the attempt to increase profits, with the single 

exception of the .5/'.5 probability distribution. 

Although it is clearly possible in the mathematical 

sense to develop equations allowing different subjective 

probability distributions for directional movement of the 

stock price, to do so would represent a definite departure 

from the partial hedge philosophy; and the departure is one 

of concept, not simply one of degree. The partial hedger 

attempts to minimize risk associated with individual transac-

tions (though he usually does not eliminate it) in return, 

perhaps, for a smaller profit over a series of transactions. 

Any attempt to increase profits by assuming greater risk makes 

the investor something other than a partial hedger. 

If the hedger, instead of assigning different values to 

r and f, should decide to use the somewhat less sophisticated 

approach of assuming that the potential rise will be the same 

in absolute amount as the potential decline, the N equation 

can be slightly simplified. The hedger must, however, still 

predict the dollar amount of the change. If r = f = c, where 
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c denotes simply "change," the N equation shown above (Equation 

3) can be rewritten as: 

Equation 4 
.5fn(c + S) - Bi + u - v ~ d 

N = — — = 

Equations 1 and 2 could, of course, also be rewritten, 

along with Policy Statement A (which must still be employed 

along with Policy Statement B). 

With one exception to be noted below, the partial 

hedger must, unfortunately, estimate the dollar amount of 

the potential rise and fall in stock price—even if, as 

conjectured in Equation 4> the amount of the rise is expected 

to equal the amount of the fall. He is, however, freed from 

the task of predicting in which of the two directions the 

stock will move. 

The hedger must also assign a value to v, the change in 

intrinsic value. Even if credit-worthiness of the company 

is treated as a constant, this unfortunately still means 

making a forecast of interest rate changes. This may be an 

unmanageable task, forcing the hedger to use zero as the 

value of v. Fortunately, most partial hedge operations will 

be of fairly short duration so that drastic changes in v may 

not occur prior to disengagement. The movement in general 

interest rates is not directly related to short-term changes 

in the price of a single stock, even though it may be possible 

to trace funadmental cyclical relationships between overall 
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stock and bond prices.3 Thus, the 'partial hedger might be 

safe in ignoring the factor v. He should think twice, how-

ever, before doing so during a period of unusually low 

interest rates, or duing a period of rapid change in rates. 

The partial hedger definitely cannot ignore the factors 

u and d, because change in speculative premium is an inherent 

part of the hedging situation itself—that is, is function-

ally related to changes in stock prices. - A method by which 

values for u and d can be estimated is discussed at a later 

point. 

As mentioned previously, there is one set of conditions 

under which the stock price changes, r and f, need not be 

predicted. This condition is the perfect {or ideal) partial 

hedge. Although the perfect partial hedge is not likely to 

exist in practice, a brief explanation may shed contrasting 

light on nonperfect hedges. The perfect hedge exists when 

there is no original speculative premium (probably denoting 

an imperfect market) and when: 

r = f = c 
u = 0 
d = 0 
v = 0 

B-j_ = nS (that is, where the current price of the 
bond = intrinsic value = conversion 
value) 

3The historical pattern has been one in which a direc-
tional change in bond prices has been followed by a corres-
ponding change in stock prices, although the interval 
between the two has varied considerably. Since 1947, the 
interval has ranged from 8 to 20 months. See "The Outlook, 
Appraisal of Current Trends in Business and Finance." The 
Wall Street Journal. XXXVIII (Nov. 7, 1966), 1. 
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So that, from Equation 4: 

N = »5{h(c + S) - Bj] 
c 

% 

Substituting nS for Bj_ and simplifying: 

Equation 5 N = .5n 

This is simply a way of formalizing the fact, discussed 

on page 1£M, that in the ideal partial hedge, one would sell 

short exactly half the number of common shares into which 

the bond is convertible. In specifying that Bj_ =» nS, however, 

the intrinsic value of the bond need not be the same as its 

face value. For example, $900 =» 10($90) is equally as valid 

as $1000 = 10($100). 

New intrinsic value expected to exceed new conversion 

value if stock price rises.—This is the third and last hedging 

situation within the general category of bonds whose conver-

sion values are currently at or below intrinsic values. 

When Policy Statement A has been satisfied, and when v is 

positive, and when n(r + S) - Bj_<^v, then if the stock price 

rises the new intrinsic value of the bond will exceed the new 

conversion value of the bond, making the latter irrelevant. 

Thus, the X equation would become: 

X = v - Nr + u 

The Y equation would not change. It would still be: 

Y - Nf + v + d 
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Setting X = I and solving for N results in: 

N u - d 
r + f 

Obviously, if (u - d) is zero, N would be zero, signal-

ing "do not engage." If (u - d) is zero, profit cannot be 

equated with any positive N, and a positive N will anways 

produce a loss in the X equation except to the extent that 

the loss is offset by a rise in intrinsic value, v. If the 

intrinsic value is the only source of profit, the investor 

would obviously assume less risk and earn more profit with 

a straight bond purchase. Thus, the "do not engage" signal 

is correct. 

A positive (u - d) will result in a positive N. But is 

there any logic to engaging in the partial hedge solely on 

the basis of anticipated changes in the speculative premium 

(or on the basis of combined change in v and in the speculative 

premium)? While there may be some justification, both 

mathematically and in terms of practical investor expecta-

tions, such an undertaking i& likely to produce only a very 

small expected profit, if any, other than the gain in intrin-

sic value, and is incidental to the main objective of the 

partial hedge. Therefore: 

If v is + and 
Policy Statement E n(r + S)-Bj_<^v 

Do Not Engage 
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Current Conversion Value Above Current 
Intrinsic Value 

After the common stock rises above the point at which 

nS a convertible will sell, not at intrinsic value plus 

a speculative premium, but at conversion value plus a specu-

lative premium (with a zero speculative premium in some cases). 

Two additional symbols must be introduced to handle this 

category of bonds: 

Bc = current market price of bond 
Po = dollar amount of original speculative 

premium (the difference between Bc 

and conversion value nS) 

Within the general category of bonds whose conversion 

values are currently above intrinsic values, three subsets 

can exist, as follows. 

Conversion value not expected to decline to intrinsic 

value if stock price falls.—This condition exists when 

Be — B" — P 
f < C — t h i s case, the decline in stock 

n 

price will be insufficient to bring into play one of the 

basic requirements of the partial hedge, namely that the 

intrinsic value of the bond act as a "floor" to cushion losses 

on the bond when the stock price declines. Thus, the follow-

ing policy statement applies: 

Policy Statement F If f < 

Do Not Engage 
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New conversion value expected to exceed new intrinsic 

value if stock price rises.—If the new conversion value is 

expected to exceed the new intrinsic value—that is, if • 

v is negative or if n(r + S) - > v when v is positive, 

the hedging situation is a basically desirable one. In this 

case, the X equation must be rewritten as: 

Equation 6 n ( r + S ) - B c - N r + u + P 0 

The Y equation becomes: 

Equation 7 I = Nf - nS + Bj_ + v + d 

Setting X - Y and solving for N: 

Equation 8 

n(r + 2S) - Bc - Bi + Pn + u - d - v 

Policy Statements B, C, and D should always be applied. 

New intrinsic value expected to exceed new conversion 

value if stock price rises—As was true of the similar 

situation discussed previously, this is not a basically 

desirable partial hedge situation, even though small profits 

may occasionally result. The condition denotes either a 

small increase in conversion value, which is undesirable, 

or else a large rise in intrinsic value that might be pur-

sued on its own merits but, not combined with a short sale. 

Thus: 

Policy Statement G 
If v is + and 

n(r + S) - Bj_ < v 
Do Not Engage 
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Policy Statement G is identical to Policy Statement E 

and is repeated here only for convenience. 

Summary of Equations 

The following is a step-by-step summary of the procedure 

to follow in applying the equations developed in this chapter. 

First, the current intrinsic value and current conver-

sion value of the bond must be determined. If the conversion 

value is at or below intrinsic value, the steps under A below 

should be followed; if above intrinsic value, the steps under 

B should be followed. After applying any N equation, the 

resulting N should be fed into.the appropriate X or Y equation 

to check for negative or small expected profits. (Computing 

both X and Y to see if they are equal provides a check against 

computational errors). If N is zero or negative, the investor 

should not engage in the transaction. 

A* Current Conversion Value at or Below Current 
Intrinsic Value 

1. Predict r and f. If either is zero, do not 

engage and proceed no further. 

B * 
2. If r < — - S, do not engage and proceed no 

n 
further. 

3. If v is positive and n(r + S) - Bj_<;v, do not 

engage and proceed no further. 

4. If v is negative or if n(r + S) - Bj_ v when 

v is positive, apply one of the following N 

equations, feeding any positive N into the 
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X and/or Y equations shown: 

(a) If r = f = c; P0 = 0; u = 0; d = 0; 

v = 0; and B-[ = nS: 

N = .5n 

X = cN 

Y « cN 

(b) If the conditions in (a) are not satis-

fied: 

N 
n(r + S)-Bj_ + u - d - v 

r + f 

X = n(r + S) - B.̂  - Nr + u 

Y = Nf + v + d 

B. Current Conversion Value Above Current Intrinsic Value 

1. Predict r and f. If either is zero, do not engage 

and proceed no further. 
. Bc - B-; - Pn 

2. If f<Q — = H_, do not engage and proceed no 

further. 

3. If v is positive and n(r + S) - Bj_<^v, do not 

engage and proceed no further. 

4. If v is negative or n(r + S) - B^^>v when v is 

positive: 

N 
n(r + 2S} - Bc - Bi • +-P0 + u - d - . v N 

r + f 

X = n(r + S) - Bc - Nr + u + P0 

Y = Nf - nS + Bj_ + d + v 

^If r - f - c, Equation 4 on page 194 can be substituted. 
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Additional Comments 

Some additional comments regarding the development and 

use of the equations are worth noting. First of all, in 

regard to the n in the equations, no provision was made for 

the relatively few bonds whose conversion features involve 

an additional cash payment. Secondly, as mentioned in 

previous chapters, even in the case of regular conversion 

terms, n is frequently not constant over time. The partial 

hedger must, of course, remain on guard against declines in 

the number of shares into which the bond is convertible. 

Thirdly, the size of n will have a direct bearing on the 

profit potential of the partial hedge, other parameters 

remaining the same. Using the perfect partial hedge as an 

example, it' .is apparent that since N = .5n and X = Y = cN, 

then X = Y = .5cn. If c is held constant, A X _ Zx n 
y\ y a X n 

or *r: * = ...r-* A,„. That is, any percentage change in n 
x n 

will invoke the same percentage change in X or Y. This means 

that if the investor's funds are limited, and he is faced .. 

with choosing from among several alternative bonds, then— 

other factors remaining the same—he should choose the bonds 

that are convertible into the greatest number of shares. The 

X and Y equations, however, take this factor into account -

automatically. It should also be pointed out that "other 

things" will not usually be equal; this is especially true 

of r and f. 
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Another important point involving the development of 

the equations is that no attempt was made to build commission 

charges into the X, Y, and N equations, because to do so 

would require an arbitrary assumption as to the size of the 

transactions and probably a set of equations requiring some 

programing or iterative technique to solve. It seemed more 

reasonable to avoid this complexity even though X will differ 

slightly from Y after subtracting commissions. 

The tax problem is equally complex because of the var-

ious assumptions that can be made .about the tax rate, the 

number of transactions engaged and disengaged during a tax 

year, and the outcome of each. To use a simple example, if 

the investor completes only one transaction during the year, 

losing $100 on the short sale and making $200 on the bond, 

and if his regular tax rate is 50 per cent, and assuming a 

long-term capital gain on the bond, the income tax would be 

$25 (25 per cent of the net gain of $100). If, instead, he 

breaks even on the bond and makes $100 on the short sale, 

the tax would be $50 (all short sale profits are usually 

treated as short-term capital gains for tax purposes). If 

the investor completes both of these two transactions within 

a tax year, the short sale gain on one would offset the short 

sale loss on the other, reducing the average tax per transac-

tion to $25 again.5 

5InvestorTs Tax Kit, 1966-67 edition, Merrill Lynch, 
Pierce, Fenner and Smith, Inc., N. Y. Another complication 
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Because of the problems involved in trying to compute 

taxes and commissions, the goal of equating true expected 

net profits in the event of either a rise or fall in stock 

prices could not be achieved. Commissions and taxes can, 

however, be evaluated on an after-the-fact basis. Additional 

comments on this appear later in the chapter. 

Dividends and interest were also ignored in developing 

the equations. As m i l be shown shortly, interest received 

on the bonds will, on average, more than offset dividends 

paid on the short sales and will, additionally, provide "an 

offset to commission charges. 

Applying the Equations 

In using the equations to test the profitability of the 

partial hedge, the general procedure was to apply the appro-

priate, N equations to historical price data on convertibles 

and matching stocks, hypothetically engaging in all transac-

tions in which a positive profit of any size was indicated by 

the X and Y equations. (Later on, a more selective strategy 

was followed ragarding the size of X and Y). Rules were 

established to determine when each transaction was to be 

terminated. Rates of return, expressed as noncompounded 

annual yields, were then computed to gauge the general 

stems from the fact that federal tax laws allow convertible 
bondholders, at their option, to amortize premiums paid above 
either face on conversion value, whichever premium is less# 
See Prentice-Hall's Capital Adjustments. pp. 9201-03. 
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profitability of the partial hedge technique and to form 

judgments on the rationality of the technique and the market 

enviroment in which it operates. 

Collection of Data and Computation 
of Parameters 

The convertibles selected for the application are shown 

in the appendix. Only industrial issues listed on the New 

York Stock Exchange in late September, 1966, were used, and 

from this basic list the following were eliminated: Bonds 

rated less than Ba by Moody's, those whose stocks sold in a 

very low price range {under $10), bonds with special or 

unusual conversion features, and bonds on which historical 

bond or stock data could not be collected or adjusted with 

accuracy.^ In all, thirty-six bonds and thirty-six matching 

stocks were used. 

Using the North Texas State University microfilm file 

Wall Street Journal issues, mid-month closing prices of 

bonds (Bc) and stocks (S) were recorded (varying slightly -

from mid-month if necessary to get both a bond and a stock 

price on the same day). In the case of bonds issued prior 

to 1956, mid-month prices from January, 1956, to November, 

1966, were recorded. In the case of bonds issued after 

6The investigation of the partial hedge was completed 
prior to that involving the other techniques discussed in the 
dissertation. This accounts for the 1966 sampling date. 
There have been no developments since then that would materi-
ally alter the main conclusions reached in the study. 
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January, 1956, the tabulation commenced when the bond, first 

entered into active secondary trading and continued through 

mid-November, 1966. All stock prices were adjusted for 

stock splits, stock dividends, and rights, commensurate with 

the bond indenture dilution provisions. 

Intrinsic values (B±).—Intrinsic values for each bond 

were computed at six-month intervals in most cases, with 

smaller intervals during years when general interest rates 

changed substantially. Moody's yields were used as prevail-

ing rates on bonds rated Baa or higher J For bonds rated 

Ba, an analysis of various advisory service evaluations of . 

intrinsic value indicated that a premium of about .40 per-

centage points above Moody's Baa yields would approximate 

the prevailing yields on bonds rated Ba. Intrinsic values 

were then computed from a table of bond values. Intrinsic 

values within the standard six-month intervals were obtained 

by interpolation. 

Original speculative premiums (PQ).—Given the conversion 

feature of each bond, the intrinsic value, and the current 

market price, the original speculative premium above either 

intrinsic Vdlue or conversion value (whichever was highest) 

was easily computed. 

7good£ls Industrial Manual, Moody's Investors Service, 

for 'later ninths!' P' 8 2 3 s uPP l e m e n t a rT reports 
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Change in intrinsic value (v).—In order to eliminate 

any possible use of hindsight, the assumption was made that 

v = o in all applications of the equations. (This assumption 

may also be consistent with actual behavior on the part of 

bond investors}. 

Predicting changes in stock price (r and f).--Heret 

again, it was preferable that no favorable bias be introduced 

because of the availability of the historical price data. 

Therefore, a purely mechanical price change forecaster was 

devised. For each historical year during which an N equation 

was applied to a set of stock and bond prices, it was assumed 

that r = f = c and that the subsequent price change, c, would 

equal the average spread between the yearly high and low 

closing prices during the preceding four years. (This re-

quired picking up additional stock price data going back as 

far as 1952). This made the mechanical forecaster a moving 

average that always included the four years just prior to 

the year of application of the N equations. 

Predicting Changes in Speculative Premiums 

An especially arduous task in applying the equations 

was finding some way to predict changes in speculative pre-

miums, u and d. To make these predictions, it was necessary 

to find the pattern of change in the historical data itself. 

This was the only violation of the "no hindsight" rule, but 

an absolutely necessary one. It was believed that some 
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correlation must exist between the size of the speculative 

premium and the difference between conversion value and 

intrinsic value. If conversion value starts well below 

intrinsic value, the speculative premium should increase as 

the conversion value rises, up to some point beyond which 

the premium should begin to recede. An analysis of 396 sets 

of bond prices, intrinsic values, and conversion values dis-

closed the average pattern shown in Figure 3» (The sets 

were selected by starting from the first recorded set for 

each of the thirty-six bonds and picking sets at six-month 

intervals thereafter). As indicated by Figure 3j when con-

version value ranged from 50 to 59 per cent of intrinsic 

value, the speculative premium averaged 6.5 per cent over 

intrinsic value. The premium increased as the bonds increased 

in conversion value, reaching a peak of 20.1 per cent over 

intrinsic value when conversion ranged from 90 to 99 per-cent 

of intrinsic value. The premium declined thereafter. For 

example, when conversion value ranged from 120 to 129 per cent 

of intrinsic value, the premium was only 7.3 per cent over 

conversion value. The pattern of rising, then falling, pre-

miums was confirmed. This pattern agrees in a general way 

with the findings of G. L. Levy, who states that convertibles 

selling from $1000 to $1150 contain a premium of from 10 to 

20 per cent over conversion value, while bonds selling above 

$1250 to $1400 contain little if any premium.^ It is 

^G. L. Levy, "Arbitrage, Convertible Bonds and the 
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impossible, however, to make an exact comparison with Levy's 

absolute dollar guidelines (which furnish only an approxi-

mation) . 

As noted in the preceding chapter, the level of specu-

lative premiums is a two-dimensional phenomenon—one having v{ 

to do with the general level of speculative premiums over 

time and the other with the specific level on an individual 

bond. The general level of speculative premiums is affected 

by external stimuli as well as by general stock price move-

ments. The specific level, while also subject to external 

stimuli, is more directly affected by the ratio of conversion 

value to intrinsic value of the individual bond. It is, 

of course, this second dimension on which the present dis-

cussion centers. It is important to realize, however, that 

the first dimension was assumed constant in developing the 

curve in Figure 3, when in reality the general level of 

speculative premiums has declined over much of the time 

period involved in the study. Ideally, a forecast of future 

speculative premiums on an individual convertible should 

take into account anticipated changes in the general level 

of premiums. 

Although the influence of the "first dimension" of 

speculative premiums was not isolated in the present study, 

the curve in Figure 3 enabled a reasonable prediction of 

Investor," Commercial and Financial Chronicle. Vol. 194 
(July 20, 1961), pp. 278-9. 
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u and d for use in the N equations. In the case of u, 

after computing the stock price change, c, the new conver-

sion value following an assumed rise in stock price could 

be determined, and its ratio to the intrinsic value calcu-

lated. Figure 3 then supplied the percentage to multiply 

by either the intrinsic value or the conversion value. The 

resulting dollar premium was compared with the original 

premium, P0, with the difference between the two being u. 

The values for d were computed in similar fashion. 

Other Procedural Considerations 

There were several other procedural questions. For one 

thing, in order to keep the number of applications of the N 

equations within reasonable bounds, and in order to avoid 

two or more applications to basically the same hedging 

situation, a timing rule was needed. For each bond and 

matching stock, the appropriate N equation was applied to 

the first recorded set of historical prices (if not ruled 

out by a policy statement). Successive applications were 

made only after either one of two conditions had been satis-

fied: (1) The stock price had changed by fifteen per cent or 

more, or (2) six months had elapsed. 

No attempt was made initially to rule out transactions 

on the basis of the size of X and Y, except to exclude (that 

is, not engage in) transactions with negative indicated 

profits. The reason was that one purpose of the applications 
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test itself was to see if any correlation existed between 

the size of anticipated profits and the size of actual pro-

fits. 

A rule also had to be devised to decide when transactions 

would be terminated. After the N (and X and Y) equations 

gave an "engage" signal, which occurred a total of 165 times, 

the problem was to eliminate the use of ex post knowledge 

about prices in the termination decisions. Two termination 

rules were established and the results of each compared in 

the final evaluation. The first rule (called the "target 

rule") specified that a transaction be terminated when the 

predicted price change—c, either a rise or a fall—was 

reached, or when twenty-four months had elapsed, whichever 

occurred first. The second rule (called the "filter rule") 

specified that the transaction be kept open past the target 

price level until each successive high or low had reversed 

itself by as much as ten per cent; if the target price was 

not reached within twenty-four months, the transaction was 

terminated then. 

All initial computations and tabulations were on a before-

tax and. before-commission basis, for reasons given earlier. 

Results of the Application 

The initial results of the test using the target rule 

are summarized in Table XIX, which includes the 142 transac-

tions that were completed (that is, terminated) under this 
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ALL PARTIAL HEDGE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED 
UNDER THE TARGET RULE 
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Description 
No. of 

' Transac-
tions 

Total 
Invest-
ment* 

Total 
Profit 

Avg. 
No. of 
Months 

Annual 
Yield 

Predict-
ed 

Profit 

Air Reduction 5 $ 6723 .'$•196 21 •4 1 .63% $ • 149 
American Dist. 6 7227 - 150 24 .0 - 1 .04 464 
American M & F None • • • * • • • 6 • * 
Armour 2 2346 39 13 .0 1 .54 130 
Ashland Oil 3 4345 150 10 .2 4.06 262 
Aurora 1 1255 39 3 .0 12.40 126 
Avco 6 10933 692 12 .3 6.17 331 
Beaunit 1 1139 26 3 .0 9.12 56 
Celanese None • * • • • • * » • 0 
Collins Radio 2 2352 120 6 .0 3.40 329 
Comb. Engineer. 15 20839 326 13 .7 3.46 932 
Cont. Baking 6 3573 - 91 17 .3 - 1 .71 590 
Cop. Steel 7 9759 96 13 •4 .37 557 
Crow,-Collier 3 3634 ' 92 7 .9 3.73 116 
Dow Chemical 3 5072 206 10 .9 4.47 139 
Dresser Ind. 5 6426 73 11 .4 12.74 392 
Food Fair 10 12221 - 37 17 .2 - .05 557 
Gen. Amer. Oil 6 7905 216 20 .5 1.60 617 
General Instru. 1 1503 144 1 .0 114.96 49 
General Time 1 1262 - 135 23 .0 - 5.53 16 
Grace None • • • • • • • • • • 
Granite C. Steel None • • • • • • • • • * 
Hunt Foods None • * • • • • • * • • 

Int. Tel. & Tel. 2 3225 264 4 .0 24 • 54 340 
Litton None • • • • • • • • * • 

Macy None • • • • • * » • * • 

Northrop 10 16736 1172 14 .0 6.00 1176 
Olin. Math. 9 12523 403 20 .1 1 .93 333 
Oxford Paper 3 3363 - 29 15 .3 - .05 150 
Phillips Pet. 9 12762 202 21 .4 .39 1221 
Rohr 12 17316 1233 12 .6 6 . 61 1905 
Scott Paper 7 9693 111 16 .6 .32 609 
Sinclair 4 5237 - 55 15 .5 - .31 259 
Stevens, J. P. None • • • • • • * « • • 
United Aircraft 3 4626 123 10 .2 3.25 56 
Xerox None • * * * • * * • • • 

Total 142 $195610 $5396 15 .3 2.37% $12511 

*Based on purchasing one bond per transaction, and assuming 
% margin requirement on accompanying short sale. 
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ALL PARTIAL HEDGE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED 
UNDER THE FILTER RULE 
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Description 
No. of 
Transac-
tions 

Total 
Invest-
ment* 

Total 
Profit 

Avg. 
No. of 
Months 

Annual 
Yield 

Predict-
ed 

Profit 

Air Reduction 5 $ 6723 -$ 40 24.0 - .0356 $ 149 
American Dist. 6 7227 - 150 24.0 -1.04 4o4 
American M & F None • • • * • • * • * • 

Armour None • • • • • * * • * « 

Ashland Oil 3 4345 750 31.4 6.60 262 
Aurora None • • • • « • * * • • 

Avco 6 10933 1022 17.2 6.52 331 
Beaunit None # • * * • • • • * « 

Celanese None • • * * 

Collins Radio 2 2352 173 7.5 9.70 329 
Comb. Engineer. 15 20339 742 16.9 2.53 932 
Cont, Baking 3 357S 49 19.5 .34 349 
Cop. Steel 7 9759 - 30 17.3 - .02 557 
Crow.-Collier 3 3664 - 111 9.9 -3.65 116 
Dow Chemical 3 5072 220 22.1 2.35 139 
Dresser Ind. 5 6426 163 15.6 2.01 256 
Food Fair 9 11066 127 20.4 .67 464 
Gen. Amer. Oil 6 7905 213 21 .5 1 .53 617 
General Instr. 1 1503 19 19.0 .73 49 
General Time 1 1262 - 114 24.0 -4.52 • 16 
Grace None • • * • • « • • • • 

Granite C. Steel None • • • • 

Hunt Foods None • • • * 

Int. Tel. & Tel. 2 3225 734 12.5 21 .34 340 
Litton None • • • * 

Macy None • • * * 

Northrop 10 16736 356 16.4 3.74 1176 
Olin Math. 9 12525 151 21 .1 .63 333 
Oxford Paper 3 3363 63 22.1 .96 150 
Phillips Pet. 9 12762 131 22.4 .76 1221 
Rohr 12 17&16 2733 16.1 11 .45 1905 
Scott Paper 7 9693 115 29.0 .49 609 
Sinclair 4 5237 19 19.3 .02 259 
Stevens, J. P. None • « • • • • • ' « • * 

United Aircraft 3 4626 1253 23.3 13.71 56 
Xerox None • * • * • • • • * • 

Total 134 $139715 $9163 19.4 2.99 $11729 

*Based on purchasing one bond per transaction, and assuming 
S margin requirement on accompanying short sale. 
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rule. Table XX shows the 134 transactions that were com-

pleted under the filter rule. In both cases, no attempt was 

made to exclude transactions whose originally indicated pro-

fits were small. Total investment is based on the assumption 

of a seventy per cent short sale margin, with stocks "loaning 

flat," and assuming that the hedger purchases one $1000-

denomination bond per transaction. In both tables, about 

43 per cent of the transactions were terminated at stock 

prices below the original level, and 57 per cent above. 

The annual yield figures in both tables are small. The 

overall annual yield was 2.37 per cent under the target rule, 

but did increase significantly to 2.99 per cent under the 

filter rule. The small percentages, however, indicate a need 

for further refinement of the partial hedge technique before 

it can be declared rational. 

A Measure of Risk 

Table XXI shows the distribution of all terminated 

transactions by size of dollar gain or loss, under each of 

the two termination rules. Expressed in terms of probabili-

ties, there was about a 75 per cent chance of gain under both 

termination rules, and a 25 per cent chance of loss. How-

ever, there was only about a 3.5 per cent chance of loss 

exceeding $50 per transaction, with approximately a 44 per cent 

chance of a gain in excess of $50. The largest single loss 

was $200 and there were only seven losses in excess of $100. 
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Aside from one exceptional gain of $1025, there were 16 gains 

greater than $200, with two exceeding $500 (the larger of 

the two being $553)• 

TABLE XXI 

SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS AND LOSSES, 
ALL COMPLETED PARTIAL HEDGE 

TRANSACTIONS 

Target Rule Filter Rule 
Size of Gain or 

Loss Per 
Transaction 

fa of Tran-
sactions 
in Each 
Category 

Accumu-
lated 
% • 

$ of Tran-
sactions 
in Each 
Category 

Accumu-
lated 
% 

Gains 
$200 or more 
175-199 
150-174 
125-149 
100-124 
75-99 
50-74 
25-49 
0-24 

2.8% 
2.1 
.7 . 

4.9 
10.0 
6.3 
17.6 
16.3 
13.4 

2 ,&fo 

4.9 
5.6 
10.5 
21 .1 
27.4 
45.0 
61.3 
74.7 

11.956 
1 .5 
2.2 
.7 

9.0 
6.0 
11 .9 
14.9 
17.2 

11 .9% 
13.4 
15.6 
16.3 

i 25.3 
31 .3 
43.2 
56.1 
75.3 

Losses 
$1-25 
26-50 
51-75 
76-100 
101-125 
126-150 
151-175 
176-200 

16.3# 
3.4 
2.1 
.7 

2.1 
.0 
.7 
.0 

91.0# 
94.4 
96.5 
97.2 
99.3 
99.3 
100.0 
100.0 

12.0% 
5.2 
4.6 
.7 

1.5 
.0 
.0 
.7 

27.3$.• 
92.5 
97.1 
97. S 
99.3 
99.3 
99-3 
100.0 

Average Invest-
ment Per 
Transaction 

V 

$1377 $1416 

The risk of substantial loss in the partial hedge is 

obviously quite small. This is not accidental, of course, 
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since the technique itself is tailor-made for use by risk-

averting investors. Some modification in the technique is 

needed, however, to overcome the small overall rates of 

return on investment. 

Refining the Technique 

There are three basic ways in which the rates of return 

might be improved. One is a weeding out of small expected 

profits as revealed by the I and Y equations, combined with 

elimination of the least profitable termination rule. The 

second is through the use of more heavily margined commitments 

which, in effect, compromise somewhat on the low-risk aspect 

of the partial hedge for the sake of additional profit. The 

third is restriction of partial hedge commitments to periods 

in which intrinsic values remain stable (or rise) rather than 

declining as they did during the period covered by the study. 

In connection with the first of these two approaches, 

Table XXII was constructed to include only the 46 completed 

transactions with originally indicated profits of $100 or 

more each. These selections were taken only from the tran-

sactions terminated under the filter rule, the more promising 

of the two rules as indicated by Tables XIX and XX. 

There is little indication that the X and Y equations, 

are capable of much further meaningful selection. Under the 

1ilter rule, the 20 completed transactions with originally 

expected profit of $150 or more each, produced an overall 
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yield of 7.04 per cent; and the 14 transactions with origi-

nally expected profit of $175 or more yielded 7.74 per cent. 

But these groups were heavily influenced by one transaction 

that produced an exceptionally large profit (Rohr Aircraft, 

$1025). After removing this one transaction, the $150 and 

$175 yields drop back to 5.02 per cent and 4.76 per cent, 

respectively. The $100 yield shown in Table XXII drops to 

4.22 per cent with the one exceptional transaction removed, 

and the nonselective yield of 2.99 per cent in Table XX drops 

to 2.$2 per cent. 

TABLE XXII 

SELECTED PARTIAL HEDGE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED 
UNDER THE FILTER RULE 

All Transactions With Expected X and Y 
of $100 or More 

Description 
No. of 
Transac-
tions 

Total 
Invest-
ment* 

Total 
Profit 

Avg. 
No. of 
Months 

Annual 
Yield 

Predict-
ed 

Profit 

American Dist. 2 $ 2115 - $ 73 24.0 -1.73% $ 269 
Collins Radio 2 2852 173 7.5 9.68 329 
Comb. Engineer. 3 40 S3 352 13.2 5.88 341 
Cont. Baking 2 22 $0 92 24 .0 2.01 291 
Cop. Steel 2 2309 4^ 17.0 1 .46 264 
Dresser Indus. 1 1146 12 23.0 .54 107 
Food Fair 2 2178 - 123 24.0 -2.82 248 
Gen. Amer. Oil 2 2101 93 16.5 3.21 333 
Int . Tel. & Tel. 2 3225 734 12.5 21 .84 340 
Northrop 6 9755 619 15.5 4.11 825 
Olin. Math. 3 3651 182 23.1 2.59 527 
Phillips Pet. 5 6432 119 24.0 .92 881 
Rohr 12 17616 2732 16.1 11 .45 1905 
Scott Paper 2 2457 132 23.5 2.25 243 

Total 46 $62400 $509^ 18.9 5.19% $6903 

*Based on purchasing one bond per transaction, and assum-
ing 70fo margin requirement on accompanying short sale. 
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Looking at this array of yield figures produced by 

eliminating the one exceptional transaction, 

Nonselective (133 transactions): 2.82 per cent 

$100 or more (45 transactions): 4.22 per cent 

$150 or more (19 transactions): 5.02 per cent 

$175 or more (13 transactions): 4-76 per cent 

the 1.40 percentage-point spread between 2.82 and 4.22 per 

cent is both statistically and financially significant.9 

The smaller spread of 0.80 percentage points between the 

4.22 and 5.02 per cent yields, while statistically significant, 
1 n 

represents only a very moderate financial improvement. The 

4.76 per cent yield, of course, casts considerable suspicion 

on the ability of the X and Y equations to sort out transac-

tions on a more refined basis. It is debatable whether the 

one exceptional transaction should be included or excluded. 

In order to preserve the option of including it, the decision 

was made to adopt the $100-or-more selection rule as a con-

servative basis for further analysis. 

In regard to the second approach, there are two rational 

ways to employ greater margin leverage in the partial hedge. 

9The arithmetic mean of the yields of the $100-or-more 
sample departs from the mean of the nonselective sample by 
2.470 standard errors, and at a 5 per cent level of statistical 
significance, any departure greater than .005 standard errors 
is significant. 

10The arithmetic mean of the yields of the $150-or-more 
sample departs from the mean of the $100-or-more sample by 
0.077 standard errors, and at a 5 per cent level of statistical 
significance, any departure greater than .008 standard errors 
is significant. 
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One way, which is beyond the control of the partial hedger, 

is for the Federal Reserve to lower the margin requirement 

on short sales to some level below the 70 per cent assumed 

in the analysis. The other way is to take advantage of a 

technical provision in the Federal Reserve's Regulation T 

covering margin requirements on so-called "special accounts." 

The partial hedge meets the requirements of Section 220.4, 

part (d) of Regulation T pertaining to "arbitrage accounts," 

one of several types of "special accounts" described in the 

regulation. An account is classified as an "arbitrage account" 

if it is used for 

. . . purchase of a security which is, with-
out restriction other than the payment of 
money, exchangeable or convertible within 90 
calendar days following the date of its pur-
chase into a second security together with an 
offsetting sale at or about the same time of 
such second security. . J ' 

No margin requirement is imposed by the Federal Reserve on 

such an "arbitrage account," up to the limits imposed by the 

relative price levels of the two securities and the conversion 

terms. For example, if a bond were convertible into 20 shares 

and the shares were currently selling for $50 while the bond 

sells for $1000, the partial hedger could purchase the con-

vertible on whatever margin a broker or banker is willing to 

agree to, and short up to 20 shares of the common, again on 

^Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Credit 
by Brokers. Dealers, and Members of National Securities Exchang-
es. Regulation T, As Amended Effective March 11, 196§7~p. 12. 
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whatever terras tlie lender is willing to agree to. ihere is, 

however, a practical limitation. As pointed out by S. T. 

Kassouf, a broker is not likely to advance more than 50 per 

cent or so on the bonds in combination with zero margin on 

the short sale; a bank would probably loan more than 50 per 

cent on the bonds alone, but would insist on holding the 

bonds as collateral, destroying the "arbitrage" clssification 

as far as the account at the broker's office is concerned, 

and thus requiring margin on the short sale.^ 

Another possible method'of arranging greater margin 

leverage lies in the use of the convertible as margin on 

the short sale in lieu of cash, but under the regular rather 

than the special provisions of Regulation T. In the partial 

hedge tests, the 70 per cent margin requirement assumed for 

short sales called for collateral averaging 26.5 per cent of 

current bond value. If 30 per cent is taken as maximum loan 

value on the convertibles, the bonds would more than cover 

the margin requirement. 

In regard to the third basic method of improving the 

yields, one source of loss during the 1956-66 period of the 

study was the erosion of intrinsic values. During this 

period, Moody's average yield on A-grade bonds rose from 

3.19 to nearly 6 per cent. The decline in intrinsic values, 

however, affected only the approximately forty per cent of the 

12s. T. Kassouf, Evaluation of Convertible Securities, 
(New York, 1962), Appendix C, p. 37* 
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transactions in which stock prices declined. Had no decline 

in intrinsic values occurred, the yield would have increased 

by approximately one percentage point. Although a forecast . 

of future interest rates is beyond the limits of this study, 

it is probably true that the pattern of interest rate move-

ments over the 1956-66 period was not a "normal" pattern in 

the sense that one would predict its repetition over the 

next ten years, or any ten year segment chosen at random 

from past history. One would expect to find periods of 

decline and periods of relative stability in such a sampling, 

as well as periods of rise. The expected rate of return on 

the partial hedge could be increased over the rates produced 

by the study if the hedger either operated in a period of 

stable or declining interest rates as a matter of fortunate 

coincidence, or restricted his hedging commitments to such 

periods on the basis of some technique for forecasting interest 

rates. 

Table XXIII shows not- only the partial hedge yields 

discussed earlier, but summarizes also the yields resulting 

from use of the three methods, just discussed, for improving 

the yields. With X or Y of $100 or more, with the one 

exceptionally profitable transaction excluded, but with stable 

intrinsic values assumed, the 5.17 per cent yield under the 

original 70 per cent margin requirement on short sales in-

creases to 5.50 per cent with a 50 per cent margin requirement, 

6.0? per cent with a 20 per cent margin requirement, 6.52 
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TABLE XXIII 

SUMMARY OF RATES OF RETURN ON THE 
PARTIAL HEDGE* 

Margin Requirement 

Description 

70% 5055 20$ 
Using 
Bond as 
Margin 

Reg. T 
"Arbi-
trage" 

Target Rule 
All completed transac-
tions (134 transac.' s) 2.37% • • 

Filter Rule 
All completed transac-
tions (142 transac.fs) 2.99% 

X=Y=$100 or more 
(46 transactions) 5.19 • • 

X=Y=$150 or more 
(20 transactions) 7.04 • • 

X=Y=$175 or more 
(14 transactions) 7.74 • • 

X=Y=$100 or more with 
one exceptional trans-
action removed (45 
transactions) 4.22 
X=Y-$1$0 or more with 
one exceptional trans-
action removed (19 
transactions) 4.76 

X=Y=$175 or more with 
one exceptional trans-
action removed (13 
transactions) 5.02 
X=Y=$100 or more with 
one exceptional trans-
action removed but 
assuming stable intrin-
sic values (45 tran.'s) 5.17 5.50$ 6.07% 6.52% 3.04$ 

X=Y=$100 or more with 
one exceptional trans-
action included and 
assuming stable intrin-
sic values (46 tran.'s) * • * • • • 7.49 9.52 

*Noncompounded annual rates before taxes, eommissinns. 
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per cent with the bond used as margin, and £.04 per cent 

under the technical "arbitrage" provisions of Regulation T. 

If the one exceptionally profitable transaction is included, 

the last two of these yields increase to 7.49 and 9*52 per 

cent, respectively. 

These rates were computed without regard to taxes, 

commissions, interest received, or dividends paid on stock 

sold short. As it happens, however, commissions, interest 

received, and dividends paid almost exactly cancel one 

another out, depending upon the assumptions made about tran* 

saction size and corresponding brokerage commission. Among 

the transactions with originally expected X and I of $100 or 

more, the bond interest received, expressed as a ratio of 

coupon interest to the combined original market values of 

bonds and stocks, averaged 3«1 per cent (this manner of 

expression placed the interest percentage on a basis compara-

ble to the commission charge). On the same basis, dividends 

paid on the short sales averaged 1.0 per cent. The 2.1 

per cent difference would act as an offset to total in-and-

out commission charges of up to 2.1 per cent of the transaction 

value, a reasonable allowance for all but very small investors. 

Computation of the yields on a before-tax basis was 

consistent with the policy followed in previous chapters. 

It can be noted, however, that since the stock involved in 

the partial hedge transactions rose about sixty per cent of 

the time, short sale losses exceeded short sale gains, 
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eliminating this potential source of short-term capital gains 

taxes. Furthermore, only one of the $1OO-or-more transac-

tions completed under the filter rule was terminated in less 

than six months (the average was 1$.9 months). Tax rates 

should, therefore, compare favorably with other investment 

techniques—more favorably than the rates applicable to 

the primary market transactions. 

Conclusion 

The partial hedge is basically a highly conservative 

technique that would appeal to a very risk-conscious investor. 

It should not be expected, therefore, to yield large overall 

profits relative to other techniques. With certain refine-

ments in the technique, annual returns ranging from 5.17 to 

9.52 per cent (before taxes) were obtained in the study, 

depending upon the margin arrangement used and on whether 

one unusually profitable transaction is included or excluded. 

The greater the margin leverage, of course, the more the 

hedger sacrifices the goal of minimizing risk. Comparing 

this range of rates with the average of about 5 per cent on 

straight bonds, 6.3$ per cent on listed convertibles in a 

direct buy-and-hold strategy, and 3.42 per cent for direct 

buy-and-hold commitments in convertible-matching stocks 

(the latter two rates are shown in Table XV), the partial 

hedge appears to be a rational technique, but one that operates 

in a market environment lacking sufficient imperfections to 

generate above-average rates of return. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE FULL HEDGE 

The full hedge is superficially similar to the partial 

hedge investigated in the previous chapter, but it is con-

ceptually distinct. The perfect partial hedge, it will be 

recalled, involved selling short half the number of common 

shares into which the bond is convertible, with a "half-

sized" profit resulting from either a rise or decline in the 

price of the common stock. In the ideal full hedge, the 

hedger sells short the full number of shares into which the 

bond is convertible. This assures, in the ideal case, a full 

profit if the stock price falls and a break-even result if 

the stock price rises. 

Suppose, for example, that the bond is selling at $1000, 

that it is convertible into ten shares of common stock, and 

that the stock is currently selling at $100 per share. The, 

hedger would buy the bond and sell short ten shares of the 

common stock.. If the stock subsequently rises to, say, $150 

per share the hedger will lose $500 on the short sale but 

will make $500 on the bond,netting a zero profit. If, on the 

other hand, the market price of the common stock declines to, 

say, $50 per share the hedger will earn $500 on the short 

sale but will lose nothing on the bond because it will continue 

226 
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to sell at $1000 on the basis of its merits as a bond— 

that is, an instrument paying a set rate of interest and 

refunding principal at maturity; 

While the partial hedger is indifferent to the direc-

tional movement of the common stock, the full hedger,would 

clearly prefer a downward change in the stock price. Herein 

lies the basic distinction between the partial hedge and the 

full hedge. Both techniques share the common advantage, 

however, of avoiding the usual investment requirement that 

an opinion be formed about the probable directional movement 

of the stock price and that a commitment be made on the basis 

of that opinion. 

The full hedger is not precluded from forming such an 

opinion, nor from being selective in the commitments made, 

in an attempt to engage in a greater number of transactions 

involving downside profit and fewer involving the upside 

breakeven result. But whether such a strategy will be useful 

hinges on whether short-term market movements are predictable. 

This question is the subject of great controversy among 

researchers, and a full examination of the issue cannot be 

undertaken here. Readers are referred to the works of Eugene 

P. Fama^ and Lawrence Fisher^ for arguments and data in 

1 Eugene F. Fama, "Random Walks in Stock Market Prices," 
Financial Analysts Journal, XXI (Sept.-Oct., 196$), 55-59; 
and "The Behavior of Stock-Market Prices," Journal of Busi-
ness, University of Chicago, XXXVIII (Jan., 1965J, 34-105 

^Lawrence Fisher, "Outcomes for 'Random1 Investments in 
Common Stocks Listed on the New York Stock Exchange," The 

nf Rnsinesa. YYYVTTT (ArvH 1 . 10AO. 1AQ_6l. 
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support of the thesis that stock price movements are random, 

and to the articles of such researchers as Leo Barnes3 and 

Paul H. Cootner^ for rebuttals. The general assumption 

adopted in the present study is that short-terra stock market 

movements are, if not random, at least so difficult to pre-

dict that the full hedger is justified in following a 

nonselective strategy as far as anticipated directional move-

ment is concerned (unfortunately, predictions must still be 

made on the magnitude of such movements). The possible 

exception is an adjustment ofk some sort to take into account 

an assumed continuation of the long-run upward bias in the 

stock market—a bias admitted even by the most enthusiastic 

advocates of randomness in short-run market movements. This 

possibility will be expored later in the chapter, after more 

adequate tools have been developed to extend the analysis. 

The underlying objective of the full hedger is, of 

course, to realize a satisfactory profit on his investments. 

For analytical purposes, however, the immediate objective at 

each investment decision point will be assumed to be a break-

even profit anytime the price of the common stock rises 

after engaging in each hedging operation. It is on this 

basis that the equations in the following section were developed. 

3Leo Barnes, "What Difference Does Knowledge Make?," 
Financial Analysts Journal, XXI (Sept.-Oct., 19o5), 60-65. 

•̂Paul H. Cootner, "Stock Prices: Random vs. Systematic 
Changes," Industrial Management Review, III (Spring, 1962), 
24*45. 
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This approach does not, however, mean that the full hedger 

must passively accept any and all downside profits even if 

they are small or negative; the hedger can determine the 

size of expected downside profits and engage only in transac-

tions with an expected return greater than some specified 

minimum, as was done in the partial hedge. 

The potential effectiveness of the full hedge is 

diminished by the same sort of problems that pervade the 

partial hedge: Conversion values above intrinsic values with 

corresponding chance of loss through decline in conversion 

value; speculative premiums that may shrink; and possible 

declines in intrinsic value due to increases in generally 

prevailing interest rates or an adverse change in credit 

rating of the company. The challenge, as before, is to 

develop decision models sophisticated enough to skirt around 

these problems so as to produce above-average return on the 

full hedge technique. As was the case in the partial hedge, 

the most pressing need is for decision models to specify the 

exact number of common shares to sell short in each hedging 

transaction, and to decide whether to engage in the transac-

tion at all. 

Developing the Equations 

The same symbols used in the partial hedge equations can 

be used in formulating decision models for the full hedge, 

except for a redefinition of the symbol I . The symbols are 

repeated here for convenience: 
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X = net dollar loss if stock price rises 
(a gain if X negative) 

Y » net dollar gain if stock price falls 
(a loss if Y negative) 

n •= number of common shares into which the 
bond is convertible 

r - expected dollar rise in price per 
share of common stock if stock rises 

f = expected dollar decline in price per 
share of common stock if stock declines 

S = current market price per share of common 
stock 

Bc= current market price of bond 
Bj_= intrinsic value of bond 
N = number of shares sold short per bond 

purchased 
u =» expected dollar increase ( + ) or de-

crease (-) in speculative premium if 
stock price rises 

d = expected dollar increase (+) or de-
crease (-) in speculative premium if , 
stock price falls 

Po= dollar amount of original speculative 
premium 

v « expected dollar increase (+) or de-
crease (-.) in intrinsic value 

As in the partial hedge, the prospective full hedge 

situations fall into two major categories: Either the current 

conversion value of the bond is at or below intrinsic value, 

or current conversion value is above current intrinsic value. 

Current Conversion Value at or Below 
Current Intrinsic Value 

The three subsets identified in the partial hedge are 

useful starting points for development of the full hedge 

equations also: ; 

Conversion value too far below intrinsic value.—When 

the conversion value is so far below intrinsic value that 

the anticipated rise in stock price, r, will be insufficient 
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to overcome the deficit, a loss will result if the stock 

price does rise. No hedge is possible. The bond will remain 

at intrinsic value (subject to change in the intrinsic value 

itself or in the speculative premium), and a direct loss 

will result on the short sale. 

While one may, of course, try to profit directly from 

changes, v, in the intrinsic value of the bond, the proper 

attitude for present purposes is to regard v as something 

to be guarded against, not profited from. 

Banking on the appearance of a speculative premium— 

that is, on a positive u—to drive the bond price above 

intrinsic value is technically rational inasmuch as such 

premiums were seen in the previous chapter to be functionally 

related to relative movements in the price of the common 

stock. But to be conservative, to add a margin of safety, 

this possibility can be ruled out and the following policy 

statement formulated: 

Bi 
Policy Statement H ^ ~ S >• r 

Do Not Engage 

This is. the same as Policy Statement A, except that the 

expression in Policy Statement A has been "turned around" to 

stress the fact that the problem lies not in a small r 

(from the full hedger's point of view, the smaller the r, 

the better), but in the fact that the original price of the 

common stock is too far below the conversion breakeven price. 
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New conversion value expected to exceed new intrinsic 

value if stock price rises.—This situation, which is a 

basically desirable one, exists when v is negative or when 

n(r + S) - B± > v if v is positive. In this case, the 

before-tax and before-commission profit, Y, resulting from 

a decline in the stock price is given by: 

Equation 9 Nf + v + d 

This is exactly the same as Equation 2 on page 190. 

The loss generated by a rise in the price of the common 

stock is denoted by: 

Equation 10 X = Nr + B4-n(r + S) - u 

n(r + S) - Bi + u 

In the X equation, v is irrelevant. 

To determine the number of shares, N, to sell short per 

bond purchased, X in Equation 10 is set equal to zero and 

the right side solved for N, resulting in: 

Equation 11 

This procedure will produce an expected loss of zero 

if the common stock rises in price. It does not, however, 

specify that the expected profit on the downside is large 

enough to justify the investment, or even positive at all. 

Hence, the N produced by Equation 11 should be fed into the 

Y equation (Equation 9) to check the sign and magnitude of 

this expected profit. «• 
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Just as the perfect partial hedge can be described 

algebraically, so can the perfect full hedge situation. It 

exists when Equation 11 is applicable and when: 

at f S3 C 

u — 0 
d ~ 0 
v = 0 
Bi= nS (that is, where the current price of 

the bond = intrinsic value =* conversion 
value) 

So that, from Equation 11: 

N > 
n(c + S) - B± 

c 

Or, substituting nS for Bj_ and simplifying: 

Equation 12 N =* n 

That is, in the perfect full hedge, the hedger sells 

short, per bond purchased, the same number of common shares 

as the bond could be converted to. In such a situation, the 

expected profit, Y, if the stock price declines is equal to 

Nc. The expected loss, X, if the stock price rises is, as 

in every full hedge situation, zero. 

New intrinsic value expected to exceed new conversion 

value if stock price rises.---This condition exists when 

n(r + S) - B i < v, with a positive v. The Y equation in 

this situation would remain the same as in the previous 

situation: 

Y » Nf + v + d 
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The X equation changes to: 

X = v - Nr + u 

in which the new conversion value is irrelevant. 

Setting X =* 0 and solving for N: 

N « u + v 
r 

Similarly to the circumstances described on pages 196 

and 197> this puts the hedger in the position of speculating 

on u and v. As stated previously, v should be viewed as a 

variable to be guarded against in a hedging operation, not 

as something to be profited from. And commensurate with the 

hedger's conservative nature, a strong case can be made for 

disregarding a change in speculative premium as a potential 

source of profit in this situation. Hence, N should be read 

as zero in the above equation and the transaction should be 

avoided. That is: 

If v is positive and 
Policy Statement J n(r + S) - Bj, <C v 

Do Not Engage 

This is identical to Policy Statement E in the partial 

hedge. 

Current Conversion Value Above 
Current Intrinsic Value 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, convertibles often 

sell above their intrinsic values because the common stock 

has risen above the conversion breakeven point (plus the fact 

that speculative premiums are usually present). Convertibles 
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are typically issued at a conversion price not far above the 

then-prevailing price of the common ,stock so that a moderate 

rise in the common creates a bond conversion value in excess 

of intrinsic value. 

Three subsets can again be identified: 

Bond not expected to decline to intrinsic value if 

stock price falls .—That is, f . As in the 
~ n 

similar case described in the partial hedge, there will be 

no "floor" to cushion loss on the bond. The gain on the 

short sale will be offset except for incidental increases in 

intrinsic value, v, or increases in speculative premium, d, 

both of which should, as before, be regarded as inadequate 

justification for engaging in the transaction. Thus: 

If f 
Policy Statement K n 

Do Not Engage 

New conversion value expected to exceed new intrinsic 

value if stock price rises.—This situation, a basically 

desirable one, exists when v is negative or n(r + S) - Bj_ ̂ >v 

when v is positive. In this case, the Y equation becomes: 

Equation 13 Y =* Nf - nS + B^ + v + d 

And the X equation becomes: 

Equation 14 t X ».Nr + Bc - n(r + S) - u - PQ 

Setting X « 0 and solving for N results in: 
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Equation 15 
n(r+ S) - Bc + u + P0 

New intrinsic value expected to exceed new conversion 

value if stock price rises.--As in the similar situations 

described previously, this is a fundamentally undesirable 

hedging situation. The policy statement applied previously 

can be repeated here: 

Policy Statement L 
If v is positive and 
n(r+S) -Bi<;v 
Do Not Engage 

Summary of Equations 

The following is a step-by-step summary of the procedure 

to follow in applying the full hedge equations. 

First, the current intrinsic value of the bond and the 

current conversion value must be determined. If the conver-

sion value is at or below intrinsic value, the steps under 

A below should be followed; if above intrinsic value, the 

steps under B should be followed. After applying any N 

equation, I should be computed to check for negative or 

small expected profits. If N is zero or negative, the hedger 

should not engage in the transaction. 

A. Current Conversion Value at or Below Current Intrinsic 
Value 

1. Predict r and f. If f = 0, do not engage and 

proceed no further. 
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2. If ^ - S >-r, do not engage and proceed no 

further. 

3. If v is positive and n(r + S) - v, do not 

engage and proceed no further. 

4. If v is negative or if n(r + S) - > v when 

v is positive> apply one of the following N 

equations, feeding any positive N into the 

Y equation shown: 

(a) If r = f - c; P0 = 0; u = 0; d - 0; 

v = 0; and = nS: 

N = n 

Y - Nc 

(b) If the conditions in (a) are not satis-

fied: 

n(r + S) - Bi + u 

Y - Nf + v + d 1 

B* Current Conversion Value Above Current Intrinsic Value 

1. Predict r and f. If f - 0, do not engage and 

proceed no further. 

2. If f < Bc - Bi ~ po , do not engage and proceed 
n 

no further. 

3. If v is positive and n(r + S) v, do not 

engage and proceed no further. 

4. If v is negative or n(r + S) - % ^>v when v is 

positive: 
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n(r + S) - Be + u + Pq 

Y *» Nf - nS + Bi + v + d 

As a matter of general policy, of course, transactions 

in which N or Y is less than or equal to zero should be 

avoided by the full hedger. 

Should an Adjustment be Made for Upward Bias 
in the Stock Market? 

It is a virtual truism that the stock market manifests 

an upward bias in the secular movement of prices, at least 

insofar as historical price movements are concerned. A case 

could also be made for assuming that the long-run uptrend in 

the market will continue into the future; and that any short-

term price forecasts should take into account the greater 

general probability of a price rise than of a price decline. 

In the convertible bond hedging models just developed, it is 

the probability of occurrence of r and f, respectively, that 

is called into question. If, for example, the probability 

of decline is .4* should not the full hedger make a downward 

adjustment in the number of shares sold short, N? This 

approach was ruled out for the partial hedge, but can it also 

be ruled out for the full hedge? 

If probability weighting is to be introduced into the 

full hedge, it would logically be on the basis of maximizing 

the expected {probability-weighted) sum of X and Y. Using, 

for example, Equations 9 and 10, this approach can be applied 
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by first multiplying the X equation through by (-1) to 

express X as a profit rather than as a loss. Letting £ 

represent the sum of the probability-weighted expected pro-

fits, k the probability of a rise in the price of the common 

stock, and (1-k) the probability of decline: 

Xs* (k)jn(r + S) - - Nr + uj + (1 - k)(Nf + v + d) 

Rearranging: 

^T=*N(f-kr-kf)+k[n(r + S) - B j _ + u - v - c y + v + d 

At the point of decision regarding N, the parameters f, 

k, n, S, B^, u, d, and v are all regarded as constants. This 

makes 21 a linear function with slope of (f - kr - kf). The 

slope can be positive, negative, or zero, depending upon the 

magnitudes of k, r, and f. Specifically: 

If Slope Is 

Zero 

Negative 

Positive 
r + f 

If the slope is zero, total probability-weighted expected 

profit is constant regardless of the size of N. 

If the slope is negative, total probability-weighted 

expected loss is minimized when N - 0. 

If slope is positive, total probability-weighted expected 

profit is maximized when M » 
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In the case in which r = f, as a clarifying example, this 

means simply that with any probability of stock price decline 

of .5 or more, an infinite number of common shares (mathe-

matically speaking) should be sold, short; while if the 

probability of decline is less than .5, no common shares 

should be sold short. 

Hence, this approach results in an inappropriate decision 

model for the full hedge. An investor who uses this proba-

bility model would be attempting to maximize total probability-

weighted expected profit, facing the uncertainty of whether 

the probability assignments are correct, and the fact that 

they are applicable only to a long series of transactions and 

not to individual transactions. Such an investor would (except 

in the rare case of a zero slope) either make a straight bond 

purchase or sell as many common shares short as available 

funds permit, up to an infinite number. In the latter case, 

a little additional reasoning will reveal that the bond should 

not be purchased at all, since it would only increase the 

investment and thus decrease the percentage return on invest-

ment. Such an investor would not, in short, combine a short 

sale with a bond purchase and "thus, by definition, cannot be" 

a full hedger. 

In contrast to such an individual, the full hedger 

attempts to eliminate much of the uncertainty regarding 

individual transactions—tha£ is, attempts (though not with 

perfect results) to narrow the range of possible outcomes down 
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to two clear-cut possibilities, either a zero profit if the 

stock price rises or a full profit if the stock declines— 

accepting as a major source of uncertainty the number of 

transactions that will fall in each category and hence the 

total profit on a series of transactions relative to the 

total investment required. 

The purpose of the following applications section is 

to help reduce this special type of uncertainty faced by the 

full hedger, and to measure the rate of return one might 

reasonably expect to realize from use of the technique. 

Applying the Equations 

The basic procedure for applying the full hedge equations 

was similar to that employed in the partial hedge. The appro-

priate N equations were exposed to historical price data on 

convertibles and convertible-matching stocks, hypothetically 

engaging in all transactions in which a positive profit of 

any size was indicated by the Y equations. The data was 

further processed on the basis of selected transactions on 

which originally expected profit exceeded specified minimums. 

Rates of return, expressed as annual yields, were computed 

to measure the profitability of the full hedge technique and 

to try to shed further light on the degree of perfection in 

the secondary convertible bond market. 

Like the partial hedge, the full hedge is sensitive to 

erosion of intrinsic values of convertibles. Hence, as in 
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the partial hedge, only the top-rated convertibles were 

included in the sample of historical data. The monthly data 

collected for the partial hedge was in every way suitable 

for the full hedge, except that it was updated through 

April, 196& (covering, then, the period from January, 1956, 

through April, 196#). This involved, in all, some 6200 bits 

of raw price data. 

Intrinsic values (BjJ, original speculative premiums 

(P0), expected changes in speculative premiums (u and d) were 

computed as described in the previous chapter. And it was 

again assumed that the expected change in intrinsic value 

(v) equaled zero in all applications. The timing rule 

described on page 202 was also used again. And, as before, 

all initial computations and tabulations were on a before-

tax and before-commission basis. 

Since the full hedger is not indifferent to the direc-

tional movement of the stock price, the terminating rules 

had to be modified, although two separate rules were again 

employed and the results of each compared in the applications 

test. The revised "target rule" specified that if the stock 

price increased as much as fifty per cent of r (the expected 

price rise), the transaction would be terminated (on the 

basis that.the directional movement of- the stock is unfavorable 

and the invested funds, while not expected to accumulate 

losses as such, could be more profitably invested in another 

transaction); if, on the other hand, the stock price declined, 
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the transaction would be terminated when the expected price 

change, f, was reached, with a limit of twenty-four months. 

The modified "filter rule" called for keeping the down-

side transactions open beyond the target price level until 

each successive low had reversed itself by as much as ten 

per cent, with a limit of twenty-four months if the target 

price was not reached. 

Results of the Application 

The initial results of the test using the modified target 

rule are summarized in Table XXI?, which includes some 186 

transactions completed under this rule (12 transactions were 

still pending when the data expired). Table XXV shows the 

transactions completed under the modified filter rule; com-

pared with the modified target rule, there were no differences 

in the number of transactions engaged, terminated, and pending, 

These two tables include all completed transactions with 

original expected Y's greater than zero, even if quite small. 

Total investment was computed on the assumption of a seventy 

per cent short sale margin with stocks "loaning flat," and 

assuming that the hedger purchases one $1000-denomination 

bond per transaction. 

The target rule produced an overall annual yield of; 

only O.63 per cent. The filter rule, in contract to its per-

formance in the partial hedge, resulted in an even lower 

O.3O per cent. The basic reason for the generally low yield 
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ALL FULL HEDGE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED 
UNDER THE TARGET RULE 
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Description 

- - , • -

No. of 
Transac-
tions 

Total 
Invest-, 
ment* 

Total 
Profit 

Avg. 
No. of 
Months 

Annual 
Yield 

Air Reduction 6 !$ 3634 $ 120 17.3 .96$ 
American Distilling 3 11229 -312 19.4 -1 .71 
Amer. Machine & F. None • * * • • * • • 

Amour 3 3745 221 9.3 7.61 
Ashland Oil 3 5332 - 77 5.0 -3.46 
Aurora Plastics 4 5491 133 5.0 3.21 
Avco 5 9355 73 11 .2 .35 
Beaunit 2 2133 - 3 3 9.0 -2.36 
Celanese 1 1034 27 2.0 15.66 
Collins Radio 6 9426 109 2.0 6.90 
Comb. Engineering 15 23332 316 6.7 2.42 
Continental Baking 11 16320 -171 9.2 -1 .36 
Coperw. Steel 12 16400 57 10.4 .35 
Crowell Collier 2 3125 35 9.0 3.63 
Dow Chemical 3 1331 73 5.7 3.17 
Dresser 5 7753 411 7.0 9.09 
Food Fair 10 13366 - 35 19.5 - .16 
Gen. American Oil 14 19942 162 16.0 .56 
General Instr. 1 1583 94 1 .0 71.16 
General Time 3 3926 - 1 11 .3 0.00 
Grace (W. R.) None • • • • * * » 0 

Granite City Steel 5 6778 -210 13.0 -2 .06 
Hunt Foods None • * • * • • • » 

Int. T & T 2 3766 97 3.0 10.23 
Litton None • # • * • * • • 

Macy 2 2630 - 1 14.0 0.00 
Northrop 11 20907 169 3.3 1.16 
Olin. Math. 10 16057 135 12.7 1.09 
Oxford Paper 2 2 #49 13 11 .0 .69 
Phil. Petroleum 12 21S00 -267 14.3 -1 .02 
Rohr 12 20309 24 10.2 .13 
Scott Paper '7 11340 - 27 11 .3 - .24 
Sinclair 4 5976 234 14.0 3.35 
Stevens, J. P. 2 34 35 103 5.0 7.42 
United Aircraft 3 4943 31 3.0 .93 

Total 136 $237952 $1663 11 .0 .63% 

*Based on purchasing one bond per transaction, and 
assuming 70% margin requirement on accompanying short sale. 
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ALL FULL HEDGE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED 
UNDER THE FILTER RULE 
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Description 
No. of 
Transac-
tions 

Total 
Invest-
ment* 

Total 
Profit 

Avg. 
No. of 
Months 

Annual 
Yield 

Air Reduction 6 '$ 8684 $ 120 17.3 .96$ 
American Distilling 8 11229 -312 19.4 -1.71 
Amer. Machine & F. None • * 

Armour 3 3745 212 10.0 6.79 
Ashland Oil 3 5332 - 77 5.0 -3.46 
Aurora Plastics 4 5491 188 6.0 8.21 
Avco 5 9&55 13 11 .2 .85 
Beaunit 2 213# - 33 9.0 2.36 
Celanese 1 1034 45 5.0 10.44 
Collins Radio 6 9426 109 2.0 6.90 
Comb. Engineering 15 23332 329 7.5 22.56 
Continental Baking 11 16320 -536 11.3 -3.34 
Coperw. Steel 12 1 $400 - 45 10.9 - .26 
Crowell Collier 2 3125 35 9.0 3.63 
Dow Chemical 3 1881 73 5.7 8.17 
Dresser 5 7753 53$ 10.2 8.15 
Food Fair 10 13366 - 53 20.0 - .23 
Gen. American Oil 14 19942 130 16.4 .48 
General Instr. 1 1583 94 1 .0 71 .16 
General Time 3 3926 - 13 11 .7 - .34 
Grace (W. R.) None • * • » • * * ft 

Granite City Steel 5 677 3 -210 18.0 -2.06 
Hunt Foods None • « • « ft • • » 

Int. T & T 2 3766 97 3.0 10.28 
Litton None • « • • • • ft « 
Macy 2 26 go - 13 14.5 - .55 
Northrop 11 20907 51 8.4 .34 
Olin.Math. 10 16057 135 12.7 1 .09 
Oxford Paper 2 2 #49 37 12.0 1 .29 
Phil. Petroleum 12 21600 -364 15.1 1 .32 
Rohr 12 20509 -206 10.3 -1.14 
Scott Paper 7 11340 - 42 11 .4 - .39 
Sinclair 4 5976 272 18.3 2.98 
Stevens, J. P. 2 3485 108 5.0 7.42 
United Aircraft 3 4943 31 8.0 .93 
Total 136 $287952 $ 363 11 .9 .30$ 

*Based on purchasing one bond per transaction, and 
assuming 70% margin requirement on accompanying short sale. 
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is the persistent secular uptrend in the stock market over 

the test period. The full hedger is, in essence, a conser-

vative bear; conservative or not, a short seller earns less 

in a generally rising market.' There were not enough short 

periods of sustained decline to generate significant overall 

profits, especially in view of the additional investment 

represented by the bond purchase. The filter rule produced 

a lower annual return than the target rule for two reasons: 

First, the fact that the transactions took, on average, 

longer to complete; and secondly, because of the tendency 

for declining stock prices to reverse themselves abruptly 

and to rise to a disengagement price higher than the target 

level. The latter phenomenon was accentuated by the lack of 

price information between the mid-month points included in 

the data gathered. It is unlikely, however, that the filter 

rule would have performed any better than the target rule in 

any case. Therefore, of the two, the target rule was selected 

for further testing. 

Variability of Return 

Table XXVI, showing the size distribution of gains and 

losses in the full hedge transactions, can be compared directly 

with the similar table on page 216 covering the partial hedge 

transactions. Had the full hedge technique worked perfectly, 

there would have been no losses, just as there would have been 

no losses in the partial hedge. In the full hedge, however, 
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TABLE XXVI 

SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS AND LOSSES, 
ALL COMPLETED FULL HEDGE 

TRANSACTIONS 

Filter Rule Target Rule 

Size of Gain or 
Loss Per 
Transaction 

Gains 
$200 or more 
175-199 
150-174 
125-149 
100-124 
75-99 
50-74 
25-49 
0-24 

% of Tran-
sactions 
in Each 
Category 

0.0$ 
1 .1 
2.7 
3.3 
3.2 
4*3 
6.5 
13.5 
15.1 

Accumu-
lated 

0.0$ 
1 .1 
3.5 
7.6 

10.8 
15.1 
21 .6 
35.1 
50.2 

% of Tran-
sactions 
in Each 
Category 

0.0$ 
0.0 
1 .1 
3-jj 

3.S 
6.5 
16.1 
15.1 

Accumu-
lated 
* 

O.C$ 
0.0 
1.1 
4.9 
3.7 
12.5 
19.0 
35.1 
50.2 

Losses 
$1-25 
26-50 
51-75 
76-100 
101-125 
126-150 
151-175 
176-200 

19.8? 
15.6 
8.1 
2.6 
1 .6 
1.1 
.5 
.5 

70.0$ 
85.6 
93.7 
96.3 
97.9 
99.0 
99.5 

100.0 

19.8# 
15.1 
7.4 
3.2 
1.1 
1.1 
1 '.1 

70.0$ 
85 .1 
92.5 
95.7 
96.8 
97.9 
98.4 

100.0 

Average Invest-
ment Per 
Transaction 

$1543 $1548 

losses of various sizes occurred in fifty per cent of the 

transactions, compared with only about twenty-five per cent 

of the partial hedge transactions. One would also expect to 

see, in the full hedge, a more frequent occurrence of larger 

dollar profit figures and a less frequent occurrence of 
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small to medium-sized profit figures. This expectation did 

not materialize. 

Though losses were as frequent as gains, they were, 

on average, smaller than the gains, thus accounting for the 

positive, albeit small, overall yields. As in the partial, 

hedge, if worthwhile profits are attainable in the full 

hedge, they must come from above-average transactions 

selected from among the general range of transactions. 

Refinements 

In the partial hedge, the X and Y equations proved of 

value in weeding out low-profit transactions. In the full 

hedge, unfortunately, the Y equations did not appear very 

effective for this purpose. Table XXVII shows the transac-

tions with originally expected profits of $150 or more, 

completed under the modified target rule. The O.63 per cent 

yield reported previously for the target rule did increase 

to 1.13 per cent, a significant increase statistically speaking 

but not of sufficient financial significance to attach any 

importance to the predictive power of the Y equations. And 

there is little further meaningful correlation. Restricting 

the transactions to those with expected I's of $200 or more 

(not shown in the tables) reduces the overall annual yield 

again—to 0.5S per cent. At $250 or more, the yield rises 

to 1.34 per cent. And at $300 or more, the yield declines 

to 0.99 per cent. This pattern is, of course, convincing 
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evidence of the impotency of the Y equations in sorting out 

the transactions on a refined basis. 

TABLE XXVII 

SELECTED PULL HEDGE TRANSACTIONS COMPLETED 
UNDER THE TARGET RULE 

All Transactions With Expected Y 
of $150 or More 

Description 
No. of 
Transac-

Total 
Invest- Total 

Profit 

Avg. 
No. of 

Annual 
Yield tions ment* 

Total 
Profit 

Months 

Annual 
Yield 

American Distilling 1 $ 1769 $- 9 3.0 -2.00% 
Armour 1 1423 130 2.0 54.60 
Ashland Oil 3 5332 - 77 5.0 -3.46 
Aurora Plastics 4 5491 168 5.0 8.21 
Avco 2 3756 33 9.5 1 .01 
Beaunit 1 1104 - 29 12.0 -2.60 
Collins Radio 4 6477 16 2.3 1.04 
Comb. Engineering 5 8364 277 6.8 5.82 
Cont. Baking 4 6545 34 7.8 .77 
Coperw. Steel 3 5153 32 5.0 1 <44 
Crowell Collier 1 , 2015 48 3.0 9.20 
Gen. American Oil 6 3628 392 17.5 3.09 
General Time 1 1316 51 8.0 5.70 
Granite City Steel 4 530S - 74 16.5 - .95 
Int. T & T 2 3766 97 3.0 10.28 
Northrop 11 20907 169 8.3 1 . 16 
Olin. Math. 3 4601 - 22 10.7 - .45 
Phil. Pet. 8 14592 - 47 15.0 - v24 
Rohr 12 10809 24 10.2 .13 
Scott Paper 4 6524 - 45 10.5 .69 

Total j 80 $133380 $1188 9.4 1.13% 

* B a s e L o n purchasing one bond per transaction, and 
assuming 70% margin requirement on accompanying short sale. 

Table XXVII is a summary table showing the various 

yields produced in the full hedge applications test. In 

addition to the yields discussed, it reflects the improvement 
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TABLE XXVIII 

SUMMARY OF RATES OF RETURN OK THE 
FULL HEDGE* 

Margin Requirement 

Description 
70$ 5cyf0 20% 

Using 
Bond as 
Margin 

Reg. T 
"Arbi-
trage" 

Filter Rule 

All completed transac-
tions (136 transac.' s) 0.30$ • • 

Target Rule 

All completed transac-
tions (1$6 transac.!s) ' 0.63% • * 

Y = $150 or more 
{BO transactions) 1.13 • * 

Y = $200 or more 
(44 transactions) 0.5S 

Y = $250 or more 
(30 transactions) 1.34 * * 

Y = $300 or more 
(13 transactions) 0.99 • « 

Y = $150 or more, 
assuming stable 
intrinsic values 2.87 '3.19$ 3 4.44% 3.91 $ 

^Before taxes, commissions, interest received, and 
dividends paid. 

introduced by the assumption of stable intrinsic values, and 

by the assumption of smaller short sale margin requirements, 

including the special arrangements discussed in the previous 

chapter. The highest rate of return attained in the full 

hedge was 4.44 per cent. This occurred under the modified 
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target rule, with expected Yfs restricted to those of $150 

or more, with stable intrinsic values assumed, and by using 

the bond as margin to cover short sales. The "arbitrage" 

provision of Regulation T was of no help. In fact, use of 

that arrangement dropped the yield to 3-91 per cent. The 

reason is that margin loans on bonds, unlike short sale 

loans, require the payment of interest, and the assumed 

5 per cent interest rate used in the computation was greater 

than the rate earned. 

In the partial hedge, it was estimated that brokerage 

commissions cancel against the excess of bond interest re-

ceived over dividends of one per cent paid on short sales 

(see page 224). In the full hedge,, however, short positions 

are roughly double those maintained in the partial hedge. 

This means that approximately one percentage point must be 

subtracted from the yields shown in Table XXVIII. That is, 

this one percentage point represents an unrecovered dividend 

payout associated with the larger short position. 

The tax status is roughly comparable with that of the 

partial hedge. 

Conclusion 

Like the partial hedge, the full hedge is a technique 

designed to appeal to highly risk-conscious investors. Hence, 

rates of return as large as on riskier ventures would not be 

expected. However, the range of rates from 0.30 to 4 . 4 4 per cent 
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—or from minus 0.70 to plus 3*44 per cent after adjustment 

for commissions, interest received, and taxes paid—is well 

below the range of 5.17 to 9^52 per cent attained on the 

partial hedge. It must be concluded, therefore, that the 

full hedge is an irrational investment technique—and, because 

of that fact, sheds no further light on the degree of perfec-

tion prevailing in the secondary convertible bond market. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

As was mentioned in Chapter I, the study was designed 

to produce three main types of information: (1) Conclusions 

regarding the degree of perfection in the primary and 

secondary convertible bond markets; (2) the profit potential 

of the various investing and hedging techniques in the con-

vertible market, expressed as annual rates of return; and 

(3) a judgment on whether each technique can be classified 

as rational or irrational. 

The Primary Convertible Market 

In the primary convertible bond market, the hypothesis 

that severe and chronic imperfection pervades that market was 

clearly verified. A speculator able to bridge the gap between 

offering prices of new convertibles and initial prices in 

secondary trading in the 1956-6$ period covered in the study 

could have earned before-tax profits ranging from 55 .7 to 

2^96.9 per cent per annum, depending upon the margin per-

centage and the ability of the speculator to keep his funds 

working continuously. From a broad economic viewpoint, such 

imperfection in the primary market denotes a failure of real 

resources to move efficiently from savers to producers. The 

imperfection is attributable to underpricing of new convert-

ible issues by investment bankers. 
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The Secondary Convertible Market 

The investment or hedging techniques in the secondary-

convertible market fell into three categories: Those involving 

an external comparison with the stock and straight debt mar-

kets; those involving a strictly internal application within 

the secondary convertible market; and the hedging techniques 

which represent a conbirted internal/external approach. 

In the external comparisons, long-run rates of return on 

convertibles were compared with similar rates on the convertible-

matching stocks, on the full range of common stocks on the 

New York Stock Exchange, and on straight bonds. Over the 

entire period from 1956 to 1963, the rate of return resulting 

from random buy-and-hold commitments in convertibles was 

6.4 per cent (before taxes). Whether direct buy-and-hold 

commitments in convertibles are declared to constitute a 

rational investment technique depends upon the assumption made 

about the population of common stocks against which the convert-

ibles are compared. Given a choice of random investments in-" 

listed convertibles, random investments in the convertible-

matching stocks, or random commitments in straight bonds, the 

convertibles are rational for investors willing to assume more 

risk than would be involved in the straight debt issues but 

less than would be involved in the matching common stocks. 

This is precisely the sort of investor convertibles are famous 

for satisfying. The 6.4 per cent return on the convertibles 

compares with £.4 per cent on the convertible-matching stocks 
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and about 5 per cent on straight bonds--a rate structure 

accounted for largely by utility differences between the 

three categories of securities. Not only is the investment 

approach rational, but a high degree of perfection is indi-

cated in the secondary convertible bond market relative to 

external markets. 

The investor is not, of course, limited to the convertible-

matching stocks in making commitments in stocks. If the 

comparison is made between buy-and-hold commitments in convert-

ibles and similar commitments among the general population 

of listed common stocks (limited to those on the New York 

Stock Exchange in the study), the 6.4 per cent return on 

convertibles compares rather unfavorably with a return of 

over 12 per cent on the stocks, even after making allowances 

for risk/utility differences. In comparison with the imper-

fection prevailing in the primary market, of course, this 

imperfection in the secondary market is still only moderate. 

In the secondary markets, a completely rational investor, 

however, would either make some sort of selective or nonrandom 

purchase of convertibles (the rationale'for which was not 

pursued in the present study) or else make random commitments 

among the general population of listed stocks. 

Still within the category of direct buy-and-hold commit-

ments in convertibles, the peak-to-peak rate on convertibles 

ranged from 5.5 to 6.4 per cent, the trough-to-trough rates 

from 4-9 to 6.0 per cent; the peak-to-trough rates from 3.1 
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to 4.S per cent; and the trough-to-peak rates from 7.2 to 

10.3 per cent, The peak-to-peak and trough-to-trough rates 

do virtually nothing to add to or alter the conclusions just 

drawn. The peak-to-trough rates revealed the advantages of 

convertibles, relative to their matching stocks, in a declin-

ing stock market; but there was no advantage over listed 

stocks in general. The trough-to-peak rates clearly substan-

tiated the thesis that convertibles are a bad bargain in a 

rising stock market. Whether directional movements in the 

stock market can, in fact, be predicted is a question not 

investigated in the present study. Hence, nothing can be said 

about the rationality of an investment technique based on such 

an intent. 

Turning now to investment techniques applied internally 

within the listed convertible bond market, it was found that 

of three short-term trading strategies tested, the first 

approach proved to be a rational one possessing the ability to 

take advantage of moderate imperfections in the secondary 

bond market. This technique, described on pages 115-116, 

involved buying convertibles whose market prices were below 

some absolute price level ($1000 in the study); the technique 

produced before-tax annual returns ranging from 7.4 per cent 

to 25.5 per cent, .depending upon the termination rule employed 

and the use of margin. The second strategy, described on page 

117> consisted of buying each convertible issue in a sample 

at every six-month interval, regardless of the market price, 
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and selling out on the basis of a moving stop-loss rule. 

This second technique, relative to the first trading tech-

nique at least, was apparently irrational because it 

produced a return ranging from only 6.9 "to 10.7 per cent. 

And it shed no further light on the question of secondary 

market imperfection. The third trading strategy, described 

on pages 118-124, involved the construction and application 

of a speculative-premium index. It produced an overall return 

ranging from 11.4 to 32.4 per cent, but fortuitous general 

price movements in the stock market are believed to have 

heavily influenced these returns. The technique is appealing 

on a conceptual basis but is difficult to use in practice or 

to test empirically. The evidence as to its rationality or 

irrationality is inconclusive. Nor was anything more learned 

about the degree of perfection or imperfection in the second-

ary convertible market. 

Another type of internal analysis employed in the study 

was the comparison of the relative profitability of various 

subgroups of convertibles. Five different types of subgroups 

were analyzed. Concentration of commitments in three of the 

five subgroups was deemed a rational investment strategy. 

These three subgroups are bonds convertible into a relatively 

large number of common shares, bonds originally selling at a 

relatively low price (a strategy closely related to the first 

of the three trading strategies), and bonds originally mar-

keted via rights offerings rather than to the general investing 
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public. The apparent ability of these types of selective 

commitments to earn above-average returns denotes a moderate 

degree of imperfection in the secondary convertible market. 

One of the two remaining subgroups, the categorization by 

Moody's ratings, revealed no imperfection and was deemed 

irrational (or at least not positively rational) as an invest-

ment strategy. The other, the grouping by industrial cate-

gory, revealed some imperfection in historical markets, but 

was not deemed rational as a future strategy. 

Turning, finally, to the combination internal/external 

techniques, attention focuses on the two hedging techniques 

—the partial hedge and the full hedge. The partial hedge 

is a highly conservative technique tailored to the needs of 

very risk-conscious investors. Rates of return generated by 

the partial hedge should, therefore, not be compared with 

rates of return on common stocks. A more illuminating compar-

ison is with the buy-and-hold rates on convertibles and with 

the rate of return from commitments in straight debt issues. 

On either basis, the partial hedge can be declared rational 

because of the rates of return ranging up to 9«5 per cent 

with the use of the "arbitrage" provisions of Regulation T 

of the Federal Reserve Board. This range of returns is still 

rather moderate, however, thus denoting no serious degree of 

1As explained on pages 107 and 10B} actual rates of-, 
return were not computed on the subgroups; two relative 
profitability measures were employed instead. 
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imperfection in the secondary market for convertibles listed 

on the New York Stock Exchange. 

The full hedge, because of its maximum return of only 

3.4 per cent, is irrational. And it reveals nothing con-

clusive about the level of perfection in the market. 

Final Remarks 

In final summary, then, the hypothesis that severe and 

chronic imperfection exists in the primary convertible bond 

market was verified; during the 1956-63 period studied, large 

profits would have been available to a speculator operating 

between the secondary and primary markets. The hypothesis 

that the secondary convertible bond market is a nearly per-

fect market was verified in the sense that the imperfection 

in the secondary market is moderate compared with the imper-

fection in the primary market. Sufficient imperfection 

exists, however, to make certain of the investment and hedging 

techniques investigated in the study rational from the view-

point of a profit-seeking investor, even after making allowances 

for differences in willingness to accept risk. 

While pursuing the main course of the study, several 

topics ripe for future research were uncovered. These include: 

The need for a better quality-rating system for convertibles 

(and one that differs from the rating system used on straight 

bonds); the need for additional information on the influence 

of institutional investors in the convertible bond markets; 
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and the possibility of severe imperfections in primary 

securities markets other than the convertible market. 
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The following are lists of the convertible issues 

included in the samples used in the study. Except for the 

twelve and twenty-nine-issue samples, data were collected on 

the matching stocks as well as the convertibles shown. 

The Twenty-Nine-Issue Sample 

This sample was used for general purposes in Chapter 

II. 

Air Reduction 3 7/&S&7 
Allied Stores 4^s#1 
American Air Filter 4 7/3s&7 
American Machine and Foundry 4&S&1 
Automatic Canteen 4 3/4s&1 
Beaunit Mills 4is90 
Burlington Industries 5s91 
Chock Full 0' Nuts Corp. 4^s£h 
Commercial Solvents 4^s91 
Eastern Airlines 5 3/§s§3 
Fairchild Hiller Corp. 4 3/Ss92 
General Development Corp. 6s75 
Giddings and Lewis, Inc. 4 5/$s&5 
Grace (W. R.) and Co. 4is90 
Harvey Aluminum 5^s91 
International Silver 4s&5 
Lockheed Aircraft 4^s92 
Macy (R. H.) 4is90 
National Cash Register 4is92 
Outlet Co. 5is&6 
Pan American World Airways 4is36 
Reynolds Metals 4^s91 
Scott Paper 3s71 
Spartan Industries 5s£6 
Stevens (J. P.) and Co. 4s90 
TWA 4s92 
United Merchants and Manufacturers 4s90 
Vendo Co. 4^s£0 
Wheeling Steel 3 3/4s75l 
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The Eighty-Issue Sample 

The eighty-issue sample was used for general purposes 

in Chapter II and, with three deletions, for the primary 

market analysis presented in Chapter III and the study of 

direct commitments in convertibles presented in Chapter IV. 

The three deletions are marked with an asterisk. 

Air Reduction 3 7/&sS7 
Aldens 5s£0 
Allegheny Ludlum Steel 4s#1 
Allied Stores 4zS&1 
American Air Filter 4 ?/SsS7 
American Distilling 4 3/3s£6 
American Hoist 4 3/4s92 
American Machine and Foundry 4is&1 
American Telephone and Telegraph 3 7/8s67 
Atlantic Refining 4|s$7 
Aurora Plastics 4 5/Ss&0 
Automatic Canteen 4 3/4s#1 (now Canteen Corp.) 
Baxter Laboratories 4s&7 
Beaunit Mills 4£s90 
Bethlehem Steel JtsBO 
Bobbie Brooks 5is$1 
Boeing 4|s80 
Burroughs Uis8l 
Cenco Instruments 5is86 
Chock Full 0' Nuts 4£s81 
Cluett, Peabody 4&s$4 
Collins Radio 4 3/4s&0 
Combustion Engineering 3 3/$S81 
Commercial Solvents 4§s91 
Consolidated Edison 4s73 
Continental Baking 4 3/8s&3 
Copperweld Steel 5s79 
Douglas Aircraft 4s77 
Dow Chemical 3sS2 
Eastern Airlines 5s92 
Eastern Stainless Steel 5s73 
Fairchild Hiller 4 3/Ss92 
Fansteel Metallurgical 4 3/4s76 j 
Food Fair 4s79 
General American Oil 4 3/4s&4 
General Development Corp. 6s75 
General Telephone Corp. Uis77 (now Gen. Tel. and El.) 
General Telephone and Electronics 4s90 
Giddings and Lewis 4 5/&S&5* 
Grant (W. T.) 4s90 
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Great Western Financial $s74 
Hertz' Corp. 4s70 
Hooker Chemical 5s&4 
Hotel Corp. of America 6s72 
Indian Head $^s93 
International Silver 4s&5 
International Telephone and Telegraph 4 7/Ss33 
ITE Circuit Breaker 4^s&2* 
Kresge 4 1/&s92 
Litton 3%s87 
Macy (R. H.) 5s92 
McDermott and Co. 5s72* 
NAFI Corp. (originally Chris-Craft) 
National Cash Register 4^s$1 
National Cylinder Gas Co. 5 1/&s77 
Nopco Chemical 4 3/4s87 
Northrop 4 3/4s#7 
01in Matheson 5^s^2 
Olin Matheson 5is83 
Oxford Paper 4 3/4s7# 
Pan American World Airways 4 7/&s79 
RCA 3ssS0 
Ralston Purina 4 7/&s92 
Reeves Brothers 4s91 
Richfield Oil 4 3/Ss$3 
Rohr Corp. 5is§6 
Royal McBee ozjs77 
Seiberling Rubber 5s79 (now Seilon Corp.) 
Sinclair 4 3/&sS6 
Southern Natural Gas 4^s73 
Stevens (J. P.) 4s90 
Stokely-Van Camp 4^s&2 
Thompson Products 4 7/$sS2 (now TRW Corp.) 
TWA 5 3/4s&3 
United Aircraft 4|s92 
United Airlines 4s90 
Vanadium Corp. 4ss76 
Vendo Co. 4^sS0 
Vornado 5s#2 
Wheeling Steel 3 3/4s75 

The Thirty-Six-Issue Sample 

This sample was used for the partial hedge of Chapter V 

and the full hedge of Chapter VI. 

Air Reduction 3 7/&S&7 
American Distilling 4 3/£s$6 
American Machine and Foundry Uts8l 
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Armour 4is&3 
Ashland Oil 3 7/Ss93 
Aurora Plastics 4 ^/BsBO 
Avco $s79 
Beaunit Mills 4is90 
Celanese 4s90 
Collins Radio 4 3/4s30 
Combustion Engineering 3 }/8s3l 
Continental Baking 4 3/Ss§3 
Copperweld Steel 5s79 
Crowell-Collier 4SS&1 
Dow Chemical 3s$2 
Dresser Industries 4 1/Ss77 
Food Fair 4s79 
General American Oil 4 3/4s$4 
General Instrument 4is#5 
General Time 4 3/4s79 
Grace {W. R.) and Co. 4is90 
Granite City Steel 4 5/&s94 
Hunt Foods 4 3/&sS6 
International Telephone and Telegraph 4 7/&S&3 
Litton Industries 3"|sS7 
Macy (R. H.) and Co. 4?s90 
Northrop Corp. 5s79 
01in Matheson 5is82 
Oxford P#per 4 3/4s7^ 
Phillips Petroleum 4is#7 
Rohr Corp. 5is77 
Scott Paper js71 
Sinclair 4 3/8s86 
Stevens (J. P.) 4s90 
United Aircraft ̂ s88 
Xerox 4s$4 

The Twelve Convertibles Issued Since March, 1963 

American Broadcasting 5s93 
American Hoist 5s93 
Burroughs 3 3/4s93 
Chase Manhattan Bank 4 7/&s93 
De Giorgio Corp. 5 3/4s93 
Indian Head 5|s93 
Medusa Portland Cement 5 3/4s$& 
Ogden Corp. 5s93 
Pueblo Supermarkets 5is88 
Sundstrand 5s93 
United Utilities, Inc. 5s93 
White Motor Corp. 5is93 
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